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ABSTRACT 
Laboratory studies on the adsorption of bacteria onto soils and activated carbon were 
undertaken to evaluate the role of the process in removal of bacteria from groundwater. It was 
hypothesized that removal of bacteria from water passing through soil would be primarily due to 
adsorption in which case the bacteria would behave in a manner similar to colloidal particles or 
chemical molecules. 
The basic kinetics of uptake of Staphylococcus aureus were determined on activated carbon, 
a highly adsorbing material chemically speaking. Once the technique was worked out and 
adsorption demonstrated to take place, sand, clay, and Mendon silt loam were studied. Uptake of 
bacteria was observed microscopically on both activated carbon and clay. Sand showed no 
measurable uptake of bacteria. 
lVIendon silt loam was also used in competitive adsorption studies. Sodium chloride, sodium 
lauryl sulfate and peptone were used and their effects on adsorption of the test organism 
measured. 
Results clearly showed uptake of the bacteria with equilibrium reached within one hour. 
Conventional chemical thermodynamics can be applied to bacterial adsorption onto soils with the 
determi nation of Langmuir type isotherms and the subsequent evaluation of fiFo, flHo, and flso 1 
functions. Bacterial adsorption is endothermic with peptone decreasing and sodium chloride 
increasing adsorption. 
Based on the results, columns of sand and charcoal were set up and the time of bacterial 
passage predicted by a first generation model. The results indicated reasonable fit for the model 
but some adjustment would be required for a close simu lation. 
This report was submitted in fulfillment of Grant 1\10. 16060 EBD between the Federal 
Water Pollution Control Administration and Utah Water Research Laboratory, Utah State 
University. 
Key Words: Bacterial adsorption, soil, thermodynamics of bacterial adsorption competitive 
adsorption, activated charcoal, sand, clay, Mendon silt loam, Staphylococcus aureus. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The propensity of microorganisms to travel through 
soils saturated with moisture is a question ascertained 
largely by field observations and empirical experiments. 
The aggregate mass of field observations (AWWA, 1960; 
Woodward, 1961) indicates that bacteria will travel far, in 
terms of miles, through fissured rock or gravel, but only 
short distances, in terms of tens of feet, through finer 
textured media such as sand. In a rather definitive 
experiment, which consisted of injected raw sewage in an 
injection well, Krone et aI., (1958) reports 100 feet was 
the nominal limit of travel distance of bacteria. Labora-
tory studies feeding soil columns with sewage water 
(Robeck et aI., 1962) have shown that bacteria will 
eventually break through after weeks of feeding; the rise 
in bacterial count was exponential when it did occur. 
Filmer and Corey (1966), Cookson and North (1967), 
Drewry and Eliassen (1968), and Cookson (1969) have 
shown viruses to be adsorbed by soil particles. Filmer and 
Corey (1966) have demonstrated that bacterial size 
particles are removed by soil; Boyd et al. (1969) have 
demonstrated bacterial removal by soils. Thus it is clear 
that some mechanism acts to inhibit the -Free travel of 
bacteria through saturated soils. Adsorption by soil 
particles, mechanical sieving, and microsedimentation are 
possible mechanisms (O'Melia and Stumm, 1967; 
Cookson, 1970) causing bacterial retention; population 
change is another consideration. We focus herein on the 
adsorption process (Hendricks et aI., 1969). 
Objectives 
Our primary goal was to describe and explain 
bacterial adsorption on soils in terms of thermodynamics. 
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By corollary, we also sought to ascertain the influence of 
temperature, chemical competition, and soil type on the 
process of bacterial adsorption. 
Significance 
Untreated waste waters often find their way 
inadvertently into bodies of groundwater-one of the 
largest and most extensive sources of water supply in the 
United States. Septic tank tile fields constitute probably 
the most extensive source of such waste waters, and are a 
hazard to wells located nearby. Two well known cases of 
direct recycle from septic tank to well are Suffolk Co. 
Long Island (Flynn, 1961) and Twin Cities area of 
Minnesota (Woodward, 1961). 
Treated waste waters are now being injected directly 
into aquifers (Parkhurst, 1965). This form of recycle is 
discussed with increasing frequency. The question of 
travel of residual microorganisms is often noted as an 
unknown parameter, which needs to be determined prior 
to large scale injection of treated waste waters into 
grou ndwaters. 
Empiricism is invaluable in providing guidance in 
assessing such situations. However, microorganism reten-
tion in soils needs to be evaluated also in terms of a 
theoretical framework if such practical questions are to be 
dealt with comprehensively. Our project relates to devel-
oping means for rational assessment of bacterial travel 
through saturated soils. Some practical situations for 
application include artificial recharge with waste waters, 
septic tank hazards, and shallow aquifer contamination. 

THEORY OF BACTERIAL ADSORPTION 
Adsorption 
A process is a transition between states; a chemical 
reaction is a type of process. Adsorption is a type of 
reaction, or process, involving an adsorbate in a relatively 
mobile or free state which becomes bonded to a site on an 
adsorbent surface. Adsorption generally involves the same 
type of bonding that occurs in normal chemical reactions; 





electrostatic attraction between unlike 
charges; simple ion exchange is an example 
van der Waal's attraction caused by non-
homogeneous force fields; the Leonard-Jones 
6-12 potential describes th is mathematica II y 
valence bonds; this is the usual bonding for 
chemical reactions 
Forces involved in adsorption are similar to those 
that occur in common chemical reactions, except that one 
of the interacting molecules, atoms, or ions is a constit-
uent of a surface. Thus the resultant force of reaction 
between adsorbent and adsorbate is modified (increased 
or decreased) by the presence of neighboring constituents 
which make up the solid surface. The bonding categories 
above are somewhat arbitrary in that they are all part of a 
continuum. 
Bacteria and thermodynamics 
Thermodynamics can be applied to the adsorption 
process to derive useful information and insight regarding 
equilibria, bonding energy, and entropy changes. Classical 
thermodynamics tell much of practical usefu Iness, where-
as application of statistical thermodynamics can yield 
greater fundamental understanding. We apply these con-
cepts here to the bacterial adsorption reaction, hypothe-
sizing that this process can be treated as any normal 
chemical reaction. Certainly this view is consistent and 
logical since the bacterium does change state (from free to 
adsorbed state) during the adsorption reaction. Bacterial 
adsorption differs, however, from the usual chemical 
reaction or phase change in the natu re of the adsorbate 
species undergoing a change in state. Bacteria are 
macroparticles whereas the usual appl ication of then 110-
dynamics concerns state changes at the molecular level. 
The essential practical difference between the two cases is 
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that the magnitudes of the thermodynamic functions 
obtained for bacterial adsorption may not be directly 
comparable with thermodynamic data for the adsorption 
of molecules. It is our contention that the meaning and 
interpretation of the data shou Id not be affected except 
insofar as experience with the adsorbate species limits the 
interpretation of data. 
Adsorption reaction. Thermodynam ics can be used 
to describe the change of state of a substance or the 
energy change involved in a given reaction or process. 
Thus the initial and final states of the reactants and 
products must be clearly identified, which in biological 
systems is sometimes hazardous. 
For the bacterial adsorption reaction, the simplest 
equation which can be written is: 
Bacteria + Sorbent "* Bacteria· Sorbent .. . (1) 
Designating bacteria as B, X as the sorbent, and X as the 
bacteria sorbent complex, Equation (1) is rewritten: 
B + X X ........ (2) 
The above is an obvious oversimplification of the 
bacteria-sorbent reaction since it ignores the critical role 
of the solvent in its representation. It is commonly 
accepted that both bacteria and soil particles are strongly 
hydrophilic. Thus it is possible to expand Equation (2) 
into component partial reactions as follows: 
B·H t B + yW y 
X·H t X + zH 
z 
B + X t. B·X 
I1H .... (3) 
BW 
.... (4) 
I1H .... (5) 
BX 
in which y and z represent the number of molecules of 
water, W, associated with the bacteria and the adsorbent 
site, respectively. When (3), (4), and (5) are added: 
B·W + x W t B·X + (y+z)W y z 
The measurement of l1H BXW gives a value of the 
heat (enthalpy) of the adsorption process of bacteria from 
aqueous solution. Since the bacteria-soil reaction occurs in 
the presence of soil moisture, Equation (6) gives a more 
complete picture of the adsorption process which occurs 
in natural systems and forms the model by which 
experimental data are explained. Although Equation (6) 
indicates the bacteria-sorbent complex is completely 
dehydrated, this situation is highly unlikely. It is reason-
able to assume that the surface complex is still hydrated 
although to a lesser degree than the reactants prior to 
interaction. If one is interested only in the affinity of the 
bacteria for the sol id, the reaction involving l1H BX must 
be isolated, i.e., the energy of desorption of water must be 
eliminated from the process. Further, it must be assumed 
that the solid is inert and only serves as the source of a 
force field and the energy change represented by 11 H BX is 
attributed only to the soil-bacterium couple. An attempt 
to isolate l1H BX would require 
(a) Data concerning the l1H of desorption of 
water from the solid. 
(b) Data concerning the l1H of desorption of 
water from the bacterium. 
(c) Knowledge of the amount of water desorbed 
from the solid and bacterium during the 
formation of the bacteria-soil complex. 
Because of the lack of pertinent data, any attempt 
to calculate a value for 11 H BX must be regarded only as a 
mathematical exercise. However, since Equation (6) is 
regarded as the natural system, i.e., bacteria are usually 
adsorbed from the aqueous phase, Equation (6) is of 
greatest importance. Equations (3), (4), and (5) are 
written to clarify and explain Equation (6). 
Equilibrium. The mathematical statement for 







x* ......... (8) 
Ci ' X* 
reaction equilibrium constant (ml/sites 
available) 
eq u i librium concentration of cells 
adsorbed per gram of soil 
equilibrium solution concentration of 
hydrated bacteria (cells/ml) 
4 
equilibrium concentration of hydrated 
adsorption sites unoccupied by bacteria 
(sites/gm) 
Because of the excess of water, the term (y I-Z)W is 
assumed constant and incorporated in the value of u. 
l\Jow we let 
X"k X - x*· . . . . . . . (9) 
m 
in which 
X m maximum number of sorption sites per 
gram of soil 
and substitute (9) in (8) to give: 
-* 
a X ....... (10) 
(X - x*) Ci , 
m 




----:T:""" •••••••• (11) 
+ aC~" 
-which is the usual algebraic arrangement for the well 
known Langmu ir isotherm. 
The linearized form of the Langmuir isotherm is 
obtained by algebraic rearrangement of Equation (11), 






. . . . . . (12) 
This form of the equation is useful, as will be seen later, in 
analysis of data. 
Thermodynamics. Measurement of the equilibrium 
or Langmu ir constant, a, and how it varies with tempera-
ture is the general procedure of obtaining critical thermo-
dynamic data. The equilibrium constant, a, is related to 
standard free energy, AF 0, by the equation (Equation 
A-29, Appendix A): 
l1FO - RTIn a ........ (13) 
Differentiating with respect to temperature 
dIn a 
RIn a + RT dT ... (14) 
When the reactants and products are in their standard 
state, the Gibb's-Helmholtz equation is (Equation A-35, 
Appendix A): 
.... (15) 
Substituting Equation (15) in Equation (14) the following 
resu Its: 
- i'lFo + i'lHo = RTlna + RT2 dIn a 
dT 
· .... (16) 
After substituting ~Fo= - RT Ina in Equation (16) and 
rearranging, the following relation can be obtained: 
dIn a 
dT 
. . . . . . (17) 
Integrating Equation (17) and assuming i'lH o constant 
over the temperature range of the study, the following is 
derived: 
In a + c · .... (18) 
in which 
C integration constant 
~Ho standard state enthalpy of reaction 
R gas constant 
T absolute temperature (0 K) 
That C = ~So/R (Equation 18) can be shown as follows: 
The Gibb's free energy ~ Fa is defined as 
· . . . . (19) 
or as 
- RT In ex · . . . . (13) 
Substituting ~Ho - T~S a for i'lF a, and rearranging, Equa-
tion (13) becomes 
In ex ...... (20) 
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Thus by measurement of ex and its corresponding 
temperature dependence, the thermodynamic functions, 
£j F a, f., H a, and f\. S a, for a given process can be evaluated 
by Equations (13) and (20) respectively. These functions 
provide valuable information concerning the reaction in 
question. The model of the reaction can be more 
accurately inferred through deductive reasoning consistent 
with the experimentally derived thermodynamic values. 
Equation A-25, Appendix A, reproduced below as 
Equation (21), 
~F ~Fo+RTlnQ"" .. (21) 
offers the means for assessing the direction of equilibrium 
and the degree of deviation from it. Since AF a is a 
constant determined for any given temperature, we need 
only specify the value of Q, which is the ratio of 
concentrations of products to reactants, each substance 
raised to its stoichiometric power. 
While we are applying thermodynamics to reactions 
involving bacteria-which are finite particles-conventional 
thermodynamics was developed for particles at the 
molecular level. We hypothesize that the colligative 
properties of molecules can be extended to apply to 
bacterial particles. This can be done by use of the activity 
concept. Thus "bacterial activity" relates molecular 
behavior, which conforms to the ideal gas law, to bacterial 
concentration. We allow for use of molar concentration 
expressions by the activity coefficient, y thus 
aB YB 
• [B]. . . . . . . . (22) 
in which 
a a bacterial activity 
\ bacterial activity coefficient 
[8] bacterial concentration (moles/liter) 
It is implied that a "mole of bacteria" is Avogadro's 
number, 6.02 x 1 0 2~ We use the osmotic pressure to 
relate the colligative properties of bacterial particle 
thermodynamics to those of molecular particle thermo-
dynamic, letting Ya be the calculated unknown. Thus 
from van't Hoff's law: 
in which 
1T 
1T = Y [B] RT ........ (23) 
B 
measured osmotic pressure (atmo-
spheres) 
Competitive adsorption 
Competitive adsorption is defined as the competi-
tion for adsorption sites by two or more adsorbate species 
(excluding the solvent). This case is analyzed by the 
expansion of the reaction equations to include additional 
adsorbate species. Let us designate A as a chemical species 
which competes with bacteria for the soil sorption sites. 
The two important reactions involving A are its (1) direct 
competition with bacteria for the surface sites forming the 
surface complex A. X and (2) the interaction of the 
chemical species with the bacteria forming a chemical-
bacteria complex, A· B. These reactions are shown below 
. '. (24) 
A·W + B·W t A·B + (v+y)W 6HAB v y 
.. (25) 
in which v designates the number of water molecules W 
associated with the chemical species A. Combining Equa-
tions (24) and (25) we have: 
2 A· W + X· W + B· W t A· X + A • B + (2 v+y ) W 
v z y 
........... (26) 
Combining Equation (26) with Equation (6) we 
obtain the net reaction: 
2A·W 
v 
+ 2X·W + 2B·W 
z Y 
+ 2(v+y+z)W 
t A-X + AGB + B·X 
........ (27) 
If we assume negligible interaction between the bacteria 
and A, Equation (27) can be reduced to: 
A·W + X·W + BoW t aA·X + bB·X 
v z Y 
+ (v+y+z)W .......... (28) 
in which 
a + b = 1 
Equilibrium for Equation (28) is expressed: 
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a' = ... (29) 
Because of the large excess of water in the system 
the solvent concentration is assumed constant and its 
value is incorporated in the value of a'. An equivalent 






- ... ' .. -----"' ... X""·X"" A 
* -( ~'. X ·C -A" ...... (30) 
equilibrium constant for Equation (28) 
[A-X] *, the equilibrium concentration 
of A adsorbed (gm chemical sorbate/gm 
sorbent) 
[A ·W] *, equilibrium concentration of 
A in the liquid phase (gm/L) 
Equation (29) can be rewritten by substituting 
x* ..... (31) 
as follows: 
a' ... (32) 
Rearranging Equation (32) gives the equivalent Langmuir 
isotherm expression for two sorbates: 
... (33) 
If A * and X~ are held constant while changing C *, the 
shape of the equilibrium graph for the fractional coverage 
by bacteria will resemble the plot of the Langmuir 
isotherm. However, the asymptote of the bacterial 
isotherm will drop proportionately with sites occupied by 
A; and a I will probably be unique for every level of A *. 
The linearized form of Equation (33) is: 
c c . (34) 
X 
which is presented merely to show the contrast with 
another form below. 
Laidler (1965, p. 262) presents an alternate 
expression for two sorbates (bacteria and chemical in this 







1 + aC + a'A 




C + a' A,'eJ~ + ~_ .. (36) 
a X 
m 
We use Equations (35) and (36) in further discussion since 
Equation (35) is found in the literature and appears 
rational. 
Now if we further examine the differences between 
Equations (12) and (36) for cases of no competition and 
adding A as a competitor, respectively, we see the only 
difference lies in the intercept terms. It is Equation (12) 
that is used later, even when competitive effects are 
exami ned, so now we wish to ascertain the effect of using 
the wrong equation when competition is involved. We do 
this by equating the intercept portions of Equations (12) 
and (36). First, however, to distinguish a's let us 
designate with subscripts T for true for Equation (36) and 
P for psuedo for Equation (12). Thus we have: 





In interpreting results later, we use a p ; we make no 
further reference to these differences except to point out 
that such differences do exist and they are mathematically 
delineated in the foregoing. To do more would be arduous 
and involved, with few quantitative returns. 
Thermodynamics. The thermodynamics of competi-
tive adsorption differs from the case of singular sorbate 
adsorption only insofar as more terms are involved in the 
reaction (Equations 25 - 28). The reaction thermo-
dynamics for Equation (28), determined from equil ibrium 
data as given by Equations (13) and (20), will probably 
result in values different from those obtained using 
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Equation (6). This reflects two simultaneous reactions 
occurring on the interface resulting in eJn energy balance 
which is the net contribution of each individual reaction. 
For example if 
""II // L\ll AX BX 
then we may expect for the stoichiometry coefficients, 
a » b 
Statistical thermodynamics 
Another way to examine the thermodynamics of 
adsorption is at the particle level. This is useful in 
providing a more rigorous definition and understanding 
concerning fundamental mechanisms of adsorption; 
empirical coefficients then have greater significance. 
Statistical thermodynamics is based upon models of 
particle behavior; we will carry th is no farther than the 
particle model. 







aCT) q (T) • eO. . . . (38) 
q (T) 
-u /kT 
(q q q ).e 00 
X Y z 
... (39) 
a, the Langmuir isotherm equilibrium 
constant 
an harmonic oscillator molecular parti-
tion function 
chemical potential at an arbitrary 
standard state 
Boltzman constant 
potential energy at the minimum in the 
potential well engulfing the adsorption 
site 
on e-d i m en si onal harmonic-oscillator 
molecular partition functions, 
respectively 
The terms q x, q y, qz are for a monatomic molecule 
in a gas environment vibrating about an adsorption site, 
with x, y, and z components of motion. Statistical 
thermodynamic models have been developed successfully 
only for models of the gaseous state. Such models are not 
determinate for liquids, and application to macroparticles 
has not been attempted. The indeterminacy of the 
adsorbed bacterium model sti II does not obviate the 
usefulness and insight which is possible by empirically 
applying the statistical thermodynamic concepts express-
ed in Equations (38) and (39). We do this merely by 
postulating that the adsorbed bacterium must have some 
particle partition function, q (T), associated with it. This 
partition function reflects all of the properties of the 
partition function which includes the types of motion or 
energy states accessible to the adsorbed bacterium. 
The relationship between the classical and statistical 
thermodynamic functions can be seen by equating Equa-






In q (T) .. . . . . . (41) 
in which LlH o and LS o are for the partial reaction of 
Equation (5) and therefore these terms are LH~x and 
L Ssx, respectively. Equation (41) is not strictly correct, 
however, as the left side refers to a mole of particles and 
the right side refers to a single particle; th is is true for 
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Equation (40) also but the equality holds. For the 
entropy function, the number of particles involved does 
make a difference as the number of ways M adsorption 
sites can be occupied by N particles affects the entropy 
term also. The /1S a term refers to a mole of particles and 
not a single particle, thus it is not compatible with q(T),. 
which is the number of energy states accessible to a single 
particle. We call this partition function for the ensemble 
of particles, O(T); Equation (41) must be modified to 
give: 
LSO ~ = In Q(T) ........ (42) 
R 
Since a solution environment is involved, we say O(T) is 
the change in accessible quantum states in going from the 
solution environment to an adsorbed condition. The same 
is true for lJ o(T). This contrasts with the usual statistical 
thermodynamic treatment, which is developed for gas 
adsorption (Hill, 1960). 
If we could isolate LH sx and L Ssx we could 
speculate quantitatively on the nature of the bond and on 
the bacterial entropy changes. We must remain qualitative 
for the present, however, which still allows us to glean 
insight and rationale concerning the reaction. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The uptake of bacteria from the suspended phase to 
the adsorbed phase was determined by measuring the 
depletion of bacteria from the solution. This was done by 
providing opportunity for contact between the bacteria 
and adsorbent particles through mixing. The bacterial 
concentrations were measured at selected time intervals 
until the uptake on the particles was completed, which 
was assumed to be the equilibrium state. The number of 
bacteria depleted from suspension was assumed to be 
adsorbed by the soil sample; a control which contained a 
similar number of bacteria in distilled water was used to 
verify this assumption. Microscopic observation of 
attached cells also demonstrated bacterial uptake. At 
equilibrium the designations X * and C * were used to 
ind icate the concentration of bacteria on so I id phase 
(number of bacteria per gram of soil) and in the 
suspension phase (number of bacteria per ml of suspen-
sion), respectively. The values of X * and C * provided 
one point on an isotherm. All media and equipment were 
autoclaved at 121 C. Aseptic technique was rigorously 
applied for all steps in the analysis. 
Adsorbate-organism and preparation 
The bacterium chosen for this study was 
Staphvlococcus au reus, FDA 209, a spherical coccus that 
readily breaks up into individual cells upon shaking. 
To maintain this organism, primary stock cultures 
were transferred at monthly intervals on Nutrient Agar 
(Difco) slants, and, after sufficient growth, were stored at 
5C. Use stocks were made from the primary stocks as 
needed and transferred daily on Nutrient Agar slants. 
When an experiment was performed, the transfer for the 
next day's experiment was first made, then the slant (18 -
24 hours old) was used to prepare the suspension for the 
experiment. The slant was washed with 1 ml of sterile 
distilled water and the resulting suspension was then 
transferred drop by drop to sterile screw cap test tube 
containing 10 ml of sterile distilled water, until the optical 
density at 525 m]J on a Spectronic-20 colorimeter was 
0.3. The tube was then shaken vigorously for 15 minutes 
to suspend the cells and break up the clumps. An optical 
density of 0.3 for the organism described here corre-
sponds to approximately 3 x 10 8 cells per ml and served 
as a means of calibration for obtaining the desired cell 
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concentrations by adding a predetermined amount of a 
dilution to the reaction flasks. When large amounts of 
cells were required, the culture was grown on the surface 
of agar plates and harvested by flooding with 10 ml of 
sterile distilled water. The resultant suspension was then 
collected in a large sterile bottle. A sufficient amount of 
this suspension (determined as above) was added to the 
reaction flasks to provide the desired concentration of 
bacteria per ml in the flask. Each flask contained a 
magnetic stir-bar and a weighed amount of soil. 
The assay 
A 1 ml sample was removed from the flask 
supernatant after a brief period to allow the larger 
particles to settle out. Dilutions were made in accordance 
with the estimated initial concentration and 1 ml portions 
of several dilutions were passed through 0.45 l.1 
membrane filters (Millipore Filter Corp.) so that at least 
one dilution would provide 30-300 cells on the filter. The 
filters were then placed in petri dishes on pads containing 
2.2 ml of double strength Brain Heart I nfusion Broth 
(Difco) and incubated at 37 C for 24 hours. Filters with 
30-300 colonies were counted using a stereomicroscope at 
30X. The control served as a base-line and provided the 
initial inoculum level at zero-time for all the flasks. 
Microscopic checks were made to determine if observed 
reduction in the presence of an adsorbent was due to 
clumping. No greater tendency to clump was observed in 
the presence of adsorbent than in the control. 
The laboratory setup and the performance of the 
assay are illustrated in the series of photographs in Figure 
1 (a-g). 
Coulter counter. A two month exploration was 
undertaken to ascertain the capability of the Model-B 
Coulter counter for counting bacteria-in lieu of the 
laborious plate counting technique. The results with the 
electronic counter did not agree with microscopic or plate 
counts. This was determined to be due in part to 
equipment problems. The orifice used for counting 
frequently clogged due to fairly large soil particles 
occasionally encountered. Use of this instrument was 
finally abandoned, in the interest of time, for the more 
reliable membrane counting procedure. 
(a) Taking J m1 sample from experimental flask 
(b) Diluting the saIT1ple (c) Filtering the sample through 
.45 f-1 filter (Millipore) 
Figure 1. Photographs illustrating experimental procedure for counting bacteria. 
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(d) Removi.ng the filter paper as e ptically 
from the filteri.ng unit 
(f) Incubating the samples at 37 C for 
18 hours 
Figure 1. Continued. 
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(e) Placi.ng the filter paper in petri.dish 
contai ning pad s with 2. 2 m I BHl. 
(g) Counting the bacterial colonies by 
stereomicroscope at 30X and recording 
the counts on IBM coding sheet. 
Adsorbents 
Activated charcoal. Activated charcoal (Filtrasorb 
400, Calgon Co., Pittsburgh) was used to establish the 
operational procedures and to test the thermodynamic 
hypotheses of adsorption. Activated charcoal is desirable 
for this purpose since it: (1) is easy to handle, (2) will 
settle readily, (3) possesses large surface area, and (4) an 
abundant literature exists attesti~g to its adsorbent 
characteristics. 
Since this assay procedure depends on viable cells, 
the question arose whether something in or on the 
charcoal might kill the cells which would also give a 
decrease in numbers. To test this possibility, ion perme-
able collodion bags were placed in the flasks containing 
charcoal and the system equilibrated for 24 hours. The 
bacterial suspension was then placed inside the collodion 
bag and samples removed periodically. No decline in 
bacterial numbers was observed suggesting that no toxic 
agent is released from the charcoal or if it is, it is a very 
large molecule (protein in size) which is unable to pass 
through the membrane. On the basis of this experiment, it 
was concluded that the reduction in bacterial numbers 
was due to the removal of cells from suspension and not 
due to bactericidal ions. The possibility of extraneous 
clumping was eliminated by microscopic examination. 
Kaolinite clay. The first soil material used was 
Kaolinite clay. This clay is described as possessing: (1) 2 
meq per 100 gm cation exchange capacity, (2) a pH of 4.4 
when suspended in distilled water, (3) a surface area of 12 
m 2 per gm, and (4) roughly hexagonal plate-like crystals 
0.2 to 2]J in size. 
Mendon silt loam. An homogeneous portion of 
Mendon silt loam, a soil from l\Jortheast Utah, was used 
for experimental work on adsorption competition. The 
portion used was the size range less than 0.991 mm 
diameter. The physical-chemical analysis of an homo-
geneous portion of this soil, hereafter referred to as 
simply Mendon silt loam, is given in Appendix H. Prior to 
use, the soil samples were soaked in distilled water and 
autoclaved for 15 minutes at 121 C. Mendon silt loam 
was chosen for the bacterial adsorption study since pilot 
experiments using this soil showed significant cell uptake. 
Silica sand. Silica sand (Si0 2 ), a coarse fraction of 
soil with no net charge and with very low chemical 
adsorption capacity was also studied. Particle size range 
was from 0.1 mm to 1.0 mm diameter. 
Competitive sorbates 
Sodium chloride (l\JaCI), sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) 
and peptone were chosen to study their competitive effect 
on bacterial adsorption. They represent different cate-
gories of chemicals which may be found in contaminated 
waters flowing through the soil and in other situations 
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involving a bacteria-soil-chemical species-water contact 
opportunity. NaCI represents an inorganic group of 
chemicals and is a major component of sewage; sodium 
lauryl sulfate, C 11 H23 COOS0 3 Na, is a synthetic deter-
gent, and peptone represents organic matter, specifically 
degraded protein. A definite chemical structure and 
formu la for peptone is not possible since it is composed of 
a mixture of many types of short soluble peptide chains 
and amino acids. 
When two sorbates, A and B are competing for 
sorption sites, A may inhibit the adsorption of B. The 
threshold concentration level of A at which this occurs 
significantly, is here referred to as the "threshold competi-
tive level" of A. To determine threshold competitive levels 
of NaCI, SLS and peptone, the concentration of each 
given sorbate (alone) was increased in the presence of 
bacteria and soil to the point that measureable bacterial 
inhibition to adsorption was discerned. This was the point 
designated as the threshold competitive level. 
Since the filter assay method depends on viable 
cells, the question arose whether the chemicals used as 
competitive sorbates might be toxic to S. au reus. I n order 
to clarify this point, several toxicity experiments were 
conducted, using various concentrations of chemicals and 
bacterial cells. This was done by stirring bacteria-chemical 
suspensions in an experimental flask in the absence of soil, 
and measuring the surviving bacterial concentration at 
regu lar intervals. Since it was necessary that the experi-
ments be conducted below the threshold toxic levels of 
each of the chemical sorbates, an SLS concentration of 
.05 grams per liter was chosen for this study (Figure C-1, 
Appendix C) as was a peptone concentration of 3.8 grams 
per liter (Figure C-2, Appendix C). Although l\JaCI did not 
show significant competition with bacteria for adsorption 
at 27C (Figure C-9, Appendix C), three percent NaCI 
concentration was selected to determine the adsorption 
isotherms. Isotherms were determined at 10C, 20C, 27C, 
and 37C. Throughout these experiments, the initial cell 
concentration was held constant at 1 x 10 8 cells/ml. This 
concentration is in the flat portion of the bacterial 
adsorption isotherm, Figure 2. 
Experimental procedure 
Basically the three adsorbents were handled in much 
the same way although charcoal was used in smaller 
amounts, 1 gram per 100 ml of suspension, while the soils 
were used at 10 grams per 1800 m I of suspension. Each 
experiment was performed with one control to determine 
cell loss without adsorbent addition plus at least two or 
more flasks at a constant adsorbent level containing cells 
at various initial concentrations. The sorbate competition 
studies were accompanied by one other control, that of 
cells plus adsorbent without the competitive sorbate. A 
typical competitive experiment consisted of: 
Flask I: Distilled water (1800 ml) + S. au reus 













































Soil + ..s.. oureus 
Soil + .s... oureus + Chemical Sorbote 
-- --
Flat Portion of Isotherm 
Concentration: I X 108 Cells / M L 
C (Number of Cells / M L of Suspension) 
Figure 2. Theoretical bacterial adsorption isotherms with and without chemical competition. 
Flask II: Distilled water (1800 ml) + S. au reus 
( C 1) + so i I (lOg) 
Flask III to V: Competitive sorbate + distilled water 
(1800 ml) + S. aureus (C n ) + soil (10 g) 
in which 
C n represents in itial cell concentrations C l' C2 , 
and C3 . 
Each flask contained a stir-bar and was placed on an 
air-driven magnetic stirring mechanism in a large refriger-
ated-heated thermostatically controlled water bath shown 
in Figure 1 (a). Temperature variation was less than ± 0.1 C 
during the course of an experiment, at any of the 
temperatures used. Isotherms were determined at 10C, 
20C, 27C, and 37C, respectively, with the limits of 
viability of S. aureus controlling the working temperature 
range. Temperature equilibrium between the experimental 
flasks and the constant temperature water bath was 
obtained in about three hours. Therefore, it was necessary 
to keep the experimental flasks in the constant tempera-
ture water bath at least three hours before performing the 
experiment. 
A bacterial suspension having a selected initial 
concentration was prepared. Stirring was initiated and the 
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cells were then added to experimental flasks; stirring was 
of moderate intensity. Samples were taken from these 
flasks, before the addition of soil, to determine the initial 
cell concentrations in the respective flasks. 
Ten grams of adsorbent suspended in 100 ml of 
distilled water were then added to each of the flasks 
(except the organism control). Stirring was halted at 5-, 
15-, 30-, 45-, and 60-minute intervals, and the soil was 
allowed to settle to the bottom of the flasks for 30 
seconds to three minutes depending on the adsorbent; a 1 
ml sample from the supernatant of each flask was then 
taken. Samples were diluted according to the dilution 
scheme shown in Figure 3. 
Calculations and plotting 
Depletions and uptake. Bacterial colonies in the 
samples taken from the experimental flask at selected 
sampling intervals (at 0-, 5-, 15-, 30-,45-, and 60-minutes) 
were counted. The number of bacteria remaining in the 
soil-bacteria suspension was plotted against the sampling 
time, which resulted in a depletion curve, Figure 4. The 
horizontal asymptote on this curve was taken as an 
equilibrium cell concentration in the solution phase, and 













Figure 3. Diagrammatic illustration of the dilution scheme. 
70 t 24xI0 f 
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15 30 45 
TIME (MINUTES) ------. 
Figure 4. Depletion of bacteria with time from solution-
sample: 10 grams of Mendon silt loam. 
solution). The number of cells depleted from the soil-
bacteria suspension was assumed to be adsorbed on soil. 
The number of bacteria adsorbed at selected sampling 
time was calculated using the following formula. 
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2x10 4 cells/ml 
Dilution (II) 
- ---










the number of cells adsorbed/gram of 
soil at a selected sampling time 
the initial cell concentration (cells/ml) 
the cell concentration at a selected 
sampling time (cells/ml) 
The volume term refers to the total volume of the 
bacteria-soil-water suspension in the experimental flask. A 
plot of X vs. the sampling time was made which yielded a 
bacterial uptake curve, Figure 5. The horizontal 
asymptote on this curve was taken as an equilibrium cell 
concentration on sol id phase, wh ich for conven ience was 
designated as X· (cells/gram of soil). 
Adsorption isotherms. An adsorption isotherm is, in 
graphical form, a plot of equilibrium concentrations of 
bacteria in solid and liquid phases, X' and C *, respec-
tively. Each bacterial adsorption experiment provided a 
single point for defining an experimental isotherm. The 
locus of best fit for a number of such points obtained at a 
given temperature defines completely such an experi-
mental isotherm. Such isotherms were obtained for 
x 
30 45 60 
TIME ( MINUTES) ------. 
Figure 5. Uptake of bacteria with time on solid phase. 
temperatures of 10C, 20C, 27C, and 37C, for all sorbate-
sorbent systems studied. 
The best fit curve for this locus of points was 
obtained by regression analysis of the Langmuir isotherm 
in linearized Equation (12). 
Regression analysis of the set of experimental points 
was done by the computer programs listed in Appendix B. 
Appendix B also illustrates the numerical and graphical 
output from this program. The output from this comput-
erized analysis of experimental points yields the Langmuir 
constants a and X m. Figure B-15, Appendix B, shows a 
sample of a best fit linearized Langmuir isotherm, 
Equation (12). Figure B-16, Appendix B, shows the same 
experimental points plotted in the conventional form of 
the Langmu ir isotherm, Equation (11). The curves drawn 
in Figures B-15, Appendix B, and B-16, Appendix B, were 
based upon the values of a and X m shown in the 
printout, Figure B-14, Appendix B. 
Enthalpy (t:,H0), entropy (1:.,5 0), and energy (t:.F 0) 
of standard state. I n order to evaluate the standard state 
enthalpy, t:.Ho, a plot of log a versus reciprocal of 
absolute temperature was made in accordance with 
Equation (18). As indicated in Equation (18), the slope of 
such a plot is -t:.Ho/2.3R, which will then yield enthalpy 
change of defined standard adsorption reaction, t:.Ho. 
After determining 6Ho, the standard state enthalpy (6S0) 
and standard state free energy (t:.F 0) were calculated using 
Equations (20) and (13), respectively. 
Data processing 
All experimental data were recorded on I BM coding 
sheets, punched on cards, and processed by computer 
programs developed for this purpose. This was done for 
two reasons. First, such processing facilitated retrieval and 
analysis of large quantities of data at any stage of 
processing whether as initial raw data or in some 
processed form. The manner of cataloging the data and 
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the results and the format for display of each, in printed 
and graphical form, insured this. Second, such processing 
elimi nated large quantities of manual calculation, which 
released labor for other tasks and minimized chances for 
mistakes in data processing. 
The complete data processing consisted of two 
phases described as A and B below: 
A. Processing of bacterial depletion data. 
1. Bacterial depletion data were recorded on 
I BM coding sheets as indicated in Figures B-3 
and B-4, Appendix B. 
2. These data were punched on I BM cards. 
3. The data cards were processed by the program 
BACTXT using the Univac 1108 computer. 
The card arrangement is shown in Figure B-1, 
Appendix B. 
4. The output from program BACTXT consisted 
of: 
a. Tabular output designated as "Table 2" 
(Appendices) which shows all experi-
mental conditions, depletion data as 
recorded, and calculated values of X and 
C. Figure B-6, Appendix B, is a sample 
output for one "run." 
b. Plotted points in graphical form show-
ing the bacterial uptake with time as 
illustrated by Figure B-7, Appendix B. 
The horizontal asymptote of this curve 
yielded a value of equilibrium cell 
concentration in solid phase, X*. 
c. Plotted points showing the bacterial 
depletion with time, Figure B-8, Appen-
dix B. The horizontal asymptote of this 
curve resulted in a value for equilibrium 
cell concentration in solution phase, C *. 
B. Processing of equilibrium data. 
1. The equilibrium data obtained from 4b and 4c 
were recorded on another I BM coding sheet as 
ind icated in Figure B-12, Appendix B. 
2. These data were punched on I BM cards. 
3. The data cards were processed by the program 
ALPHAB, again by the Univac 1108. The card 
arrangement is shown in Figure B-11, Appen-
dix B. 
4. The output of program ALPHAB consisted 
of: 
a. Tabular output, Figure B-14, Appendix 
B, showing the numerical values of a 
2 ' Xmax ' R, and R . 
b. Graphical output showing equilibrium 
data and the best fit regression curves in 
the form of I inearized Langmuir and 
conventional Langmuir isotherms, 
Figures B-16 and B-15, Appendix B, 
respectivel y. 
These programs are described in detail in Appendix B. 
Column experiments 
Based on results of the adsorption experiments two 
materials were selected for column adsorption; sand for its 
complete lack of adsorption capacity and charcoal for 
extremely high adsorption capacity (see results). Figure 6 
is a photograph of the experimental set up. 
A glass tube, 22 mm internal diameter and 15 cm 
long, was carefully packed to a depth of 10 cm over a thin 
layer of glass wool held on a rubber stopper with one 
central hole. In the case of sand, this amounted to 85 gm 
of adsorbent and 20 gm for the charcoal. A glass tube 
with connected rubber hose and screw clamp was attached 
through the hole in the bottom stopper and an aluminum 
foil cone placed around the hose. This last was designed to 
minimize air currents while taking a sample from the 
rubber tube orifice. 
Figure 6. Column experiment apparatus. 
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A rubber stopper with two glass tubes was placed in 
the top of the column. One served as an air pressure 
r'elease valve (with a screw clamp) and the other was 
attached to a large Marriot siphon reservoir. Column and 
reservoir were then autoclaved. 
Distilled water was sterilized separately and added 
to the reservoir to a 20 liter volume. The water was then 
percolated through the column and the flow rate adjusted 
to 15 ml per minute. The water used in establishing the 
flow rate was replaced with sterile water. Enough of a 
previously sterilized NaCI solution was added to give a 
concentration of 300 mg/I and enough of a suspension of 
S. aureus cells was added to give a final concentration of 
about 300 per ml. Percolation was started. 
Fifteen ml samples were collected in sterile flasks at 
various time intervals, the rest of the flow was collected in 
a separate container for disposal. One milliliter portions of 
the samples were then passed through membrane filters 
and handled as before. Samples were also taken at the 
termination of the experiment with sterile syringes and 
needles from the surface, the adsorbent-water interface 
and approximately 0.5 cm below the interface of the 
adsorbent to determine if a concentrated surface film may 
have built up during percolation. 
A model was designed for predicting behavior in the 
columns with these two adsorbents. Program and sample 
output will be found in Appendix I. This model assumes 
that all sorbate particles that collide with sorbent particles 
stick upon collision. Thus we idealize the system to say 
that uptake to the adsorbed phase depends only upon rate 
of convective delivery (we ignore dispersion here in this 
cursory treatment) to the sorption sites and not upon the 
ability of the sorbent particle to accept the sorbate. This 
rate of delivery depends not only on the sorbate feed 
concentration and flow rate, but upon the probability of 
collision with a soil particle. The distance a sorbate 
particle must travel to experience such a collision is a 
characteristic of the porous media. This means the sorbate 
concentration will decay with distance in an exponential 
manner. The program, Figure 1·1, Appendix I, provides 
the complete algorithm and further explains the logic of 
this procedure. A discussion by Hendricks (1965) further 
elaborates this method. The result of this program is only 
an approximate limit assuming no particle rejection on 
impact. A more realistic model would consider uptake 
kinetics as well-such as a second order rate law with 
respect to sorbate concentration and sorbent sites avail-
able. Figure B-7 and similar data would be the basis for 
such a kinetic analysis. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Summary 
Three categories of results are reported; these 
include: (1) direct microscopic observations of bacterial 
adsorption, (2) thermodynamic analysis of adsorption 
measurements, and (3) column breakthrough experiments. 
The bulk of our effort was directed toward category (2), 
the primary concern of this investigation. 
Direct microscopic observations 
In addition to quantitative viable measurements of 
bacterial adsorption, we also have observed bacterial 
adsorption directly on activated carbon and kaolinite clay. 
Activated carbon. Figure 7 is a color photograph 
showing dead S. aureus cells attached to a particle of 
activated carbon (Calgon, Filtrasorb 400). The adsorbed 
cells are seen as fluorescing red cocci; they are located by 
the guide marks at the bottom and left margins of the 
photograph. Figure 8 is a black and white further 
enlargement of the same photograph; again the cocci are 
located by guide marks (at the bottom and left margins, 
respectively) with cells seen as small white circles. The 
adsorbate cells shown were killed (by heating) and stained 
with acridine orange prior to contact with the charcoal 
particles. Viable cells were also observed attached to 
activated carbon particles but photographs were not 
successfu I due to Brownian movement. The first experi-
ments consisted of: 
(1) Harvesting and suspending cells in 0.1 % 
acridine orange; 
(2) Removing excess dye by repeated centrifuga-
tion in distilled water at 12,000 rpm in a 
Sorvall high speed centrifuge; 
(3) Suspending the stained cells in the presence of 
activated charcoal as usual and mixing until 
equilibrium was established; 
(4) Removing samples of charcoal particles and 
placing on Vaseline ringed wet mount slides; 
(5) Observing under ultraviolet light with a Zeiss 
fluorescence microscope. 
Acridine orange enters the cell and interacts with the 
DNA of the cell. If the cell is living, only a small amount 
enters and the cell fluoresces green. If the cell is dead, 
more dye enters and causes the cell to fluoresce red. Both 
green and red cells were clearly seen to be attached to the 
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surface of the carbon in numerous locations. Dead cells 
seemed to adsorb as well as live ones. The preparation 
used to make the photograph for Figures 7 and 8 was 
dried to eliminate the problem of Brownian movement 
but the pictures are illustrative of the visual observations 
made with wet mounts. 
Kaolinite clay. Direct observations on the bacteria-
clay combination using phase contrast were made with the 
wet mount method. Again Brownian movement interfered 
with photography. However, adsorption and desorption 
were observed to occur while under observation. These 
observations are summarized in Figure 9. One interesting 
observation was that cells appeared to accelerate their 
movement toward or away from a clay particle when 
desorbing (the latter case) or adsorbing (the former case) 
suggesting that adsorptive forces may be strong enough to 
overcome Brownian motion when cells are within one cell 
diameter of the adsorbing site. Cells were observed to be 
only temporarily or more or less permanently attached to 
the clay particles. We were unable to predict when a 
particle would desorb again, which suggests that this is a 
strictly random occurrence with sorption and desorption 
balancing each other when equilibrium is reached. One 
could possibly speak in terms of attachment (or adsorp-
tion) half-life at equilibrium. 
The conclusion of these experiments was, that 
bacteria do adsorb onto both charcoal and clay and in the 
case of charcoal, dead cells adsorbed apparently as readily 
as the live cells. With clay, adsorption and desorption 
could be observed directly. 
Adsorption isotherms 
A dsorbents. Four different adsorbents were used: 
(1) activated charcoal, (2) kaolinite clay, (3) Mendon silt 
loam, and (4) silica sand. The pertinent physical character-
istics of each of these granular media are summarized in 
Table 1. 
Conditions. The results of equilibrium measure-
ments for the bacterial adsorption reaction are expressed 
in terms of isotherms. We determined isotherms for each 
adsorbent at four temperatures, 10C, 20C, 27C, and 37C. 
This temperature span is relatively narrow thermo-
dynamically speaking; however, it represents the limits of 
viability of the organism used. 
Figure 7. Adsorbed acridine orange treated S. aureaus on 
activated carbon as observed with fluorescence 
microscopy. Dead attached cells appear red. 
View picture so that marks on border are at left 
and bottom. Their intersection is the chief area 
of interest. Zeiss fluorescence automatic photo-
microscope, 40X objective, Kodachrome 1135 
mm. Enlargement of cell is 900X. 
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Figure 8. Black and white enlargement of the area of 
interest from the film of Figure 7. Intersection 
of border marks is the area of interest. When 
marks are at left and on bottom, the two 









a. Free clay particles 0.2 to 2.0 
jJdiameter 
b. Free bacteria 
c. Arrows indicate random Brownian 
movement before and after attach-
ment 
d. Clay-cell particle separates after a 
highly variable time interval-seconds 
to > 1 hr. 
e. Cell-clay particle may adsorb more 
cells 
f. Equilibrium established when cells 
leave and are adsorbed and desorbed at 
about equal rates over all particles 
g. Entirely covered particles occasionally 
seen as were clay particles with no 
adsorbed bacteria. 






Table 1. Characteristics of adsorbents. 
Mean Cation 
Particle Range Surface Exchange 
Granular Media Diameter in Size Area Capacity 
(mm) (mm) (m 2/gm) (meq/100 gm) 
Activated charcoal 0.9 * 800-900 0.0 
(Filtrasorb 400) 
Kaolinite clay .001 .0002-.004 12 2 
Mendon silt loam .01 See Appendix H 60-80 26.7 
Silica sand .53 
* Uniformity coefficient less than 1.7. 
We describe also the results of experiments conduct-
ed to ascertain the effect of chemical environment on the 
bacterial adsorption reaction, using three representative 
chemical categories: (1) sodium chloride, (2) peptone, and 
(3) sodium lauryl sulfate. 
Isotherm results. Table 2 summarizes all of the 
sorbent-sorbate systems tested and the temperature 
condition and results of data analysis for each test. From 
these results, we make inference as to the effect of: (1) 
soil type, (2) the effect of chemical competition, and (3) 
the effect of temperature on the bacterial adsorption 
reaction. 
Each isotherm which is reported in Table 2 is 





computer output summarizing conditions of 
the experiment, the equilibrium data, and the 
results of regres~ion analysis of the equilib-
rium data to find a and X 
m 
the conventional Langmuir isotherm plot, as 
generated by the Gerber plotter program, 
showing the equilibrium data and the best fit 
Langmuir isotherm 
the linearized plot of the Langmuir isotherm, 
as generated by the Gerber plotter program, 
showing transformed equilibrium data and the 
best fit regression line. 
The a and Xm values given in Table 2 were 
abstracted from the isotherm computer output tables in 
Appendices D, E, F, and G. The a values in Table 2 are in 
different units than the "ALPHA" values given in the 
Appendices. Values for a, Table 2, are in liter/mole of 
cells while computer regression analysis, Appendices D, E, 
F, and G, gives ALPHA in ml/cell. The conversion is 
achieved as follows using activated charcoal at 10 C, 
.34-.73 .0055 0.0 
20 
















O.807x10 14 liter/mole of cells 
(Table 2) 
These differences in a and ALPHA units are very impor-
tant and are subtle enough to be missed unless explicitly 
pointed out. For use in thermodynamic functions the liter 
per mole expression is necessary in order to be consistent' 
with units in the usual thermodynamic expressions where 
concentrations are expressed in moles per I iter. Bacterial 
concentrations are usually expressed, however, in terms of 
cells per ml. With the liter/mole expression, equilibrium 
appears overwhelmingly to the right; in the ml/ce" 
expression, equilibrium is overwhelmingly to the left. 
Thus one can be grossly misled in interpreting the 
equilibrium constant unless also cognizant of the role of 
units. 
Comparison of isotherms. It is interesting to note 
that all nonzero ct values in Table 2 are in the same 
general logarithmic range-from 1012 to 1015 liter/mole. 
The Xm values compare within two logarithmic cycles-
from 10 10 cells/gm for activated charcoal to 1012 
ce"s/gm for kaolinite. Xm in cells/gm is not compatible 
with a in liter/mole for calculations involving equilibria. 
The R 2 values shown in Table 2 are very high; in 
fact 10 of the isotherms are fitted to data having a 
N 
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T l Xl 0- 3 X a 
(oC) T m (oK- 1 ) (cells/ gm) 
10 3.55 0.450Xl_
10 20 3.41 0.615XI0 10 
27 3.33 0.498XI0 10 
37 3.24 0.848XI0 




12 37 3.24 0.330X10 
11 
10 3. 55 O.110XI0 11 
20 3.41 O.149XI0
11 
27 3.33 0.200XI0 11 
37 3.2--l O. 280Xl 0 
10 3. 55 0.00 11 
20 3. --l1 0.105XI0
10 
27 3.33 O.916XI0 11 
37 3.2--l O. 15--lXl 0 
10 3.55 0.00 10 
20 3. --l1 0.110XI0
10 
27 3.33 0.20--lXI0 10 
37 3.24 0.131 Xl 0 
10 3. 55 0.238XI0~~ 




37 3.24- 0.9--l2XI0 
10 3.55 0.0 
20 3.41 0.0 
37 3.24 0.0 
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bEvaluated by measurement of slope of the experimental plot for: logex = 
_ 6Ho 6So 
2.3R T + 2. 3R ' Equation (20) 
c Obtained from y-axis intercept at 1/ T = 0, Figures 9 - 14, respectivel y. 
b 
6H o 
















C'). Equation (12) 
d . 0 0 0 " 0 0.. . Calculated by equatlOn, 6F -= 6H - T6S , EquatlOn (19), usmg values of T, 6H , and 6S tn thlS table'. Equation (1 0 ) 
d 
6Fo 

























Values given for ex are in liter/mole of cell r; computer regression analysis in Appendix D gives ,l in ml cd!: tht> com't'rsion is achit'';',''ci as :'ol1o\\,s' using 
activated charcoal at 10 0 C as an example: ex = . 134350X10- 6 ml/cell, Appendix D, Figure D-l, .:l = • 1343:;OXI0-t~ ml ct'll X t'. 023X1(1-.) cells mole X 
liter/l0
3 
ml = 0.807 X 101--l liter/mole of cells. 
regression coefficient greater than 0.90. This is almost 
remarkable in view of the results we had anticipated for 
the equilibrium experiments; we were not confident that 
the membrane technique of counting bacteria would yield 
such results. 
Two of the systems in Table 2, Mendon silt loam + 
Na-Iauryl sulfate and Mendon silt loam + peptone, showed 
zero adsorption at 10C. We have no explanation for th is 
anomaly and can only report it. Sufficient testing was 
done at this temperature for both systems to verify this 
observation. Data are shown in Figures E-1, E-2, and E-3, 
Appendix E, and Figures F-1, F-2, and F-3, Appendix F, 
respectively. 
One system, silica sand, showed no adsorption. 
Testing at three temperatures was felt exhaustive enough 
to definitely establish this fact. This could be due to: (1) 
insufficient bonding energy, or (2) surface area too low 
for favorable equilibrium. 
Though activated charcoal has a very large surface 
area as shown in Table 1, there may be some question as 
to how much of this is available to the bacteria, since their 
size is about 111 and much of the surface area of charcoal 
is in pores of smaller diameter. 
Thermodynamic functions 
Evaluation from data. Utilization of the set of 
Langmuir alpha constants with the van't Hoff equation, 
Equation (20), is the basis for finding the standard 
enthalpy of reaction, b. HO. Thus if we plot values 
of a against temperature in the form log a vs. 1 IT, we 
would expect a straight line relation, assuming AHo is 
constant over the temperature span of interest. Figures 
10-15 show such plots for each of the Table 2 systems 
-except silica sand, which did not adsorb bacteria. 
Standard state entropy of reaction, b.So, and standard 
state free energy of reaction, bFo, can be calculated then 
as indicated in Table 2 by footnotes. 
Errors. Two observations concerning Figures 10-15 
are important. First, the experimental temper~ture span 
of 10-37C is very narrow for thermodynamic work. Curve 
fittings to experimental points are much more sensitive to 
errors with such narrow temperature bands. Second, only 
four data points are used in fitting the curves. Since the 
range in temperature could not be any greater due to cell 
viability, and since each point represents an isotherm, and 
as such involves considerable effort to define, we are 
probably at the point of diminishing marginal returns with 
the data available. 
Two of these figures show remarkable consistency; 
these are Figures 12 and 13. In the other figures the 
trends in slope are unmistakably negative, but the scatter 
in points raises some doubt as to the position of the best 
fit curve. The Table 2 values are derived from "eye" fits as 
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Figure 10. Evaluation of standard state enthalpy, b. HO, 
for activated carbon-S. aureus adsorption 
system using van't Hoff's equation. 
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Figure 11. Evaluation of standard state enthalpy, b. H 0, 
for kaolinite clay-S. aureus adsorption system 
using van't Hoff's equation. 
range of uncertainty in a little better perspective, the 
dashed lines "a" and "b" were drawn to represent the 
lower and upper bounds enveloping the possible fits using 
the four data points. The values of the thermodynamic 
functions resulting from the envelope boundaries are given, 
in Table 3. The /§- ° values in Table 3 range from 18-20 
kcallmole with but two exceptions; this is interesting in 
view of the span of the envelopes in most cases. It is 
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Figure 12. Evaluation of standard state enthalpy, I1H o , 
for Mendon silt loam-S. au reus adsorption 
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Figure 13. Evaluation of standard state enthalpy, tHO, 
for Mendon silt loam-S. aureus-Na-Iauryl sul-
fate system using van't Hoff's equation. 
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Figure 14. Evaluation of standard state enthalpy, l1H 0, 
for Mendon silt loam-S. aureus-peptone system 
using van't Hoff's equation. 
difficult to make definitive statements in comparing the 
influences of soil type and chemical effects because of the 
span of the envelopes. We can have confidence, however, 
that the values reported are probably in the correct 
logarithmic range-which is significant. Also the "nominal 
fits," reported in Table 2 probably represent trends 
though we would not wish to risk the hazard of reading 
too much into the differences in I1Ho and /'£0 reported. 
Despite deficiencies it appears to us remarkable that 
thermodynamic functions can be defined even as well as 
indicated in Figures 10-15 and Table 3, in view of some of 
the uncertainties concerning counting techniques and 
whether bacterial adsorption did indeed take place. 
Interpretation of thermodynamic values 
It is important to realize that all thermodynamic 
values reported in Table 2 are for the whole adsorption 
reaction, as hypothesized in Equation (6) and Equation 
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Figure 15. Evaluation of standard state enthalpy, llHo, 
for Mendon silt loam-S. aureus NaCI adsorp-
tion system using van't Hoff's equation. 
magnitude as for an ordinary chemical reaction (Le. 
kilocalories/mole). We cannot, however, accept the Table 
2 values without further interpretation. First, it is clear 
from the negative llFo values that equilibrium is to the 
right-in favor of adsorption. Second, the positive. llHo 
values indicate the reactions are, in all instances, endo-
thermic; the peptone and NaCI competitive tests are more 
strongly endothermic than the rest. Again th is must be 
interpreted in terms of the whole reaction, and not just 
for the bacterial adsorption. We see another interesting 
aspect of thermodynamics in the entropy term; the 
entropy of reaction, llSo, is, in every case, positive. Thus, 
it is the entropy of the reaction that provides the driving 
force for the reaction. In addition, the large orders of 
magnitude of the thermodynamic functions mayor may 
not mean that the bacteria, per se, act with the same 
degree of drive. We can see this by examining the sets of 
partial reactions, Equations (3)-(5) and Equations 
(24)-(26), respectively. These equations show the impor-
tance of the solvent effect and the thermodynamic 
functions II HO and llSo must reflect the dehydration 
effect. The chemical competition of other adsorbates can 
be evaluated by comparing the llHo values for the 
Mendon silt loam system. 
Competitive adsorption 
The effect of the three chemicals, sodium-Iauryl-
sulfate, peptone, and sodium chloride, on bacterial 
adsorption using Mendon silt loam, can be seen by 
examining Tables 2 and 3 respectively. However, we 
should be cognizant that the thermodynamic functions 
Table 3. Thermodynamic functions of upper and lower envelope boundaries of van't Hoff's plots. a 
Best estimate fit b Lower bounda Upper bound a 
llHo II SO llFo llHo llSo llFo llHo llSo llFo 
37C 37C 37C 
Activated Carbon 9.80 97 -19. 4.75 81 -19.2 19.0 132 -19.5 
Kaolinite Clay 3.60 72 -18. 1.62 119 -34.1 11.5 100 -18.5 
Mendon silt loam 8.50 92 -19. 8.50 92 -19.0 8.50 92 -19.0 
Mendon silt loam 3.72 79 -19. 3.72 79 -19.0 3.72 79 -19.0 
+ Na-lauryl-S04 
Mendon silt loam 24.0 145 -20. 12.8 107 -19.2 35.6 190 -18.4 
+ peptone 
Mendon silt loam 23.0 138 -19. 19.1 125 -18.4 41.5 150 - 3.5 
+ NaCI 
Silica sand +00 +00 
aFigures 10-15, respectively. 
bTable 2. 
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and Ci are psuedo values as suggested by Equation (37), 
since these calculations consider the bacteria-soil reaction, 
Equation (2), only. This should be kept in mind in 
subsequent interpretations. Examining Table 2, we see 
that fiFo, and consequently a, shows no difference 
resulting from chemical competition. Also the more 
extreme analysis presented in Table 3 shows all !::F0 
values to be in the same narrow band of 18.4 - 20.0 
kal/mole-with one exception. The flHo and fI So values 
show differences caused by the three chemical competi-
tors, however, we cannot make any conclusions with 
regard to the effect of chemical competition on bonding 
energies from the differences in AH ° values, because we 
would first need to isolate the separate ~Ho values for 
the partial reactions, Equations (24)-(26). 
I n the competition experiments IJsing Mendon silt 
loam above, Table 2, as the base, the chemicals chosen for 
study seemed to have an influence on bacterial adsorp-
tion. The maximum uptake of bacteria in cells per gram of 
soil {XJ appeared to be little affected, if at all, by NaCI 
or by I\la lauryl sulfate while peptone reduced the uptake 
by approximately a factor of ten. With peptone and Na 
lauryl sulfate, uptake at 10C is reported as zero. However, 
there was some indication that uptake did take place, at 
least with peptone, if the initial concentration of bacteria 
was reduced 10-100 times below the level normally used 
in the experiments reported in Table 2. Peptone very 
likely behaves in much the same fashion as the bacterial 
cell itself. Both contain positively and negatively charged 
areas and presumably compete for the same sites on the 
charged soil particle surface. This has been alluded to in 
the literature by several investigators, particularly Cook-
son and North (1967) who used peptone to desorb virus 
particles, also large protein complexes, from activated 
carbon. 
Support for the idea of competition between 
peptone and S. aureus is also indicated in Figure C-4, 
Appendix C, which clearly shows that increasing peptone 
concentration interfers progressively with bacterial up-
take. 
The effect of Na lauryl su Ifate is not qu ite as clear, 
complicated by the considerable toxicity (Figure C-1, 
Appendix C) of this surface activant. The resu Its present-
ed in Table 2 are suggestive of competition but could be 
due to other factors. The report of Roebeck et a I. (1962) 
indicates no change in movement of coliforms in the 
presence of ABS; however, their use of peptone which 
permitted growth of the organisms as well as competitive 
adsorption, complicates interpretation of the adsorption 
phenomenon since this could result in growth of bacteria 
and plugging at the column origin. 
Sodium chloride (Figure C-5, Appendix C, and 
Table 2) does not have a competitive effect based on X
m
. 
Apparently the NaCI molecule and the bacterial cell do 
not compete for the same sites. I ncreasing concentration 
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(at least to the point of toxicity) does not reduce bacterial 
uptake by soil nor does it appreciably reduce X
m
. 
In some ways the interaction between soil, bacteria 
and chemical behaves as a chromatography column. 
The practical effect of this competition is that 
certain chemicals should enhance movement of bacteria 
through soil by competing for the normal adsorption sites 
and releasing bacteria for forward movement. Peptone 
would be an example of such a chemical. However, 
peptone as a model chemical has the additional compli-
cation of being metabolized by the bacteria causing a loss 
of chemical and a simultaneous increase in cell number at 
the point of metabolism which would introduce another 
physical process-filtering or plugging by the increased cell 
mass. Sodium lauryl sulfate might have a similar (but 
smaller magnitude) effect but its toxicity complicates its 
study by the methods used here. 
Cell shape and motility may also have an effect. 
This study used a non-motile spherical coccus of about 
1.0 f.l ± 0.2]J diameter with a small range of variation. 
Elongation of the cell into the rod form increases the 
length width ratio as well as the variation range in length 
(diameter range would be about the same). The influence 
of motility (purposeful direction) should also have an 
effect as motile bacteria have been shown to be 
chemotactic and would tend to congregate at a point of 
nutrient surplus. 
Column experiments 
Resu Its of the column experiments are presented in 
Table 4; for comparison the results of the simulation of 
the experiment, using adsorption data from Table 2, are 
shown also. 
Figures 1-2 and 1-3, Appendix I, are the computer 
outputs for simulation of the two column experiments for 
sand and charcoal respectively; experimental conditions 
simulated are summarized at the beginning of each 
output. 
Table 4 shows the complete recovery of the feed 
concentration of the bacteria immediately and throughout 
the silica sand experiment, subject to normal variation in 
bacterial counting techniques. Since the batch tests 
showed zero uptake of bacteria, this corroborates the 
importance of adsorption as a mechanism of bacterial 
retention. Evidently any supposed mechanism of mechan-
ical sieving or micro-sedimentation is nonexistent for this 
silica sand column. 
Since charcoal is slightly coarser than silica sand, we 
would expect the same result if the adsorption process did 
not occur in charcoal. However, the results presented in 
Table 4 clearly indicate that retention does occur in flow 
of bacteria through activated charcoal. Therefore adsorp-
tion is evidently a prime mechanism in bacterial retention 
Table 4. Results of column experiments and computer simulation with sand and activated charcoal. adsorbents, 27C. 
Sand (count7ml) Charcoal (count/ml) 
Experimental Equilibrium Experimental Equilibrium 
measu rement model measurement model 
simulation simulation 
carboyB 74 
surface b 78 
1 minute 82 
2 minute 48 
3 minute 50 
4 minute 60 
5 minute 115 
10 minute 84 
20 minute 78 
40 minute 60 
60 minute 40 
2 hours 46 
3 hours 52 
4 hours 12 
5 hours 25 
6 hours 55 
7 hours 25 
surfaceb 48 
interfacec 60 
0.5 cm depthd 48 
B After inoculation. 
bAt surface of column. 
cOn adsorbent surface. 
dO.5 cm below surface. 
in flow through porous media. These results compare 
favorably with the bacterial results of Robeck et al. 
(1962) using much lower flow rates and longer columns 
and with the results using viruses reported by several 
authors (Drewry and Eliassen, 1968; and Cookson, 1970) 
and virus size particles (Filmer and Corey, 1966). This 
'also contrasts with traditional concepts of macroparticle 
removal which attribute removal primarily to straining, 
sedimentation, or both. Our conclusion is that adsorption 
plays a more important role than either of these mechan-
isms in the soils and under the conditions of our study. 
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70 610 1000 
70 630 1000 
70 100 42 
70 166 42 
70 218 42 
70 150 42 
70 163 42 
70 67 42 
70 170 42 
70 230 42 
70 312 42 
70 365 42 
70 360 42 
70 330 42 
70 310 42 
70 345 42 
70 345 42 
70 615 1000 
70 512 1000 
70 930 'U800 
The discrepancy between the computer equilibrium 
model prediction and the experimental measurements in 
Table 4 is due to the type of kinetics assumed. We 
assumed "transport kinetics" and attainment of zone 
equilibrium for our model, merely as a first attempt for 
illustrating the limit of maximum retardance time and 
profile for the breakthrough curve. The model would be 
considerably improved by a more complete kinetic analy-
sis of the adsorption uptake-time data, such as Figure B-9, 
as done by Hendricks (1965). However, this depth of 
analysis is beyond the scope of this work. 
SUMMARY AI\ID CONCLUSIONS 
We have endeavored to learn something about the 
thermodynam ics of the adsorption reaction for bacteria 
and soils and to ascertain the importance of adsorption as 
a mechanism of retention in the movement of bacterial 
suspensions through soils. Our work has shown the 
following: 
1. Adsorption has been observed visually. Micro-
scopic observations of both kaolinite clay and activated 
charcoal clearly show bacteria adsorbed onto surface sites 
and in the case of clay, desorption also was seen to occur. 
For kaolinite clay the adsorbed half-life at equilibrium 
was probably in terms of minutes. 
2. The standard thermodynamic functions (~FO, 
~Ho, ~SO) for the bacterial adsorption reactions are 
energetically about the same magnitude (in kilocalories 
per mole) as those for many normal chemical reactions. 
3. Langmuir isotherms can be defined for bacterial 
adsorption with a relatively high degree of statistical 
certainty. Coefficients of variation, R2, for each isotherm 
were reasonably good (see Table 2). This was true despite 
the inherent uncertainty in determination of individual 
points in the bacterial depletion-adsorption experiments. 
4. Conventional chem ical thermodynam ics can be 
applied to bacterial adsorption by soil particles. The usual 
thermodynamic functions for chemical reactions, ~Fo, 
~Ho, and ~SO, can be measured. Values obtained are 
probably "order of magnitude" in precision, however. 
This is due largely to the relatively narrow thermo-
dynamic temperature range (1 OC to 37C), necessarily 
used, which accentuates sensitivity of ~Ho to the statis-
tical uncertainty in Cl. 
5. For those sorbents tested which show sorption 
(activated carbon, kaol inite clay, and Mendon silt loam), 
type of sorbent has little discernible effect on reaction 
thermodynamics. We use the order of magnitude interpre-
tation of results in Tables 2 and 3 in arriving at this 
conclusion. Silica sand, however, showed no adsorption. 
6. We speculate, comparing results using the three 
sorbents with appreciable surface areas (see Table 1) with 
silica sand which has negligible surface area, that surface 
area is a factor in adsorption of bacteria on granular 
particles. 
7. Two of the three chem icals tested appeared to 
influence the thermodynamic functions ~Ho and ~SO for 
the bacterial-chemical adsorption reaction, while the 
influence of sodium-Iauryl-sulfate is not pronounced 
enough to be conclusive (Tables 2 and 3). 
8. In testing the effect of three chemicals and one 
sorbent on adsorption of bacteria and also three addi-
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tiona I sorbents alone, we found no apparent differences in 
,6,F o (Tables 2 and 3). Practically this means that 
permutations of the types used will not appreciably affect 
the equilibrium constant for the reaction and that the 
temperature effect can be discerned directly by Equation 
(13). 
9. The equilibrium constant is sensitive to temper-
ature change; the degree of sensitivity is given by the 
magnitude of the ~H ° term. 
10. The bacterial adsorption reaction is endo-
thermic as evident by the positive values of the ~H 0 term. 
This effect is offset by the positive ~so values and thus it 
is the f§0 that provides for a negative /Fo which means 
favorable equilibrium in the direction of adsorption. 
11. To compare the equilibrium values with 
chemical reactions, the units of alpha must be expressed 
in molar terms, liters/mole. We presume a mole of bacteria 
to be 6.023 x 10 23 cells for purposes of these calcula-
tions. 
12. It is quite hazardous to speculate about the 
mechanisms involved in the bacterial adsorption reaction. 
The thermodynamic functions derived from the data 
relate to the whole reaction, Equation (6). We are not sure 
about the proposed stoichiometry for this equation. The 
enthalpy and entropy changes for the solvated water in 
the partial reactions, Equations (3) and (4), could be 
significant. 
13. Based upon results of Table 4 the predominant 
mechanism for bacterial retention in the columns tested is 
adsorption. We hypothesize also that, based upon thermo-
dynamic analysis of other soil-bacteria non-flow systems, 
adsorption would be a predominant mechanism for any 
soils which exhibit negative ~Fo values on the order of 
kilocalories. This presumes no large activation energy for 
the reaction. 
14. Based on the competitive adsorption portion of 
the study, bacterial adsorption should be decreased by 
certain chemicals (peptone and possibly Na lauryl sulfate) 
and movement through soil should be accelerated by these 
compounds provided other complicating factors are 
absent (metabolism in situ, chemotaxis, zoologeal mat 
formation). Other chemicals (l\laCI) appear to have little 
or no effect on adsorption. 
15. While bacterial adsorption is a real phenomenon 
of significant importance relating to travel of bacteria 
through soils, in practical situations other factors may be 
of greater immediate importance. This includes the 
screening effect of the well known zoologeal surface mat 
and synergistic or antagonistic effects on the organism of 
interest caused by natural mixed populations of bacteria. 
Since our study was solely for isolating the importance of 
the adsorption phenomenon, these other factors were not 
explored. 
In summary our study of bacterial adsorption 
thermodynamics has shown: Bacteria can and will travel 
through granular porous media. The rate of travel is 
governed by the adsorption capacity, Xm, of the porous 
media, the equil ibrium constant, a, for the adsorption 
reaction, and uptake kinetics (not discussed herein). An 
equilibrium model (Appendix I) can be used to estimate 
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travel in lieu of kinetic information. Also we have shown 
thermodynamics to be useful iii understanding and 
describing the bacterial adsorption reaction which pro-
vides the necessary confidence in developing predictive 
models. However, once this has been done (by our work), 
it is not recommended that other systems be defined 
thermodynamically (in terms of ~Ho, ~So, and ~FO) as a 
matter of routine operation since th is is both laborious 
and difficult in terms of pragmatic returns. Measurement 
of a and Xm for a single specified temperature is of value 
and necessary, however, for rational assessment of bacte-
rial travel th rough porous med ia. 
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APPEI\IDIX A 
THERMODYNAMICS REVI EW 
This will serve as a review and reference for some 
common thermodynamic statements. The derivation of 
expressions from beginning definitions is useful in under-
standing points of deviation between conventional 
applications of thermodynamics and application to 
bacterial adsorption. 
First, let us define the following terms: 
F free energy (calories or liter-atm) 
F partial molar free energy (calories/mole) 
H enthalpy (calories) 
S entropy (calories/oK) 
E internal energy (calories) 
T temperature (OK) 
P pressu re (atmospheres) 
V volume (liters) 
q heat added to system (+), or from (-) (calo-
ries) 
w work done by system (+) (calories) 
o superscript used to indicate standard state 
R gas constant (1.98 cal/mole/o K) 
K equilibrium constant for a chemical reaction 
a equilibrium constant for a sorption reaction 
Now we proceed to show the relationships between the 
thermodynamic variables and the factors of temperature 
and pressure (or concentration). 
Free energy 
Free energy is a defined function which has broader 
application than entropy in examining equilibrium condi-
tions. By definition: 
F - H - TS ...... (A-1) 
At equilibrium: 
dF o ....... (A-2) 
[For purposes of th is report we must define 
stabil ity; in a thermodynamic sense a system is stable 
when no process can occur with a diminution in free 
energy.] 
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Free energy is the driving force in a process. 
Another useful term is partial molar free energy, F, which 
is an intensive variable. 1\10 system can be in equilibrium 
unless the partial molar free energy of each substance 
involved is the same in every part of the system. If a 
substance is free to move, then it will move spontaneously 




-6 FA' ....... (A-3) 
d F < 0 for any irreversible process . . . (A-4) 
We can obtain a useful differential form of the free 
energy expression as follows: 
F == H - TS (A-1) 
dF dH - TdS - SdT (A-5) 
{dE + PdV + VdP} - TdS - SdT (A-6) 
{[dq - dw] + PdV + VdP} - TdS -SdT(A-7) 
{[TdS-PdV]+PdV +VdP} - TdS - SdT(A-8) 
- for a reversible process and PV work 
VdP - SdT ...... (A-9) 
This is one of the most useful basic equations. 
Chemical equilibrium 
Application of Equation (A-10) to problems of 
chemical equilibria is accomplished as follows: 
o 
.?r 
At const. temp. dF = VdP SdT .. (A-l0) 
nRT ~P ....... (A-ll) 
nRT In P 2 /p 1 . . . (A-12) 
But define the initial state as the standard state. 1 
Then F = FO and necessarily pO = 1 atm at T 1 
o 0) F2 = F = nRT(ln P 2 - In P .(A-13) 
or: F = F
O + nRT In P . . . (A-14) 
which is another general equation having broad applica-
tion. 
Example. Application to equilibrium constant. For 
reaction, a moles of A goes to b moles of B: 
aA(g) -+ bB(g)' ..... (A-15) 
FA = F~ + aRT In P A' ... (A-16) 
FB F
O 
B + bRT In PB . (A-17) 
liF 






+ bRT In PB - aRT In PA 
. (A-18) 
= liFo + RT I pb/pa n B A" .. (A~19) 
in the special case where all reactants and products are in 
their standard states 
1 The "standard state" is a reference state for the thermo-
dynamic variables, F, H, and S and is taken arbitrarily at 1 atm, 
and 298° K. The standard enthalpy of any compound is the heat 
of the reaction by which it is formed from its elements, reactants 
and products all being in the standard state at 250C and 1 atm. A 
zero value of free energy is dssigned to the stable form of the 
elements at 25°C and 1 atm, also the hydrogen ion at unit activity 
is assigned a standard free energy of zero, The standard free energy 
of a compound ( F~98) is the free energy of formation of that 
compound from its elements, considering reactants and products 
all to be in the standard state (25C and 1 atm). 
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1 Pa 
, A 1 and liF - liFo 
Suppose the reaction has proceeded to equilibrium. then: 
o = FO + RT In pb /pa. B equil A equil . (A-20) 
Reactants at their equilibrium pressure go to products at 
their equilibrium pressures, and thus F = 0 
b a 
p B /p A' . . . . . . (A-21 ) 
liFO = - RT In ~ . . . . (A-22) 
Equation (A-22) states that when reactants in their 
standard states go to products in their standard states, 
there is a change in free energy equal to RT In Kp. 
We can generalize for the reaction: 
aA + bB -+ cC + dO . . (A-23) 
liF . liFO + RT In . (A-24) 
reactlon 
Equation (A-24) can be generalized for any reaction by 
letting 
Q ratio of product pressures, or concentra-
tions, each raised to its respective 
stoichiometric exponent, to reactant 
pressures, or concentrations, each raised 
to its respective stoichiometric expdn-
ent . 
Thus in a more general sense 
liF . 
reactlon liFO + RT In Q . . (A-25) 





1 e. RT ... (A-26) 1 
d stoichiometric const. -
eCe - moles/liter 
e D (RT) c + d - a - b " (A-27) 
eaeb 
A B 
KC (RT) ~n. . . . . . . (A-28) 
where b.n is the number of moles of products less that of 
reactants in the stoichiometric equation for the reaction. 
It makes little difference that these equations up through 
(A-28) have been developed using example reactions in 
the gas state. Substances in liquid solutions are treated in 
an identical manner; the relationships between gas and 
liquid states are Raoult's law and Henry's law. 
Example. I nducing a reaction with an unfavorable 
equilibrium constant (i.e. ~ FO < 0). 
Consider the hypothetical reaction at 27 C: 
PE A -+ B where K = ~ 
, ---p P 
A 
0.1 
(a) Calculate ~ F ° when A at 1 atm is converted 
to Bat 1 atm. 
~Fo = - RTln ~ = - (1.99)(300) 2.303 
log 0.1 = + 1373 cal 
Thus it is clear since ~F ° > 0, that A at 1 atm, will not 
react spontaneously to give B at 1 atm. However, the 
reaction can be driven to the right by removing B as it is 
formed or increasing the partial pressu re of A. 
(b) Calculate ~F at 27C for the production of 1 
mole of B at a pressure of 1 atm from A at a pressure of 
20 atm. 
~F 
A(p = 20) -+ B(p = 1) 
PB 
-RT In ~ + RT In P
A 
~Fo + (1.99)(300)(2.303) log 1/20 
1373 - 1786 = - 413 cal 
Thus under these conditions the reaction can proceed 
spontaneously. 
van't Hoff's relationship 
To derive the expression relating the equilibrium 
constant, enthalpy, and temperature we proceed as 
follows, deriving also the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation dur-
ing the process. 
1. Start with equilibrium relationship: 
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- RT In K. . . . . . (A-29) 
2. Differentiate with respect to temperature: 
R In K + RT d In K . (A -30) 
dT 
3. Now recall d F = VdP - SdT ..... (A-10) 
Differentiate with respect to T: 
- 8 . . . . . . . (A-31) 
Subtracting state 1 from state 2 condition gives: 
-(8 - 8 ) 2 1 (aF 2) _ aT P (~\ aT )p 
.... (A-32) 
ra (~F)J ....... (A-33) 
L 3T P 
Now recall that for an isothermal process: 
~F ~R - T~S .... (A-34) 
Substituting for ~S yields: 
~F == "R + T ~d (~F)j u '\ .... (A-35) 
aT P 
which is the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation. 
4. Substitute Equation (A-23) in Gibbs-Helmholtz, 
using G-H equation in standard state: 
. .. (A-36) 
5. Since llFo = - RT In K, Equation (A-29), 




RT2 ......... (A-37) 
6. If we assume llHo is constant, then we have van't 
Hoff's relation: 
In K - llHo /RT + C ... . (A-38) 
A graphical expression of Equation (A-30) is the clearest 
means for its interpretation; thus we plot log K vs. 1 IT. A 
negative slope means II HO is positive, which means the 
reaction (say aA -+ bB, 6Ho (+)) is endothermic (absorbs 
heat). Also from Equation (A-30) we see mathematically 












Figure A-1. Graphical interpretation of van't Hoff's rela-
tion. 
APPENDIX B 
BACTERIAL ADSORPTION DATA PROCESSII\lG PROGRAMS 
Two programs, BACTXT and ALPHAB, were 
written to process the bacterial depletion data and the 
equilibrium data, respectively. These programs are 
described below. 
BACTXT 
Figure B-1 is the deck setup for running the 
BACTXT program. Figure B-2 is a program listing of 
BACTXT in Fortran V, as run on the Univac 1108. 
Following the program listing are the code sheets of input 
data (Figures B-3, B-4) and an output list of these same 
data. 
This program averages two plate counts (if two valid 
observations are indicated, otherwise only one is used), 
calculates the dilution factor based upon the number of 
serial transfers used in plating, calculates the concentra-
tion, C, of bacteria remaining in solution at each 
observation time, and the corresponding uptake by 
adsorption to the solid phase, X. 
Output is in both tabular and graphical form. The 
tabular output, shown in Figure B-6, reproduces all 
recorded data on the coding sheets (Figures B-3 and B-4) 
as well as the corresponding X and C values. The program 
has the option of using either the PRTPL T subroutine or 
the GERBER plotter for graphical output. Output from 
PRTPL T is shown as Figures B-7 and B-8 for X vs. t and C 
vs. t respectively. Figure B-9 combines the same data into 
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a single output using the GERBER plotter portion of the 
BACTXT program (the curves shown were done by hand). 
ALPHAB 
Figure B-10 is the deck setup for A LPHAB input 
data. Figure B-11 is the program listing of ALPHAB in 
Fortran V, for the Univac 1108. Following the program 
listing is a sample of the coding sheet (Figure B-12) 
containing equilibrium data, C * and X * from the array of 
experimental runs at a given temperature. Figure B-13 is a 
listing of these data after punching on cards in the format 
specified by ALPHAB. 
This program first calculates the data in linearized 
form in accordance with Equation (12). It then d~es ~ 
regression analysis by subroutine REG LOG using C /X 
vs. C * as arguments. The best fit slope and intercepts are 
then fed back to the main program which uses these 
values to calculate Xm and ex; the subroutine REG LOG 
also returns values of Rand R2. 
Output is again both tabular and graphical. Figure 
B-14 is a sample. I\lot only are calculated values shown but 
experimental conditions and equilibrium data are repro-
duced. The GERBER plotter portion of the program 
produces two graphical outputs-a linearized Langmuir 
isotherm, Figure B-15, and a conventional Langmuir 
isotherm, Figure B-16. Both plotted points and the best 
fit curves are drawn in each case. 
v V R EMOTE STOP 
/ 
INPUT DATA 






1108 RUN CARD 
Figure B-1. Deck set-up for BACTXT data input. 
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DATA 
~CARDS - GROUP II: 
~CARDS - GROUPI 
w 
..... 
C PPOJf"T WG-r.2 "f.CTFQlaL A9<;0 op TTON 'IN SLIl'; 
C IF DUIJ IS 'CO",'TROl', onwT = ll~ 
C VT1FP(1 IS VOL prnnp Tn Ar:r:TTIO~ r·F sOPr:;[!·!T, (II) MIJ<:T ':" ~~'JCl,Trr, 
TO '>C'lVOL qy reCTnn VT7EPO/<:OLVCL 
(ALCULATICN OF XtiAP V<; TfME' F P O'1 RAW PHA 
[1 1M [ N '> 10 'Ij T 5 ll~~ I ,?'l 1 ,'1 I L N r:: I ? '1 1 • D r P VOL I ? (' ) • V L l C ,I <: I ;> IJI • 
'2 A VG P ( I 70 ) • C' 1 L r c: T I? '1 ) , c: ( ? i) ) • X B A" I 7Q 1 • P l t. r NT I '2 ['. In) 
DIM fN '> 10N [) A T r I ? ) • T Y P r 17 ) • '> ~ ATE I 3) • S T R ~ I r, ( ? ) , <: ,E NT I ~ ) • "K Ii'< [) I 3 ) 
INTfSF" HOClR.PIJ'Il 
R fA ['1 Ie, 8 95 1 N X T J A 0 
'1 '1 C; F OR '" A 1 I I ., ) 
ofA'lI'),I S)CATr,>-tOII O 
If. FOq"ATI2A~ !I121 
IFIHnlW .GT.?rr:)) Gf) Tf) '1::; 
PEA [1 IS. 1 5) RUN, T Y f' E , S ? A T r , S Hi A IN. Sf' [tJ T • S" I fJ, • ~ '-' p r: (j r~, S ~ " v 
20 L, so l VOL. 0 Ow T • \j • T F'W • V T 7F P J • ITS!) '" IT) • nIL i'< 0 I 1 ) • PI rv OL IT) • PL ~ CN T 
31 Toll.VAL0'1SII1."LtCNT(T.").I=1.Nl 
1"; Fl)o"AT' I IR/'2~4/3Ah I?A'C /:;Ab/~Aflrl?o/rS.l/F1n.]/F".1IIG/Fo 
? II F h. 11 I ') F 1 2 • -' / 10 Y • F 1 7. ~ 1 1 
VOL P" = SOL VOL 
T':?Arr = I). 
1)1) 75 I =},N 
V OL P F '" VOL P :-- - <: ~ M V (1 L 
V 0L Q,.. = v (1L P'" r-: 
AVGPCIT) = IPLAC~!TIT.ll + PLJICNTII.;»I/VAlCf'SII) 
J I L F r T ( I) = I} '1 ••• I;> • * ['1 I L \j 0 I I 1 1 1/ PIP V CL I I 1 
C I I 1 = t. V GP ( I 11 • [) I l Fe T ( I ) 
TS8AT" = T<;9AP( + <;"'~vOL*rIIl 
TSAARf = T'>PATR 
C1TMI = AVGPCII).nTLFrTI 1) 
Cll) = CITI-'I*VT1CPO/SOlVOL 
IFI(1"\lT .GT. ;\"1.) r(1 TO r 
XPARIIl = Irlll'<;OIVf'1L - CIl1*V8L'<F" - TS"ATR l/O::"~T 
G n TO ?':, 
?, XRA'<IT) = n. 
?" C (1N T I NU( 
X ",liP 111 = fl. 
W R I T [ I ~, • 1 i1 (lID AT f • '> ~, ATE, SOL V 0 L .1-1 () U R • S T P A I" • 0 r W T • "! U~; • S ~ r;, T • T y ,:> [. • <; I( T 
?NO.APOCON.TE'1P.SAPV~L 
Ir.r. FOR"'~TIIHl/:~7X'T~Pl' C c~CTEOTAl A[),Of<PTTCN fXi"tRTr'r:·",> - COlUC'T 
ZION ANn R'fJUCTT0r·, I). 'JATA'//2"x·nATF'.?X'''ASol7x'SOK''eH'.?X,7~f.l 
': ) X' SOL. VOL.'. C' I '1. 1 • ~ X ''1 L ' , 2 J X 'H 0 U 0' • I ~. } x ' H P '> •• Z 4 X • ? t G • 1" x ' S:l F " " 
4T \IT. IOC)'.Fr.I.?X'C,'1'llOX'PIIN'.I7,,,nX'SOP8EIIIT'.7AF/?[1Y'TYPE 0' Q 
5U"'.7x.?A4.I'lY.~Af,/':;I'1X"I'JTTIAL (ONC l,>p"'rT R'AJ1',f }~.".lX'~I)r:<:/~~ 
GL 'I <; fl X ' T E "P •• r " • 1 , .) X '0 • G. r.' / S C' Y , <; A H PL E VOL.'. F S • ] • -;: x ' • L ' I / I ) 
loP!TFIF..l;);» 
In? FOqMAT ( "X'El.APSrfl'.5X'N'J. OF C1TL.'.F'X'PIPET VuL.',1:x'FILTEf<',7X' 
eNO. O"".&X'AVG F1LTC~'.sx·rIL. FACT.'.4X'SOLUTION'.7X·Xt>Ak'/ rX'TI 
'''1F'.''X'OF '1 0 "L EA.',3X'I'1EL. TO P'LATF',3X'PLATF C:OIli'<T·.7X'VALI" Co 
4 S • ' , 3 X ' 0 L ATE C (' ~I "J T ' • ?) X ' CON C. '/ F X ' I M I"J ) , • ?? X ' I:~ L ) , • "X ' ( 0 L' r S / " l t T r 
S)'.ISX'(QUGS:' ATrl'.}~X'I:)Ur;C;/"'L)'.4X'(RUr;<;/G"')'/) 
W R I T F If" 1 <11 1 .' S U,.. I 1 ) • f) I L ': 0 I 1 1 • PIP VOL I r 1 • PL ~ C rj T I I • 1 1 • V ~ L J ~ S I 1 ) • f, V :-
? P C ( T 1 • r:, I L F ( T I I 1 • CIT) • X 9 A P I r ) , D L 6 C tv T I ! • :> ) • r =} .'~ 1 
1 q 1 Fro u f, T I F II • I ." X • F 7 .1 • 4 V • F 1 ? 1 • 4 X • r I Z • '1 • F 1 1 .! • 4 X • F 1 ". J • I; X • " 1 ~ • ;1 
?lx.FI ~.',).FI4,,~/4?X.FI l.rn 
I FIN X T '" A R • [ O. I) r 0 r f) Q "S 
Figure B-2. Program listing of BACTXT. 
Rc~r~ 0pCRITlrN 0'" PL0TT"'P Tv PL0i xn~" V~ TC;UY 
~TrO I 'ST6~LT~H rT~rNs!r~<; 0' PLC! ~~Pf~ 
L"J = 'J- I 
FrurLX IX;Arp;1 + x·'~RrLN))/.'. 
E IlU T L c: ~ I r I 'j 1 + r I L"J 1 ) / ? 
ceLL ynPlC'T 1]4.f1.1'.,11 
STFP , P?"VI"f ~ATLI"J~ r~~TRJ~T'C~'> 
Cr.Ll <:YM·Jl41'l.;>.r;.n.':.11."4'-jH~IL TO !. 10. H'r,')::>I('':<:', (;"'~L' UTL'-' 
('C; TnT [ UN I 'J.. L ():; ~". U T ~ H 'i 4371 <; r '.::' C y r I 'I < T C L \ <:, <; ... ~ T L • Co:' • "'. c.,. 1 
C; TfP , fS Ta"l TS"" c.r;,'1A'Jf~·!' (:opr. TI; ro'< rr::G f-oH 
(ALL rLOTI!.'i ..... 'J.-,) 
5TIOo 4 ESTAf'LTSI-' x-~xT'>. T .... eN Y-AXr~ - LAr-IOL reC!-1 
ALX = 12.~ 
aLY = 0. 
CtLL <.rAL· IT"J". ".~LY.T"I·,:.'1T~"roil 
C tJ L L ~ "I. I r; ('1. r t lJ • f"'! • 1 ..... ~ T I r-- t. (104 T f", ) , - 1 r:. to L 'j • J • ~ • T :-- T ~.. 1 T ~ p.' £. J 
C'-LL '>C:6L, IXl'AR. ~. ALv. x',~"""'\" "XflLo.ll 
CAll ~xI<; I·~.r'·. ".". ?7HxD~" (.:.~rTf'~Tf/L'4 C;L"n~~.rl, ?7. t.LY. 
'2 q '). n, X ~:- 4 q rA ~ , ') x ~ ~ Q I 
5TtP 7 "-i(1'. 'I" [XO o0r,,'c 
CALL oLOT 11.r. 0.". \1 
n f' 4 "1 I = 1. ~ 
4'" (tLL <Y""L4(T<,.',··ITI, X'lt"'ITI. ~.\lJ. 1'-' •• :1.::'. 11 
<;.Fro C LA"'l GOA"" 
C~LL <Y"'H4 1'.'.-\.". 'l.er. ?~,.J°L'Tt·)TAL ~::sr'<>TIOI;. ?'11 
(" !l.L l ~. y ,'1 oJ L 4 (7. t: ,- 1 • .,:. ,~,. 1 .... , ~ I..f f"' ! 1 f, r-. ~ ,,1.1 ) 
rtLL <:y"";1L/~ f~.:O,-l."~'-.'~. '"'~Tr-, '.', 17) 
': AL L <; Y .... Q L '" (7. -) , - 1 • ,"', ""'.! ...... , -:- ~~!, ". , 1 ....... 1') 
(t·LL .,t!J·~npI (7.;,-1.", '.1-', :"':I"-J, ...... ~;) 
C~lt ,Vfoot;L4 , 7.').-1.1:, '-'.}1, u .... l~"c ............ 4) 
C ilL L '\I U '" ,1 C ~ ( 7. ')' - 1 • S. '. 1 ""'. T:-- .... i-, r- _ ~ • .5) 
C ~l L ,,¥ '1 ~ L" (a. ~ • - ] • r. • ~.' ~. ., .... <, L , "c tI, T • 1 • "'. 1 ) 
( Al L ~ Y ~'l" I I ~ • I. - 1 .:- ,~ .1 ". C.F 'iT. ~.". I" I 
r AL L <: Y '"' ..: ll: (Q.? - 1 • 'J C ..... 1 -. 7 ~ 'C ,"\:( r- A T r. :_: • r. -, ) 
CAL L ~ Y I" < l. 4 I 1" • I • - I • ~: •• 1 ~. ') ~ ~ T C'. ",. ~. I P) 
(lill cY"'t,l4 (o.1.-l.c:.].-.1'"', r:4~T~AI"J • ..... :.E) 
C!Ll cY'4"LI.f Il~.1.-].:.:...]-.S'rAjI7. 1.-.171 
STt D " ')0 C(TI '::J\~~'C' 
CtLL <:(~L' Ir."i.ALv.~"T' •• ~co·.r.l1 
CtLL !YI5 (]2.f~.r:.r.11t--1';I"ILtJT!:-\ (Lr~Lr-~,TkATI(..t~ C· ... ::T[r~!.I·~l).-~7. 
7ALV, Y".J,r"!'. c,rr"JCI 
Gn ~6(W T0 0~ICI'J WIT~ Dr~ JP 
C ~L L r-l (' T (-'.:"',:J. " , ~ ) 
51-j0\1 rXPEcI"'E~;TGL P(,I'l/T", rro '":)''[ 
) (' ,,(1 C I = }.~. 
"i~ , C AL l <:, v I" S L 4 I 1 C; U'4 ( I I. r ( T 1, ,:.]'" I ... l). ".!. 1 I 
CALL oLt'T I-I.n.-J.:,.-q 
('ALL rTIIII 
II" r C 'W T ! "J 'J [ 
DATt YAXIS.XAXI<;/"LJx"~:>. , .... "'l ,'ITt' 
C; ex X=<;.J 
x '11 ~'= l. 
P=f1. 
y 7: 1 r.. r + '10 
1,=74 
C Al l 0 D T P L TIS (' x X • , •• T <; L' '1. X'" I " • x ~ l =< • P • Y 7. y 6 X r <: • X A X r C; • 1 r 1 
Q6Tt '~XIS.XAvI~/~~r0NC •• F"AINU'" 
y 7:: ., r.. r + "f 
C ~L L l' q T P L T I <; C x x .1\' • 1'> 'J .... x'" I'" r • P.y7.7~XI5.XAxJ<:.lrl 




































SUBROUTINE PPTPLT FOR PLOTTING x.y POINTS ON GRAPH.X SCALE MUST 6F 
KNOWN. , SCALE MAX VALUE WILL BF REAn AND ADJUSTED IF NOT KNOWN. 
IF 'MAX .LT. 2 TIMFS INTERVAL SET. INTERVAL RfADJUSTED TO FIT 
FIGURE LIMITS. 
ARGUMFNTS AS FOLLOW~ 
SCXX=5CALE fACTOR FOR X AXIS UNITS PER INCH WITH 12 INCHES 
N=NUMBER OF X ANO Y OBSfRVATIONS. FP.~~ MAIN PkOGRAM 
X=X ARRAY fqOM MAIN PROGRAM-LIMIT ONE 
XMIN=N~IN = VALUE OF X ORIGIN 
Y=Y APRAY fROM MAIN PROGRAM-MAyPE MORE THAN ONE. 
P=YMIN(II=ORIGIN OF Y AXIS. ONc YHINIJI FOR EACH V AR~A' 
Yl=NYLII)=INCRE~ENT OF Y AX!S. 9 INCHES 
YAXIS= LAqEL FOP Y AXIS. APPFARS TOP LEfT LI~~ OF FIGURE ( AFI 
XAXI<;= LAf3EL fOR l( AXIS APPeAPS TOP CENTER OF F IGlIRe I Af;) 
IC=MIJI=INT[GFR SPECIFyING Monr OF X AND Y FOP PRINTING FOWMATS 
14 X=f FIELD. '=E FIELD 
15 X=E FIELD. Y=F FIELD 
74 X=F FIfLD. V=f FlfLD 
25 X=F FIELD. ,=F FIELD 
ARGUMfNTS FIun FOR THIS SUBROUTINE I'IUT WHICH CAN ~E VARIED T~ 
PUT MULTIPLf V'S ON SAME FI~UP~ INO SCALES PRINTEDI AND TO LIST 
TPaNSfOR~rO X ANQ V'S ARE AS FOLLOWS 
JTf<;T= 0 NO X TRANSFORM. =1 LOGin 
ITESTIJI = 0 NO Y TRA~SFORM. =1.LOGI0.0NE ITE~T FOP EACH Y 
ARRAY 
NV=NUMBER OF SEPARATE Y ARq~yS =1 NORMALLY 
PTIJI = PLOT SY"'ROL FOR EACH XV POINT. ONE FOR EACH V ~RRAY 
NMP::,)INGL[=~ OR MIILTIPLE=l ~LOTS ON SAME FIGURE. NO 'SOLl IF 
LP=lI5T OPTION.J::~O LIST,I=TAgLE GENERATFD 
RFAL NX.NMIN.NYL.NO 
DIMENC"·ION NXI3rJI,YI31fJ.I0ltAIl2S.F.!1I.AO(30rltl"'. Wlll?l. 
1 R 1 f; 0 I • I I x f ~ D n 1 • I I Y ( 3 no • 1 0 I • IT F <; T I I 0 ) • P TIl '1 I • Y f.\ IN fIn I • 
IN'''1 S 11 f) I. NY L I I n I. Y5 I El I. X I 1n a I. M I} 0 I 
DATA PLANK.l€RO.OA5H.TICK.ORIG.PTIl)/IH .}HO.1H-,}HI,f,HGRJGIN.IH+1 
or 8f'? I=l.N 
NXII)=X(J) 
Rn? CONTINUE 
N YL 11) =Y Z 
Pi1 N( 11 =p 
N MI N= x M I:~ 
JTEST=O 





l = 1. 
ESTA~LISH R~UNnp, MJRKS 
00 5 1=1.171 
OOSJ=I.I;!1 
q (J l=qLANK 
S AII.J)=fiLANK 
1)0 1S J=I.S!) 
? C; II 12. J 1= TICK 
Figure 8-2. Continued. 
00 r.<; J=I.')!":.C: 
r.:'i All.JI=OASH 
DO 31 I=1tl21 
"II.ll=DASH 
31 ACI.C;51=Ofl<;H 
nr. 52 1=2.121.1.1 
c 7 II I! • c,r:: I = TIC K 
C SCALF X AND TPA~5rrDM x OP NOT 
S CL X:: I n.1 <: C X x 
I~IJT~5T.EQ.nl GO TO Z 
0(''' r=I.11: 




., 00 2;> I=l.~J 
I I x I J I = S C LX. I ~'l( ( I I - N04 IN 1 + 7 .5 
IFI IlxI II .G1.121 IIrxIII=I"1 
I f I I I X I I I .l T .21 I I x I I I = ? 
72 Cf'>.JTINUE 
C OnEtH-nNE 04ISQNG VALUES or- V O"JLY. X MUST ~[ COMPLET!: 
or 4 J=I,N' 
4 N~I<:IJI='l. 
"If)1 1 I =N'1 IN 
no 41 t=~tll 
41 NOIII-"'lI)II-}I+Sr.XX 
C 9EGIN Y Q[TfOMINATION AND PLOT-PRINT-POI~T-VALUES 
DO 70 J=I."IY 
C SE./IPC4 FOP MI<:SINf- DATA A'JD TOANSFORH V IF CALL[[) FC'R 
DO '30.., 1=1. N 
Z =5 I (j ~ I l • Y I I • J I I 
If ( II 1 ~. 500.50 f'J 
l~ NMI<;IJI=NMISI,J)+l 
, I I • J I = 1 [) • £. + :?1 
GO TO 'i[):1 
5('11"1 CC'NTI'JlJ( 
IQITfSTlJI.En.1IG0 TO 7P-
00 77 I=I.N 
IflYII.J'.GT.IO.E+l"" GO Tn 17 
IF(YII.JI.lE.n.IGO TO 77 
Y I I. J ) = AL OG 10 ( Y 1 I. J I I 
77 CONTINur 
C SCALE Y 
C 
7 R K = 1 
$17 If"( YlI(.J).L T.Hl.f+l"ll GO TO 7'3 
t< =K + 1 
TFIK.lE.NI GO TO 87 
7q YMAX=YlK.J) 
K =K + 1 
DO lQ I=K.N 
IF('IY.JI.GT.IO.E+191 GCJ TO 11 
IF 1 Y ( I. J I .G T • yM A X) Y ~ A X 7"Y I ! • J I 
1[1 CO~TI~;IJE 
C::NYLIJJ 
CHANGFC; Y SCALF Tr FIT DATA 
S=I Y"I\l(-VMINI~f) I/Q 
rF(<;.ST.CI GO Te ~n? 
w (g 
IF(<;.lT.C •• ?;>?22??"') [I') Tf: 1',,1 7 
GO TOg:", 
R rnUCf.<; v 'S CAL'" ~';D <;"" T<; \I""'" PJTrOV~L C If n~;. X T C r, LCIi ',I, <;(L L' 
~r' ~n EF,Tr::ln.ln~nl.l~ 
" ::C I J J 
TF(<:.GT.R·.2?C';'?2 7 ?Ar-:O.<;.LT.PI (.(1 TO <;]4 
I~ <:ralE RFnuCfO In(1 FAR. [IPAN/') AGAI~ 
I I' ( <; • "T • R) CO I) T C C; r~ 
Fe, C ()~ T T ~ lJ E 
c,n" C::R 
I"JrRra<;[<; <;(f·L' 
F,~? DO go T::201:11) 
R:: I.r 
a',IJ <:FTC, /l,E" 
I F ( <; • l , • R) GOT () ; nl, 
(NJTINU( 
r,>; 4 C::P 
q" <; Cl v:: ~ • n I r 
rF(N",o.NF.r.)r;r T~ "'1 
8 (I )::v"HHJ) 
OO?n JI::7.C,5.:, 
7~ 'l(JI):'1(JI-S)+( 
V 5( J)::C 
7100 15 T::I.N 
IF(Y(J.J).r;T.ln.'"+I'l) G(1 1,) 11 
T\JTr pv ~L 
I I v ( I. )):: <;C l v • ( v ( T • J) - v'\ I ~ ( J) ) + I • < 
IF ( I I v ( I • J) • G T • S r, I I I v ( I. J ) ::r, 5 
If( rIve I.J).L T.I)J!YII.J)::I 
IX::IP(Il 
IV::ITY(I.J) 
IF( IX.til.?) Gr TI) Fl 
If(Iv.'OQ.l.rR.!Y.Fn.c,c,) GO Tu 1>/ 
II An(I.J)::RLAf'lK 
G{, TO 14 
1'1 AO(I.J):TICK 
r; r Ti' 14 
f? AO(J.J)::nA')H 
14 rF(V(T.J).GT.lr.E+IQ) GC TO Ie; 
AITX.TV)::PT(J) 
IS (ONTP:Uf 
IF(N~r.NE.O)~O TO ~, 
%T FIGUPf x VC. !)\If Y 
w 0 I T f ( C,. 1 ~ ? ) Y A X 1<;. v') C J ) • X A X 1<; • 'J 
1 ~.., F (\P .. A T ( 1 HI. A r:;. I x • FIn. 7 .' U ': I T <; I ! "( H ••• ., ~ x • a:; • J fi X •• NOR c, co'. r <; ) 
') a A <; L:: I • S< 
~I)<:TIC' THF TI'';T FO" f:JUAI TTV 8ETIIF[:o< N[,/I.-I'Hr"t ~') ':Av NCT Pf 1"~'>INGf"L. 
I~("(~C-L).rr)."LA'JK) r.o TG :11 
IF(M(J).[G.Is.nR.I"(J).fG.?')) GO TO 4~ 
P[1 WPTTf.(h.1C13)':l()o-l).(A(I.~"-L).I:l.I?l) 
G(\ T(1 l\') 
4'" \I" IT E ( r.. 11 Q ) 3 ( ')6 -l ) • ( A ( I • r,,, -L I • I :: 1 • 1 ? J ) 
G () TO QJ 
1'1 '.QrTE(~.1:111)Ca(I.;r,-L).I::l.l?1) 
rON T 1111')[ 
I [1' F OP '" U ( J X • EA. 4 01 21 (A I ) ) 
ll~ F(1~MAT(lx.Fii.3ol?IPI)) 
w"'I TI' C h. 104) (~C I. r C,). 1:1.1 ?1) 
1 r, u F I)R M ~ T ( q x • I / 1 ~ 1 1 
Figure B-2. Continued. 
y: f" 
Y:' 
r r ( ~ ( J 1 • f \~. ,> !4 • fi~) .~. ( J ) • r:" • .., c 1 r r: 1 ',.' IJ ~ 
I) 0 r T C" f f • 1" , ) (".~ ( T) • T:. 1.1:'" 
Gr. Tf') f':4 
14 't 1J r)! T t ( .... , 1 r! -t ) ( "~r ( r ) • I : 1 • 1 :- ) 
1'-'0 ;nO Ut.T()4 ,f:X.l")(r-!.:.~y)) 
! ,,('1 F "',p -... ~ T ( I '""' • 0 x • 1 ? (r ',. 1 t 4 Y) ) 
~. 4 '1.... F- 7 T: 1 , ,..' 
IY:TTY(lI 
I v- T ! Y f ! • J) 
'. (T x. ; Y 1 : an ( I .J I 
1'«((,.r';,';1('1 Tr 
r F ( J. r ~. :" V) ,I) 1 r 
-J ('I T" 7"" 
~:l r ~ ( J ... , r • ,., y ) ..... , r"\ 7 " 
Pr.T"·:l TI"t..".l.-.r');--· ... r ..... ~':,T~ ft" T~ ~l~ 
\/rTTrCc.I~I)')CxX.r. 
1 7 1 F" (, -:- ... t. T ( 1 t-l 1 •• '" tIL 1 I C l ~ P L r T r- A T b ' , ;- X" • y ~ x ! <:, r ... r 1 f\: (H :-1', r ~J • 1 • ' • ' • ": X , 
?' ,.., r u ("" :", It,} 
C,r W"TTr(r.117)I('T(K).~:I.\V) 
1 I 7 F '1P " ~ T ( 1 1 >-t PI. (' T C'" ~ r 1 ~ X AI. '1( ! '" ~ I ) ) 
\oJ ['l T T r ( ;,. 12 ' ) 0 D T \ ,". W T ~ • ( v ." T :-.." ( r\ ) , K : 1 , r: y ) 
I?' F (1) "h , ( 1 X • A;; .' I 1 • ' • I ~r 11 • , ) 
w I) IT r I '-. I? I') ( Y <:, C ~ ) • ~ : 1 • 'I Y ) 
17 r' ,"0 v A ' ( 1 J H U'J 1 T I It (, 1'- 7 • ~ 0\ "'[ 1 , • 7 ) 
W D 1 T, I r,. 1;> 1 ) C hi'" 1 S ( K ) • ~ : I • \j Y ) 
I :' 1 r OJ" I>' 0 • C I I" "(' ... I ') r I 'J C. ~,x 01 ~ I 1'1 ) 
Ie 1 I) (\ ~ r 1 :: I • 'I 
IIDITrC;.I"')'JXII).(V(T.o(l.":I.'JvI 
1 ? ~ F "" ... A T C 7 x • F 1 iJ • 7. 1 ~ r 1 n. ~ I 
IFC ~1r-c>.rG.")r;r. 10 ~'J 
P r. P' T 'I', J" f x V <;, 'J" T n I I. v' C', -, lIT YAy I') N (" l r, ", r L f " 
II D ITF(r.1?4)IPTIIJ.!:I.'lYI 
1"4 F""'H-(ldl.·~I'Ll,Jrl'- Y PL()T·.111~Y.A?)) 
f"I () '1" t:,r, 1 , -1 
II "T , fIr. 1 - 4 ) P ( j ol 1 , J: 1 0\ 7 I I 
\oJ " [ T' cr. II! 4 ) ( ! I I • r ,. ) • I ~ I • 1 ? 1 ) 
I F C v C J) , C " • ;- 4 • ,)"' • ,. ( J ) • r r. • ? r. I r r. T:' 1 77 
1; " • T r I ~ • 1 'J n, ) ( ,,[1 ( I ) • T : I • I ? ) 
l) 0 Tn 17 ~ 
1 7 7 W r J T ( C :" 1 '1 ., I ( \ '1 C ! ) • ! :: I • I "I 
I 7" r" 0 1 J:: 1 • 'I 
')" "1 ,,: ': Y. I • - 1 
t x:: TT x C J) 
r v: T : v ( J .1{) 
'11 AC[X. T V)::A'1(I.KI 
-O"T INUc 
p r T II"" 
I:: 'I" 









y::, Y:: r 
x -, 
x: ' 
BACTERIAL ADSORPTION EXPERIMENTS - COLLECTION OF DATA 
(A) FIXED DATA FOR RUN 
~ STATEMENT Z IDENTIFICATION Variable Field 8 NUMBER 8 FORTRAN STATEMENT SEQUENCE Name I '} ) 4 5 67 8 9 10 11 17 13 \.1 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 n 23 2.! 25 ?b 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 14 ]S 16 3738 J9 40 .n 47 to) 44 .1S ':6 .:~ ,:8 ,10 SO 51 5;> 53 :)4 :,~ 56 :)' Sk :',Q 60 Al ~,~ ~,1 ,~.: ,,', ';' t 6'{ 690 'I . 3 ',: ') '~) -7 "8 '9 80 
DATE 2A4 01/:3:0 V17~ 
HOUR 112 ,15 o.s,i 
RUN 18 ; ~71 
TYPE 2A4 lO PT N nell 
pt\-Au R f \J $1 , SBATE 7A2 STA 
STRAIN 2AS Fl> P, - J 0 ~ t--
SBENT 3A6 MEN IDI¢,IN: ~S I L,T Li¢'AH , : : 
SKIND 3A6 C~M I' f _L1 '1 II V d 
iAPPCON F12.0 ' :7!; OOOoe oj , I I 
SAMVOL FS.l J~ 
~ SOLVOL Fl0.l Roo 
PDwr FS.l I • 
~ 16 , 
trnMP F6.1 2.7 




I I l' , , 
: [- i I I I I 
i 
I 
I 234 Sl6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 n 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 ).1 3S 36 r 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 so 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 5~ !-O ~ ... : 63 6.1 ~5 ::~ ::- ~e 6>l -: ~ ~: 
-: -" ·S -6 - ·S .; 51:: 
Initial ])llV L 
Figure B-3. IBM coding sheet for recording fixed data for adsorption run. 
,J::o. 
-' 
~'lsrAHMENT I z 8 "'-lUfl:Bf P .3 
DO NOT PUNCH I ('} 3 .4 5 {6 l- 8 9 ~Q 
i i 














BACTERIAL ADSORPTION EXPERIMENTS - COLLECTION OF DATA 
(A) VARIABLE DATA FOR RUN 
FORTRAN STATEMENT 
19 ]0 21 n 13 ?~ 25 26 27 363738 }9 
PT~cii~(L n! I 
PIPV~(D I I ....... _::I,~ "" : , 
r;f<t~ I I mlidFE3: 





, ~ I 
I: 
i : T 1 1 
J 1lLL: 
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8/1 






11] ) 4 516 I B 9 10 1112 11 IJ is It 1" 1819 20 21 .'723 25 -?t r 28 .'9 JC 31 32 ": 4<1 <15 .:.~ ~- .!~ .:~ :.- . ~--=-:J.'_' _.,_._. ~ 
Ini tial ])0" £.. 
Figure B-4. IBM coding sheet for recording variable data for adsorption run. 







"'ENOON S Il T LOA" 







l1. ,. 1. 7 O. 1. 
O. 
'). 3. 1. ~ O. 1. 
O. 
15. 3. 1. 3 n. 1. 
0.' VAtUlltfat.E :bftTA 
-folt. Rulli 
30. 3. 1. 15. 1. 
n.' 
~ ') . 3. 1. 3,). 1. 
0., 
6<) • 3. 1. 7. 5. 1. 
O. 
Figure 8-5. listing of fixed and variable data for adsorption run. 
TA'JL£ 2 ~ACTERIAL ADSORPTION EXPERI~ENT,) - rOLLrCTION AN" ~fJUCTION OF nAIA 
OA Tf " 1/ 30/ 70 
HOUIl 1500 HilS 
RUN 27 
TYPE Or RUN 20PTNACL 
ElAPSED NO. OF OIL. PIPET VOL. 
TIME OF qq Ml EA. DEL. TO Pl HI' 
(101 IN) (Hl) 
.0 3. 1.0 
s.n 3. 1.0 
IS.n 3. 1. n 
30.n 3. 1. J 
45.,(,) 3. 1. n 
60.1 3. 1.0 
SOPflAT[ STAPH-AURfue; 
FOA-~Oq 
so~~rNT ~ENOCN SILT lOAM 
<;Ol. Vel. ~J".L "L 
SORQJCNT WT. (oQ) 1.( GM 
C OMPET IT IV r 
TIljITIAL rONe (SPECT READ) 
Tf,",P ?7.n DfG. C. 
<;A~Plf V(\l. I.r. ~l 
1<;0 011 l1(1n. 'IUr:S/Ml 
FIl T[R NO. OF AVG FILTER [llL • FA (,T. SOLIITIOr. XP AR 
purr COUNT VALID (l'lS. FLAT[ r.OUNT C0NC. 
(BUGS/PLATE 1 ( 8 11'; '5 /p LA T E ) I?Ur.,S/"L) (RUGS/f,MI 
7:; • 1. ?n. l:JOf"opn. ') q',L Je( L .• O. 
1. 
4:1 • I. 4[1. 1 'JGOon". u CLI_ '::lOL. Jd 700~L[;IJ(). 
:l. 
3D. 1. 311. l~nOnnr. 3LJeL ,,:JLL. jo:>DOO[ CllD. 
J. 
I". I. 15. t1Pi'!1":l r+. I ')[,,,:;ilL;,. o8.J5C('l.JLG4. 
Q. 
~S • I. ~c;. IGr~10~". ., 5l ..... ' ',J~.L.. 'Ho:'[;(;[-uf.4 • 
1. 
2'" • I. ? '). 1;}r"rr'''. t S "':.... .... L· L'l). bo .~:'OLlC(jUll. 
3. 



















~~--~~---~-----------------~.-------------I I 1 I ~ 1 C c: C C" c: 
';' + + + ';' + 
t:l r c;-, C"l C- O 
0: 0 0 c: c c 0 
C1 C c:- C" c. c: c c: 


























































o ~ c 
• ~ ~ ..... ,..... to-ooI ..... to- .................... ~ ..................... ~ ........... ~ ...... ~ ~ ......... to- I- I-- ..................................... ..... -/- ...... ............... ~ ........... __ ........... H ................ ~. to- .-. ~.... • 
J J ~ ~ ~ I 
C C C C C 
+ ... + • ... 
~ C ~ 0 C C 
C 0 ~ 0 C C 
ceO 0 C ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ C 
J- et J-
c.: 0 c 0 
. . . . 
.0 c c 0 
uC 0 0 C 










































































































TYPE OF Rn, 












X I ~~ 
0'-' 
::J'cr: IIlW 





















































SUBROUTINE REGLOG DECK 
ALPHAB DECK 
CONTROL CARDS 
1108 RUN CARD 
Figure B-10. Deck set-up for ALPHAB data input. 
~ 
-..J 
r n ", Il A TI !' '" 0 t- q D 1-40'. HJ n X M A '( FRO M C'S TAR AND X BAR'S TAR 
" '" r· ),- (T OJ G- r ~ 0 t r T t. 0 TAL AD <; 0 R " T TON ON <; 0 I L 'S 
I ' 1 ... <" 'J <, I N! C <; " u '1 I I, 1 ) 
nT""J<'I(I'oJ «,T4RI41).x8APST(4").TRIJ'oJ<140). CSox'ST{4n) 
" I" ~ '·1 ~ I 0"1 S" n T l I 4'1 • .., I , C r. AT, I 31 • S T R A IN ( ? 1 • 'S R £ NT I ) ) , 'SK I Nfl , ~ I 
"HI. IclXol'lY/4i1C<;TO,IIHXB'STI 
;> .> ~ A " ( 'J , I 1) 'oJ R U .. <, • C " AT £ , 'S T R A IN. <; ;> EN T , <;K I NO, T £ M P , { I R UN 'S ( I ) ,'S D ~ T 
?, (r. I) • <::r AT r ( T ,') • CS TAR, [ ), X QARS T I r) ,I =1. NRUN'S) 
1 ~ F""'" A T I r '" 1 ~ A ~ I ? t ;; 1 ~A 01 3A ;:'1 F ~ • I 1 I TID, ? A II , ? r 12 .? 1 ) 
f"' (' ? r~) 1 1 .) i ~ t J ~I ~ 
~CSII"'II) = (CT~rII) 
7(- c.. r " .. , T T ",~.r:-
T C'II'!'- 0 
T ru"~ I 
'IN:, 
"!PP:l 




IQU',S I 1 ) 
IRtI",(NOL'''l<;) 
:-f 1:- I:l,"J~'J~) 
C<(lY<Tlll:(';TI '(TlIX;>AP<:T(I) 
16 ... "fI' T '!' ... IJr-
... - ., ..... U ... ~s 
CAL l "' l "L 0,· ('" • ,., .• "" R. I" x. 1 '1 y • r') T H' • C SOX S T , NT x • NT Y , C X , C y , YIN C £ P , 
;"<", f r ,,,.- ,,~ , ~ (') 1 ) 
('T": IJX.(~x :j'·Y.C<,TI;:X.::OXC;T:Y.vI"ICEPT=A,SLOPf=" 
X"~Y=1 ./C;l,)P;C 
.\ l P .., ~ : 1 .1 , y r '. \ '- P • x'" ~ X ) 
,,0 IT'- ( 1;. 1 r 3 I 
or~ Frr ...... TIIU)/1I12' x'''~TEo''I''ATrON OF ALPHA ANn XMAX PY PEG'<[SSION AN 
~ f, l v < T;' r F L UJ: ~ r T lU' LA', I, !"U r p r 50 T <; E R i~ , ) 
10: D I T r ( F,. 'I'> 4 )', ~ AT r ( 1 • 1 ) • S,' AT" ( I ,? I , 5 E' ATE:, I RU N L (J, I RUN HI. S TR A IN, 'Sf: EN T 
7 • S K T', I) • T:;- ~ D • D • 2 cr:. v J" C £ P • S LOP r • ALP H A , X ~ A X 
0';4 r('p .. q"lHr//14ilX'''~TF 01" RUlli 1= ',;>A4, 7X'SORBATE',;>X,3A&/'IOX'RUN 
I '; •• ' r .• 2 x ' T I') , • I b' ?) Y • ? A£,/ 7 I X ,<; 0 R P r ~J T ' • ~ A 51 7 8 X , ~ A (; I 7 II 1( , T E M P , • f' 6. 1 , 
'J.' Y , r. r.. C f'J T • ' I 1/ 1 
•• rx·"~3~rSSI"N ANtLY<;IS OF LINEARIZEO I'O.0THERH - RE<'ULTS'IIII~X'R 
u'.F •• ' 143x''O'',» :'.'<;.1 II'lX'YINTE.RCEPT = I/IALPHA*XMAXI =',[12.61 
c')ox'''LO''[ or 'reT FIT :',(I'.o/41x'AlPHA =',EI2.1>/4ZX'XMAX =',£12. 
F"'/I/~,-X"'ASf UpnN r~IJTLIpqIIJM rATA FROM INDIVIDUAL fWN'S'1145X'RUN 
7<;·,'X· n AT[ rx~ ?rr,ll'"'J·, 7x·C.·,cX·Xi-tAR*' .5x·C*/XBAR.·) 
oS <; II cIT '- ( .,. -3 C; S I ( 1 R lJ~1 " ( r 1 • S nAT E ( r • 1 ) • <, 0 AT E ( T .2 I , C 'S T A [) IT) , X R A R <; T (I I , C 
c S r X " T ( I I • I : I • ~J,~ I"· <; I 
'1',; rrpvAT(u?X.I" •• 6X.?A4,'14.:',EI2.C;,EIC,.51 
'r~T~ O~EPATrnN ", F~LTTFR TI') PLOT (CSTAR/XRSTARI VS CSTAR 
ST"" 1 E<,TARLlSH JI~F~TIONS nr PLOT FITER 
C Al l IO °L 0 T ( 14 • '1 • Ii. r) 
,TFr 7 ~RnVlnl ~AILI~r iNSTPUCTIONS 
r~ll '>Y'1'1l4(n.hr.n.!1.11.qLjHMATL TO O. II. HEr-JORICKS, UIIRl, uTAH 
7STO Tr UNIV •• lOGA'J. uTAH 811~21 «NO BY FIRST CLA'S'S MIIL,qO.O.gql 
<:T;' 7 rSTI'IlICH Orh'MANFNT ORGIN FOR GRAPh. THIS I'S nONE PY (-I 
r ;, [' ,. L (1 T ( I • S. ? r • - 3 ) 
C;Tr r 4 fSTAnLI<u X-AXIS. THF'", Y-AxIS -LABE.L £ACH AXI'S 
Figure B-11. Program listing of ALPHAB. 
A LX: 1:'. ) 
tlY = d. n 
K "I," C : N '" 1H' <; • I 
(' <:: Tn" ( ;< I?!J !II <,) = 1. 
(crY<::T(K"UN<) = ". 
Cfl! srrL~ (~<.TAP,KPIJ'oJs.ALx,r"'J·',r,'ST~R, 1) 
(,OLt AXI'> ('!.),J.' t1,)HCSTAR F'IJGS/MLl.-IC;,ALx,n.n,n:TNdJ'STARI 
c r [! <::,. A L f { (' S I': X r T • K h' lJ r-, c;. ~ L y • r C " I 'J. fJ C <, X • 1 1 
': t [[ A X T <; I {l • "J. :1. ". 14 H: " TAR I Y 0 APe TAR. 14 • A L Y • q r,. ~, C S"1 IN, DC S )( ) 
<, T F''' " ~, r, W T H _ E X r. : P I :,1, ~I TAL "lI r t-J T <; 
r "l l t> L ~ T , 1. .: I. f1, ")) 
r'l" II 1} I = 1. ,.~ '=? I' ~1 "-
II,: 1 (A [! " Y ".' L 4 ( l C. T ~ '1 ( I ) • ( <; 0 v <. T ( I ) • , • I II, 1 Ii X , n • "'. 1 ) 
'; T C''' '- :'L:) T T H r [, F C; T FIT C:./ 0 V r 
y?rQ" = (Yl'Ct~-r~MIWI/"C"'( 
xf"r : .~.ALX 
x n J c:: r :- .. P. • AL x ..... , <:: T ''') 
y~~y. - Y7[RO + (Clnpc.xJI<;TI/Q(~X 
r. tll. "'LrT' 11.r:. ';. r, 7) 
( A I I t'l 0 T I.J • :1. y 7 F ",~, q 
rA[1 "LnT(XriI.yvnv.,) 
(' nL I ":'" (IT ( '1. i.. ;,.". ~) 
I. ~"·"I 'jPAoH ~11T'" AP:'>Roo"IAT' li)U~TIf ICATIO~J I;-,FORHATluN 
I'~ll <YM·'l4(' •. I.-I.l •• 2. E~rl"A':lE'ITAL AQS;J,d'T10'. £X"E::<IH£,.T<; - LI 
"')r'r-,~'"'lI7£~ l ~"';';'1!'1!") !~('THr~..., • .,.-: .~,4) 
rr,t '- ~Y"'''L4(4."t-!.)C; • ...j.l1,4qr~UN'S • .l.r.4) 
': tIL 1\' U"";- R I ( '.1. l;, - 1 • ., S. f~ • ! 1 , I D L' t-~ L (' , :1 • '1 ) 
r '1 I, l <:; Y M n l ~ f 4 • ." - t • r) n • ...,. 1 '1 , ;- 4 T () • f] .. P , ;- ) 
': fJ L [ ", U M" r: 1 (lJ • l., - 1 • c: rJ, r .. 1..1 • T r) ! f r I H T , '1 .. n ) 
r·tt c,y~f"L~(4. "-l.lri,{:.I~),t.&'~TfMP'l~.--:.o) 
Ctll \'11t-1'CF'"I4.u.-1.7:",0.1J,Tf="t..'IJ.r:.C,)) 
:- ,. L I <"", '( .~ ) L 4 ( <\. ,- 1 ..... S, ~'. 1 '] • -, ~ <: (: ':;I Q r" ,>I T • ] • 'I • 7 ) 
r to l I <: '( ". ): l 4 ( ( .. )' - 1 .. '} Fj' " .. 1 : , (" , ~ r-.. T • 1 • ...., .] ~) 
r f L l. <. Y Me, L 4 ( , .• '1. - ] .', O. J. I ) • 7 f.' < (''' '1 ~ T r • J • C, • 7 I 
C ,. l L r~ y t-~ 'L 4 ( ~, • -i. - 1 • 1"'", 1. ;'. 1'] • c:. .., t. T f • ., • r , 1 .J,) 
CtLl ~-L'·T(-I.).-I.'.-31 
(' ~LI f:',; 
r r r. T '.' .' ,) r (. ~ T 1 :," () C " L (\ T T ,,:; T" r L ;. T X ~ 6 ,... v S ,-. I l ~ N L .. u I R I S 0 T H ~ '? " ) 
'TF'" J rrT~'Ll')H CTH-"TTO .. S "f PLOT ='T[" 
.~ '. L L 1 ,-. r L ~'T ( 1 ~ • ') • I '1. " ) 
C T r I" ~ F ., ('< v I" L l' ~ 1 L T to, G I ~I " T D II ~ TIC ., 
(I[l cY"";14( 1.<.-'.'J •. I.l:,.94I-'n~IL r,] ~ •• H::NDJoIICK'S. U'JRl, UTAH 
:":;T/T,. U~J;V •• Lc,rt.'·,. 'JTAH ,4'7) ';'~.l -Y FIt:'ST CLASS .. ~Il.Qi).'1.o'" 
'TI-" \ '';T~''lIr,) r,;:'''A';'':,T ~lJCIN rr..; Gr·~PH. THIS IS rc,<£ "Y (_I 
.-r'll. '''L0T( I.~. ~.11._~1 
< pc" q " T h,. L r c.., x - 0 X I <:;. T '" "';, Y - f. X T <. - l A E £. L E. C,.; A X I '; 
"; 0 - I~:( U"." .. 1 
c rr"jV(\J0) : "". 
X '-~ -: ::- t"l T ( .. , ..... ) : J. 
:, I. x - I')." 
~! v ~ 
r'~Ll <:'Ct.L~ (L')L;l,U,\1, ALX,,. .. ITt-. ••.. STAI-,,) ) 
:~ll . \;" ('.) .n. ',J SP[CTA::? (:'I'('S/MU ,-I C;.ALX,l).[},C'lIN,P'O.TAPI 
r tot t <::. ,.. ~,L r ('(. 0. 0'" T • '1 f' , tI L Y , 'I =- JA I ~ , l' x 'X X , 1 ) 
'l L "x I C, (l.,. 1 •. , • 1 Q H X " A r; S T A'" (~II r, <: I G M ) • I 1.\, A LV. q [1 • Cl , x f\ M I .'j • 0 x x x I 
, ~ r ',~ (,J T·I , X ° f Q I ~. > I. TAL '"' 0 ItJ T S 
: 1 l ;-'L (if r r.. , • fi, 7) 











"f1" C ~ll <; Y M H L 4 1 C ') T A ? 1 I I , ~ '\ A P" Til I , '1 .1 ,., 1 I-< X , [) • ", 1 I 
STfP;:; PLOT TI-'F ''If<;T FIT cURV' 
CINCH ::- O. 
J K :: I 
CALL r.LOTIO.O,(;.'l, 31 
Axn :: ~LPYA'X~AX*Q<;TAP 
00 "r~ JK = 1,;'1:) 
CINCH = rI~CH + ~.ns 
YH:CH :: Axr.CI'l':H/lf)XXX'(J .+ALPHA'CINCI-'.O<;TAF:I I 
CALL PLOT ICI~rH,YT~CH,?) 
"r ~ CON T I 'III" 
lAPfL GRAPH \lITH ~,pPRrpRIAT"- IDENTTFlrATION I'JFLIHiATH'1 
C Al L <; Y .., R L" I 2 • ~, - 1 • '1 , • 2, 5? H ·HI rTf R TAL A n ~ 0 R n T I 0 ~j f X P [ k I i" C ;., T" - LA," ') 
2MUIR I<;OTHERM.r.n,C~) 
C Al L <; Y "1 A L" 1 " • 'i, - I ." 5. n. 1 ., • 4 >1 P I J N <; • [1. n • ~ ) 
CALL NUMqRI(".7.-J."S.(i.ll.IRIJ~'Lf).n.r) 
C Al L ') Y'" fl L 4 ( " • ;>. - 1 • <, O. 1"). 1'1 • ? H TO. (1 • C. 2 ) 
C All Nil "I R P I ( ". ~. -I .5 r. r). 1:1 • 1 Q IJ ~H T • r. Il ) 
CAL l (' Y "I '1 L" ( " .'~' -1 .75. n. I" ."'~ T FM P. n. ~. 4 I 
CALL "IJM~PF(".4,-1.75'''.ln.T~'1o.0.[1. 0) 
CAll <; Y ,.. il L 4 ( (; • f1 • - 1 .? :), !:. I:' , 7 H') o:~ f1 r NT, r • ::J • 7 I 
C ~L l <; Y "'1 L" ( b. d. -1 ." C;. n. 1 ~ • <; ',f: NT. 1"). n , I Q) 
CAll <; Y M -3 L 4 ( b. n, -I • SO. 1"). I" • 7 H <; OQ PAT f , n • J .7 I 
C AL L <; Y M 1I L 4 lb. <1, - J • S n • r:. 1'1 • ') GAT F • '1 • ,; , I r ) 
C All PLOT I - I .;:1 , - 1. r,. - ) 1 
CAL L FIN I 
PI C0NTINIJE 
?2 
IFINLTOPT.LT.IIGO Tn a;> 
N Y= 1 






I C= 14 




., =- 1;. 
C AL l Pf) T P L T (') r X X • II: R UN <; •. " Y • ~I:l P , L P • (' <; TAR. X M I r •• CO') xc, T • F , V 7 • Z ~ X ] <, • 
2XAXI<;,fC) 
C0NTINIJt: 
G'l TO ? 
END 
') 1If! P n I' T I iii! q f r:L (' <; I iii • ~ 'J • ~ P R • T 0 X • I r, Y • X • Y • N T ~ • NT Y • ex. r y • :.. .? • R 2 I 
QfSRE<;<;ION [GUATI~N<; rop r!~F~Of~T LOC ANr SEvy lOG T~aN<'FO~~S 





T?A'J~Fnr~ 2 ~rlH pr~p ~,)TON APCUT LOGIJI7~'~) 
TPA'J,)F['I!>M 7 wTTH o.~p <:<;ION AqOUT LOCI'1ICZ-7 tAr~c.1 
TRA"J<'F('Rl' 4 WITI-l RrGp. <;SIGN A"CUT LCGl~IZIr-"-7CTI lI;ANI 
N T S T H [ TOT A L 'II J" "E 0 0 I" :1 Q <, 0 V r, T ION <;. 1fT H [ ') 17f G r T H: X a .'.1 r 
Y IOPAYS 
'I N I <; T H [ N () I) r T ~ I L qlJ :)" ') ['? V A T T 0 ~I <, T HAT A r, r U<; [r I '! ~ 0 ~\ 0 U T[ :'1 ~ 
71'IJ) A,)';OCIATLn WITI1 TPA!'.;')rc,<r'ITIO"< 4 OC; 7 
NOR I< A pOI'JT OPT InN FOR oPf;lTTt!G TH[ OQIGII\AL SATA "~:': THr: 
Figure 8-11. Continued. 
(' TRH1SFr.R~rr ,)AT~ II:' \JDf' is N~t, 7[P( 
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Figure B-12. IBM coding sheet for recording the equilibrium data. 
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Figure B-13. Listing of equilibrium data. 
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Figure B-14. Output from ALPHAB-tabular printout. 
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SCHBfNT MENDCN SILT LORM 
SCHBRTf STAPH-AUREUS 
Figure B-15. Output from ALPHAB-linearized Langmuir isotherm by Gerber plotter. 
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SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE-'L GM/L 
Figure B-16. Output from ALPHAB-conventional Langmuir isotherm by Gerber plotter. 

APPENDIX C 
THRESHOLD TOXIC AND COMPETITIVE LEVELS 
Toxicity of chemical sorbates to S. aureus 
The results of tests to determine threshold toxicity 
concentrations of SlS, peptone, and sodium chloride to 
S. au reus are outlined below. For each test a control 
containing only distilled water and S. aureus was used. 
Partial results of the toxicity tests for each of these 
chemicals have been compiled separately as Figures 
C-10-C-15, C-16-C-19, and C-20-C-25, respectively. Assays 
were done at the end of one hour contact time. 
Sodium lauryl sulfate. Figure C-1 summarizes the 
results of tests for determining the toxic effect of SlS on 
S. aureus. Figure C-1 shows a marked effect on cell 
viability is caused by increasing SLS concentration; the 
threshold point of significant toxic effect appears to be 
.05 gram per liter. It should be noted that 0.5 gram per 
liter SLS caused 100 percent depletion of bacteria from 
solution (Figure C-1). Figures C-6 to C-11 show the data 
on which Figure C-1 is based. 
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CONCENTRATION OF No-LAURYL SULFATE (omI.RJ---. 
Figure C-1. Toxic effect of Na-Iauryl sulfate on S. aureus 
at 27C. 
Peptone. Figure C-2 shows the results of toxicity 
testing between S. aureus and peptone at concentrations 
of 1.0, 10.0, and 30.0 grams per liter. Even at a peptone 
concentration of 30 grams per liter, Figure C-2 shows no 
indication of toxicity. This concentration level is sub-
55 
stantially higher than any levels which could be encount-
ered under even the most adverse conditions. Therefore, 
peptone toxicity was not a problem for these tests. 





































CONCENTRATION OF BACTO - PEPTONE (gm I.e) ----. 
Figure C-2. Toxic effect of peptone on S. aureus at 27C. 
Sodium chloride. Results in Figure C-3 ind icate that 
no depletion in bacterial population occurred until NaCI 
concentration was increased beyond 100 grams per liter. 
Since this concentration value is also beyond practical 
experimental limits, sodium chloride toxicity was not a 
problem for these tests. Figures C-16 to C-21 show data 
on which Figure C-3 is based. 
Threshold competitive levels of 
chemical adsorbates 
The results of tests to determine the competitive 
effect of SLS, peptone, and l\laCI on bacterial adsorption 
are discussed below. These tests were conducted to 
determine the concentration levels of each of these 
chemicals at which substantial impairment of bacterial 
adsorption occurs; this level is designated "threshold 
competitive level." Results of selected runs involving 
bacterial competition with each of these chemicals have 
been grouped separately as Figures C-22-C-25, C-26-C-31, 
and C-31-C-37, respective I y . 
Sodium lauryl sulfate. Even though .05 gram per 
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CONCENTRATION OF SODIUM CHLORIDE (gm Ii) ---til .... 
Figure C-3. Toxic effect of sodium chloride on S. aureus at 27C . 
adsorption at 27C (Figures C-22-C-25), this concentration 
was selected to determine the adsorption isotherms at 
10C, 20C, and 37C, since higher SLS concentrations 
proved to be toxic to S. aureus (Figure C-1). Using this 
SLS concentration (.05 gram per liter), a noticeable cell 
uptake occurred at 27C (Figure E-9) but when the 
temperature was lowered to 1 ~C, no bacterial adsorption 
was observed (Figure E-2). This suggests that .05 gram per 
liter of SLS inhibits the bacterial adsorption at 1 DC but 
not at 27C. 
Though no bacterial uptake occurred at 1 DC in .05 
gram per liter of SLS solution, significant adsorption did 
occur (Figure E-5) at this temperature when the in itial cell 
concentration was decreased by tenfold (1 x 107 
cells/ml) and that of SLS was cut down by one-fifth (.01 
gram per liter). 
Peptone. Figure C-4 shows the effect of peptGne 
competition with S. au reus for adsorption. These results 
were obtained using identical conditions in each test 
except for the peptone concentration. Figure C-14 shows 
zero uptake of cells at peptone concentrations greater 
than 6 grams per liter. As can be seen from Figure C-4, 
bacterial uptake was decreased linearly with increasing 
concentrations of peptone. A peptone level of 3.8 grams 
per liter, based on the results in Figure C-4, was chosen to 
study peptone's competitive effect on bacterial adsorp-
tion. However, no cell uptake was observed at 10C in the 
presence of peptone (3.8 grams per liter) as indicated in 
Figure F-2. Figure C-4 is based on results shown in Figures 
C-26 to C-31. 
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CONCENTRATION OF BACTO- PEPTONE (om 1£) ------... 
Figure C-4. Effect of various concentrations of peptone 
on bacterial adsorption at 27C. 
Sodium chloride. A wide NaCI concentration range 
(.06 gram to 200 grams per liter) was tested to determine 
its ability to compete with bacteria for sorption sites. 
Results of these experiments are shown in Figure C-5, 
which indicate no competition of NaCI with bacteria for 
sorption. NaCI is a strong electrolyte and tends to remain 
in solution rather than go towards the interface. Bacterial 
cells are proteins which have hydrophilic as well as 
hydrophobic groups. The hydrophobic group might 
influence bacteria to tend towards the soil-solution 
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CONCENTRATION OF SODIUM CHLORIDE (gm /~) .. 
Figure C-5. Effect of various concentrations of sodium chloride on bacterial adsorption at 27C. 
particles. Even if 1\1 a + is adsorbed, which is quite likely, its 
hydrated radius (0.9SA 0) is comparatively smaller than 
that of bacteria (1 OOA 0 ), suggesti ng that Na + may not be 
occupying all the space provided by adsorption sites but 
could leave enough room for bacterial cells to adsorb. 
Thus l\laCI could be acting noncompetitive to bacteria. 
Bacterial cells are amphoteric in nature, i.e., individual 
cells have both positive as well as negative charges. I f it is 
assumed that bacteria are preferentially adsorbed by soil 
57 
particles they might have formed a coating around the soil 
particles, which left positive ends outside, that could 
possibly have caused Na+ to repel from sorption sites. 
This could explain the noncompetitive behavior of I\la+. 
Though no competitive level of NaCI was observed 
experimentally, 30 grams per liter of NaCI concentration 
was selected for investigating adsorption isotherms at 
different temperatures. Figures C-32 to C-37 show results 
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Figure C-6. Computer output run 6-sodium lauryl sulfate toxicity, control run, 0 gm/l SLS. 
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Figure C-7. Graphical output run 6-sodium lauryl sulfate toxicity, control run, 0 gm/I SLS. 
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2 3rl. 1 • 230. 100. 
o. 
215. 1 • 215. InD. 
o. 
225. 1 • 225. 100. 
o. 
220. 1 • 220. 100. 
o. 
1 95. 1 • 195. 100. 
o. 
Figure C-8. Computer output run 5-sodium lauryl sulfate toxicity, 0.06 gm/I SLS. 
200 0.0 Hl 
SOLUTION 
~O~C. 
( BU_GS IHl » 





























































----~ ~ O::L 
o ~~ 
en ......... 
.....a: N W 
I G ~ oa: 0(1) o ::fO NZ : 0 
r-
! g~ 









0 0 ~r 
I O~o~ o 0 
( I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 ijO.OO ij5.00 50.00 55.00 60.00 
TIME (MIN) 
BRCTERIRL RD50RPTION 




TYPE OF RUN 
SIlRBATE 
STRAIN 
LA UR YL SULFA T 1-
STAPH-AUREUS 
FDA-209 




T! ME, OF 
(M IN J 
• r) 
c:;. f") 
1 I). 0 
10.'1 
45. n 
6 o. n 
TABLE 2 '3AfTroI~l A:')S(JDF'TION FXPE.RT~ENTS - C(;Llr.c.TTrJ~ /lNf' qrnUfTlu"J 0F :;AT~ 
DA TF 0 q 1211 f, 9 
HOUR l')on HR') 
RU N 3 
TYPE n F R U ~! T C)( I CIT Y 
or or l. PI PC: T VOL. 
Clq f-' L r ~ • n:: l. T 0 ~L d T r 
(~. 
1. 1 • q 
1. I • U 
1. I .0 
1. I .0 
1. 1 • rJ 
1. I.e 
<:;O::(C AT [ S T .~ PH -<) lJR ttl ~ 
FnA-~"'l 
~')l. "JeL. 
LA IJ R Y l- ,)U L FAT F 
n.,)'JGM/L 
PHT TAL fONe (SPECT R[AO) ?n'lfJiJ. p!Jrc./':L 
Tr~p 27.r I"1E(;. ':: 
(",A~PLE VCL. l.r. "'L 
FrLrr'~ NO. OF t. 'Ie F IL 1 t::{ DIl. C"brT. 
DL "T r COUNT Ii A L I r, :11<:' • Pl.'\Tf r llU ~IT 
f9ur;<::/r.L ~TE) ( ~ U r:. S /P L c\ T f ) 
2 7r::... 1 • ?"7~. 1 n (' • 
~ 
151:: • 1 • Ir.S. 1;1'"1 • 
., 
7r) • 1 • 1r.. 1[-:f'1. 
J. 
O. 1 • 1. I r'" • 
1. 
5. I • f>. 1 n.., ,. 
D. 
2. 1 • ? • 1"''''. 
fl • 
2 LC n. c ~ L 
<:, 0 LI J T r (, r; 
(0'.1(. 







Figure C-10. Computer output run 8-sodium lauryl sulfate toxicity, 0.50 gmtl SlS. 
X=3Ak 












































































- 0 01 
I I I P I I I I I ! -: --
15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 ~O.OO ~5.00 50.00 55.00 60.JO 
TIME (MIN) 
BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION RUN 8 ,-'1UR1'L-SULfR:E 
DRTE J9 22/69 SClRBRTE STRP'i-5t.lRELJS 
TEMP 27.000 STRRIN FOR-209 
1 yp. OF RU~ :, y, ."C C\~ . : .:... :-1' '\- ':=:l-~r 








1 S. 0 
30.n 
4 s. n 
'10.0 
r "9 Lf t! ,1 A C Tr ') n. L II 'I ~) J ''? P TI 0 N f)( PER I ~ E N T'i - r: 0 L L C- C T T J N A ~H' R f r, U ('T J(j I,! ('I F "J II U, 
Oil TE 0 q 1 231 f. q 
HO UR 1 S on HQ r 
RU ~ 1 t! 
TYPF OF PU~ TrxICITY 
OF 01 L. PI Pro T V (H .• 
qt", M l r II • r;r l. T (, ~L .~ T JC 
( .... L ) 
1. I n 
1 • 1 • ,J 
1. 1 • n 
I. 1 • f] 
1. 1 • () 
1. I • II 
<;QRn/lTf S TA PH - A urnu c::, 
1="0 II-;? W} 
t'EPTONF 
<: D L. V f)L • 
1 f1 • '1(] [j1-A Il 
INITIAL r0~C (~PECT RFAP) ?nnnr. n!.,r"/"L 
T t ~ p ? 7 • ,-' r. F G • r.. 
c::, A M r LEV JL • 1 • r 'I, L 
FtUrp NO. 0F f', V'J F IL TE P OIL. t:' \ r T • 
DL AT 0;- CCIW T V 1\ L1 (1 Oft <:'. PLATE (' UU 'IT 
(\,IJ":'.;/PLATEI ( :~ U r, S /D l II H. ) 
k 40. 1 • GO n. 1 ,., r • 
I. 
71 i1 • 1 • 71 r] • 1 '1". 
') . 
r; )C; • 1 • 5~C;. 1 'In. 
1. 
~ qr;. 1 • 5P~. 1 '1'" • 
1. 
r; ~(1 • I • '" P fl • 1'1". 
:J • 























































I I I 





















































I I jig 
25. 00 30. 00 I I I -- 0 TIME (MIN) 35.00 liD. 00 Li5.00 ~50 0 -----r--- - [ri . 0 55.00 60.00 





TYPE OF Rt'N 
SClRBRTE 
STRRIN 
Toxrcn'1 0.0 GM!L PFPTONE 
Figure C-13. Graphical output run 12-peptone toxicity, 10.0 gm/I peptone. 
0') 
...... 
TA~lE 2 BACTERIAL AnSUqpTION EXPERI~ENT5 - COLLECTION AND RfDUCTION OF ~ATA 
OA Tf 0 q 1 231 6') 
HO UP 15 DO HR <; 
RU ~ 13 
T Y Pf 0 r RUN T 0 X I r. IT Y 
ElAPsro NO. OF OIL. PI PE T VO L. 
TIME or "1<'1 ~ L o. rtE L. TooL AT ~ 
,,.. IN ) (,., ) 
• n 1. 1 .0 
I).n 1. 1 • () 
1 s. n 1. 1 .0 
30.'1 1. 1.0 
4 I). n ] . 1 • f') 
60. n 1. 1.0 
<;OR~AT[ 5TAPH-AUREUS 
FDA- lO,) 
PE PT ONF 
3D.OOGM/l 
TNITIAl CO~C (SPLCT READ) 
Tr~p 27.0 OEG. c. 
<;AHPLE VQ. 1.0 "1L 
FILTER NO. or AVG 
PLHF fOUNT VALID 09~. PLAT 
(BUGS/DLATEI (I"\UC: 
<JlrJ. 1 • 
D. 
It ttl). 1 • 
n. 
~ 3S. 1 • 
:1 • 
51'1. 1 • 
o. 
I) 8n. 1 • 
'1. 
4 6f1. 1 • 
o. 
Figure C-14. Computer output run 13-peptone toxicity, 30.0 gm/I peptone. 
SOL. VOL. 2:.;0 O. 0 ~L 
2 n 00r1. 8l1GS/ML 
IL TE R Dr L. F ~ CT. SOLUTION 
,. OU~T rONCo 
/P LATE) (PUr.S/P'lL) 
455. 1:1 n • 45500 . 
445. 100. 1.41.4500. 
5~5. 1 W'. 53500. 
<;10. 1 n (1 • S 1 J (;0 • 
SilO. lor. 5~OOU. 
4E r.. 1 nn • ttf;OOO. 
XAAR 








































































0 ::1' ...... 1Ilf-
:J 
-.J 






I I -,-- I I I I I I °1 ; 
15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00 55.00 60.00 
TIME (MIN) 





TYPF OF RUT, 
50RBATE 
STRAIN 
jox,\.~.rY) W.OGM/! PEPTONE 
Figure C-15. Graphical output run 13-peptone toxicity, 30.0 gm/l peptone. 
TABLE 2 E\ACTERIAL ADSOPPTION ExPERIMENTS - COLLECTION AND REDUCTION OF OATl 
OA TE OQ/Z')/59 C;ORBATE 5TAPH-AUR(US SOL. VOL. 2000.0 ML 
HOUR 15:][1 HR': FDA-Z09 <;ORBfNT wr. (00)100.0 GH 
RUI.j 1 7 SORPENT SODIUM CHLOR IDE 
TYPE ~ F" k'i.J N TOxICITY If o. 00 GM IL 
INITIAL CONC (SPECT READ) 2~ noD. RUGS/ML 
TfMI-' "27.0 OEG. C. 
<; AMPl E VOL. 1.0 ML 
ELAPSED NO. rr OIL. PIPE T VOL. FILTER NO. OF AVG FILTER OIL. FA CT. SOLUTION XB AR 
TIME or g g M l r- a • f'E L. TO PLATr PLATE COUNT VALID OBS. PLATE COUNT CONe. 
(M IN J ( I'L ) (BUGS/PLATE) (BUG,5/PLATEJ (BUGS/HL) (BUGS/GM) 
• 0 1. 1. () 2lJ • 1 • 210. 100. 14700. o. 
a') J. cg 
5.0 1 • 1 • () 1 f,lJ • 1. 160. lQ o. 16000 .. - o. 
J. 
Is.n ] . 1 • iJ 1 SJ. 1. 150. 1') o. 15000. o. 
J. 
30.0 1 • 1.0 9::1 • 1. 90. 10 o. 9000. o. 
J. 
45.0 1 • 1. n 1 31. 1. 130. 10 o. 13000. o. 
[J • 
60.0 1. 1 • 0 1 30. 1. 130. 10 o. 13000. o. 
Cl • 















































































o (j 0 
( I I I I I I I I I I I gi 
.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 ijO.OO ij5.00 50.00 55.00 60.00 
TIME (MIN) 
BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION RUN 17 
DATE 09/25/69 
TEMP 27.000 
TYPE OF RUN 



















TA8L£ 2 D,ArTFRIAL ~OC:;0D;:>TION fXPERTt-1ENTS - COLLfCTICN AND Rf"l"'urTIJN OF DATA 
OA TE n 1/021 1 n 
HO UP 1 ') O'l HR <::, 
PU f\J ? 5 
TYPE 0 F RUN T 0 X I C J T Y 
OF 01 l. PI PE T V()l. 
qq M l EA. DE l. TO PL ATE 
(~) 
3. 1 • Q 
3. 1 .0 
3. 1 .0 
3. 1.0 
3. 1 .0 
3. 1.0 




INITIAL CONe (SPEeT READ) l~nOUOnr'l. 8UGS/ML 
TFMP 21.'1 [lEG. C. 
<::A"1FLE VOL. 1 .. 0 ~L 
FILT~R NO. OF AVr, FILTER OIl. F AC T. 
PLATr COUNT VALID 08S. PLATE COUNT 
I~UGc::./PlI!TE) ( A U r s IP L ATE ) 
lIn. I • 1 1 n • lOOo.onr. 
f1 • 
Be; • 1 • ~t). lOOO[)On. 
O. 
10. 1 • 70. ironooo. 
O. 
qt; • 1 • liS. 10000no. 
O. 
FO. 1 • h'l. 1 o-nQOOI). 
O. 
so. 1 • 51"). lQGQ!100. 
n. 







II 5 OU 0000. 
600000UO. 
C.OOO 0000. 






















































































CJ I: ~ 60.00 .00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 liD. 00 
TIME (MIN) 
BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION RUN 2S 
DATE 03/02170 
TEMP 27.000 
TYPE OF RUN 








TOXl(~ITY, 150.0 GM/ I NA'~. 
..... 
W 
E LA PS ro ~ (l. 
TI ME OF 












r.u '" ? 3 
T y Dr (' r p u ~~ T ') x I crT y 
OF nr L. I') I PE T VO l • 
qQ H L r a • rr L. T r, DL .'1. T r 
( r-'L I 
3. 1 • ,1 
3. 1 .11 
3. 1 .0 
3. l.r) 
3. I .0 
3. 1.0 
,,')qi:l~Tr:- ') BPH-AlJ'?fUS 
F G ,-\- 7 [lq 
200. a GM/L ,HCL 
C::: L. VOL. 
! N : T I ~ L r l'} ',(, (C,? LeT R c- A C I '" r; ellJ l r '" f" • ;... t 1 r, C I ~'L 
Tl"t-1P (' 7." firE. C. 
~ A r-1 f' L E IJ 2L • 1. C ~ L 
FtLHR NO. OF AVr. F TL T E R CllL. F~;T. 
f"L AT F COUNT VAL!D O.j r,. PL A F r: JU NT 
(:~lJGc,/PLATrl ( ~ II r c: 10 L l T f I 
7 C • 1 • ....c:: l:;r'lr"'~ • 
n 
(; 'l • 1 • F ("! • 1 'l r -It-~ n 0, • 
;1. 
4[") • 1 • 4 ~ • If'!'lfl'ln1. 
)c, • 1 • ) C) • ] nn!;)nn. 
4' • 1 • 4 c:. 1:l (j r' "1 r' 'l • 
'1 • 
~S • 1 • ~S. 1:'2 n '1r". 
n. 
1 7..J d. (1 "" l 
SCLUrI{J'J 
CO'Jr. 
( ~ U r;s I'~ L ) 
74-)q o o9'1. 




3 S ~k DC LJL. 






















































































Jo a ~ 0 ci 
.00 5.00 10.00 
I I I I I I I ~ 
15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 ~O.OO ~5.00 50.00 55.00 60.00 
TIME (MIN) 
BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION 'iUN 23 NACL 
DATE 12/17/69 
TEMP 27.000 





TOXICITY, 200.0 GM/ L NACL 
Figure C-21. Graphical output run 23-sodium chloride toxicity, 200.0 gmil sodium chloride. 
"'-l 
(J'1 
E LA PS [0 NO. 
TIME I)F 
1M IN t 
• 0 
5. n 
1 s. n 
30.0 
4 S. 0 
60.0 
T~!)lE 2 fl.!\rrfRI~L I\n<;a!"lPTlO~l [XP[RPH.NTS - rOLLECTlON AN[I ~fDU(TI()rr OF n"TA 
nATf In/24/F,) 
HOUR l~)on H~' 
RU N 1 
T Y P[ n r RUN O. r, f' l " (' / L 
nF nIL. PI H- T VOL. 
9q M L r A • Of l. r 0 PL ATE 
("'" ) 
3. 1 .0 
3. 1 .0 
3. 1 .0 
3. 1 .0 
3. 1 .0 
3. 1 .0 
<; f) P ~, /l T E S TAPH-AURFUS ~OL. VOL. lC)3t:.0 "'L 
FOA-?Ot} (:,OQ~'~;T ~T. (Du) 1 u. C G~ 
<.; 0 r r~ f NT <; () I l 
MENDON SILT LOAM 
T~ITIAl (ONC (SPfCr READ) ?nOOOl)OOfl. BUC';/ML 
T r M /-' 2 7 • ,., 0 E G • C. 
""aM'"'LE VOL. 1.0 ML 
rfLrrp NO. OF AVGFILTER OIL. FA CT. SO L U T r 0 ~~ XRAR 
DL A r r rr)LJNT VALIO OK'). PLATE cou~a CO"JC. 
(RIJGC:;/PLflT[I ( BUG S IP l ATE ) IBUG$/MLl I BuG C; I GI1 ) 
I 'In. 1 • lfJn • l[)OOoon. 1F,139'5348. O. 
[' 
1 r::, i1 • 1 • 1 r:; 0 • !noroon. 1f:.0[00000. 2b799~718. 
n. 
m. 1 • 130. H10(100" • 1 3 0 LO 0000. bU &&9996 aD. 
n. 
1 nn. 1 • 100. 1000000. 1 COLO 0000. 118&2999403. 
n. 
1 15 • t • 13'5. lonODOO. 13500 0000 • :>10 .. 499840. 
n. 
f\0. 1 • AD. 1000000. RO CJ!J 0000. 15719499176 • 
n. 

























































































X 1 8 
I I I , I I I I I I I ~ 
5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00 55.00 60.00 
TIME (MIN) 
BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION RUN 
OATE 10124/69 
TEMP 27.000 
TYPE OF RUN 
S~RBENT MENDON SILT LOAM 
S~RBATE STAPH-AUREUS 
STRAIN FDA-209 
COMPETITIVE. O. 0 GMiL LAURY' 
SlTl F'TF; 
Figure C-23. Graphical output run 1-sodium lauryl sulfate competitive level test, 0.0 gm/I SLS. 
..... 
..... 
E LA po;; rl) NO. 








TA'HE" 2 '1ArrrrnAL ~O<)Of)?TION !:"xPfRlt'A£NT') - COLLfCTL)t'l AtJr RF'!)CT}(.11 OF '"'~,p 
I)ATr:- 1'""1/24/(;<) 
HO UP 15 ur. HR c:: 
PU N 2 
T'( OF r F PU N • r' ') L <) [:/ L 
OF 01 t • PIPE T V(\ L. 
q9 "1 L fA. or L. Tf' DL AT::-
(~) 
3. 1.0 
3. 1 • l) 
3. 1 • a 






to A-;> 'l'~ 
SOIl 
M>NCON SILT LC~"1 
(" (, L... V v L • 1 (, J c: • L "" L 
C, :~ ~;, Jr· J T ~' 'T ( V ~.J) 1 u. L G !1 
TNITIAl rot.Jc (<)PtCT Rflt~) "''l'lClOWlf'-'. ~UGr,f/'L 
TF~P ?7.S nEG. C. 
SAMPLE VOL. l.r ~L 
FILTf~ NO. OF ~vrFILTER elL. FA CT. SOLuTlor, X:3AR 
PL AT':- (atlN T VALID UdS. PLnf (uU~JT cuNe. 
(rUGS/PLATE) ( RUG <) /P LA T E ) ( ~UG5/"'U f JUGS/GM) 
1 ~n • ] . IP'l. 1'" r·11.' ~f' • 1613q5348. o. 
,., . 
1 4:.1 • 1 • 10'" • 1 n1"';tI' n'l. 10 [' ~L ::]0 0 C • 4135939872. 
o. 
1 fl" • 1 • 1"5. 1:-·0r-.][1". 1 C 5 Ull 00 OL • 1 uQU149'35 20. 
n. 
1 ?~ • 1 • l?t;. 1"" (l nr; n!' • i 25 DO 0000. 7u3743'3f>4d. 
'1 • 
1 1" • 1 • 11 '5 • l~DOO'l1"'. 1 15 LLi 00 CO. /jQocP'99112 • 
n. 
1 (")0. 1 • 1 r,o • l"~lroon. 1 CO L'C :;0 DC. 116 b3Af99716. 
!J • 





































1 0 ~~ 
~ 
o-
X , ~~ 
---.J 
~ ocr: ~i g~ x 1.00 X 10 10 ~~ 

















c* ::r 1.15 X 108 I :3 f:~ 
o I • 
o ~ 0 
o I I I I I I I------+~ 
25.00 30.00 35.00 ijO.OO ij5.00 50.00 55.00 60.00 TIME (MIN) .00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 
BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION RUN 2 
DATE 10/2ij/69 
TEMP 27.000 
TYPE OF RUN 




MENDON SILT LOAM 
STAPH-AUREUS 
FDA-209 
COM:'ETITIVE,. 05 GM/I I AURYL 
S;;' FA T~ 
..... 
(g 
E LA PC; (I) NO. 








TA~lr 2 IjAfT[PIAL ~DSORPTION EXPERT"lENTS - COLLF"CTIJN f..NO RfDU.CTr~N l'F f)ATA 
DA TE 1 111 01 f q 
HO UP I ~ 0 [1 4P <; 
RU N 7 
TYPE 0 F RUN o. [j;, PEP Il 
or 01 l. P I DE T V(I L. 
<:19 Ml EA. OF L. T f) DL ATE 
(t-'Il ) 





3. 1 .0 
SORtHTf S Ttl PH-AURflJ S 
FD A- 2013 
SOQ9ENT SOIL 
SOL. VOL. lCl2"l.G HL 
SORRFNT \oiT. (orn 10.0 GH 
M EN DO N C; I LT L G A,., 
INITUL rONe (SPEeT READ) 10r1QOOnor.. BV(S/I"l 
TfMF 27.0 DfG. C. 
SAMPLE VOL. 1.0 HL 
FILTfR NO. OF AVG F1LTEP OIl. FArT. SOLUTIuN XOAR 
PLHf. COUNT VAUP Ot)<;. PLATE CUUNT ('OJ..j(. 
( BUG <:, I F'L ATE) ( BUG S I!) L ATE) (~UG')/MLI f BUGSI GM) 
1 11) • 1 • 11 S • lo~nrr.r. 103(;51147. o. 
Q. 
Ei c; • 1 • 6S. 1 noon 0 n • ~ 5 UU on 00. 13 1 '39997 "". 
n. 
7 r • 1 • 75. lOGOr-W". 15 CG 00 OC. 5 J 9 G 99 9£' 80 • 
o. 
1(1. 1 • 10. 100oeD!"). 10[UooOO. bJ 57999744 • 
(l • 
65. 1 • f;S. 10(1 on OG • 6500 OU 00. 13 1 8 49 95 S,. • 
o. 
70. 1 • 70. loroon n • 70000000. o3581f::l96tt8. 
o. 






















































)( I ~ 
~ ..... 
~ 






































!'. 8'i X 0 
CD 
CJ l~ 
I I I I I I ~----~ 
10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 ijO.OO ij5.00 50.00 55.0 60.00 
TIME (MIN) 
BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION RUN 7 SORBENT MENDON SILT LOAM 
DATE 11/10/69 
TEMP 27.000 





COMPETITIVE,O.O GM!L PEPTONE 
Figure C-27. Graphical output run 7-peptone competitive level test, 0.00 gm/I peptone. 
00 
....10 
E LAPS ED NO. 
TI ME OF 





4 c,. n 
I; o. n 
TA~lE 2 dAfTr~I~L AOSJ"~TION EXP[RI4ENT~ - r0LLE~TICN &~D prOUCTION OF O~TA 
OA TE 1 lIZ "',1 b '3 
HO IJq 15 on HR <: 
PU N 30 
TV DE 0 r RUN 3 • 5 S P P I L 
nF OIL • PI Pf T VOL. 
qq "1 L fA • r,r L. TO flt A r f: 













~JK~ATE S TA PH - A litH US 
F:JA-20"3 
~0RBfNT SOIL 
<:: (\ L. V (; L • 1 7 Ll (1 • U ~-i L 
<::Ok~jPjT WT. (OL) 1:;. [' G:-' 
MENDON SILT LOAH 
INITIAL fONe (SPECT READ) 
T~MP 27.0 OEG. c. 
~roon080. 8UG~/ML 
" A ~ P LEV Ol • 1 • 0 1-1 L 
FTLTFR NO. OF A vr:. FILTER OIL. FlirT. <::()LUTIOr\ XBAR 
DLflTIC fOUNT VAll 0 O~<:'. FLATE r uU NT CO'\JC. 
(;)Ur;<::'/PLATEI ("'I}f;S/PlATF ) Ullr·:;/r-:LI (;ILGS/(,M» 
? 7C; • 1 • :->75. lOOnr'l. 2F,J[lQLC. o. 
fl • 
?t 5. 1 • 71S. lrOr')O". 2150 DOUL. LUI9339936. 
n. 
?In. 1 • ., 1 n • 1 r'G: ~r. 21 l L rJQ CG • 11 U 4 29 99 36 • 
n. 
") nc; • 1 • 'rs. Inr.~""n. 2PSOOuuu. 11 8 3 1 4 q 9 04 • 
1. 
;: ~n • 1 • '), 11 • lO'lO'lr:. 2 -:: 'Y UL (;0 • 7&5149920. 
n. 
??C; • 1 • 7"5. l'1()Or'l1. 22 ~u Ol)(;C. 049899928. 
n. 



























a: 0 me:: 

















-~---~---- -~-- -- -r--









Ocr: ~ ~~ ~o
X zs 1. 0 X 10 9 ~5 
x 
(j 

















































TY~F OF Rt'" ('0\1 C)ETlTlVE, 3.:; G \1,' PEPTO:'\E 
Figure C-29. Graphical output run 30-peptone competitive level test, 3.5 gm/I peptone. 
co 
W 
Tl\qtF ? RAr-rr:QTAL Af")<;OPPTION F)(PERIMfNT,) - rOLLrCTnN i\W, RFOUCT!ON OF r:'i\TA 
E LA P<l [0 NO. 
TI ME f)F 
(M IN J 
• '1 
S.11 
1 5. n 
30.0 
45.0 
b O. Q 
OA TE 
H8 UR 
1 III (115 '3 
15 'J:l yo (" 
RU NIl 
TV DE 0 F QU tl 31SP[r/L 
nF 01 L. p r PE T vrL. 
C!"1 M L FA. rf L. TO Pl AT F 
(""l ) 
3 • 1 • ,1 
3. 1 • n 
3. 1 .0 
3. 1.0 
3. l.ll 
3. 1 • r:J 
<;r,q [< A T f. " TAPi-l-I\U~fU,) 
r r; A-? n 
,)ORO'NT SOIL 
MP!OON <;ILT LOAM 
IflJITIAL CC~IC (')PfCT READ) I n f""nonnnfl. 
T[!'1P ?7.r. orG. c. 
S AMPLE VOL. 1.0 ML 
FILTFP NO. OF A V r, F I L T E R 
PL aT F rOUNT VALI n Otj <;. PLATE C all ~J T 
(~lJC;')/PLATfl ( f1 I.J C S IP L ATE ) 
91. 1 • ~!l • 
J. 
7; • 1 • 7 r; • 
'1 • 
~w • 1 • ~ rJ • 
D·. 
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1. 
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n. 
'H' • 1 • P Q • 
~ . 
Figure C-30. Computer output run 11-peptone competitive level test, 30.0 gm/I peptone. 
"Ole VliL. 1'1':5.0 t-'L 
<; 0 f":\ r 'I T \oi T. (:n, I 1 U. U G M 
E llC) <:: I"-L 
[) I L. FA:- T • "OllJTIOI'I XBAR 
r 0,\4 ( • 
( ::l.L!hSn·L) (SUGS/GH) 
IJrjOJrl'. POf-.4CJE:J. o. 
1 fl 'J rr' n r • 75L1LJldJu. iua5'3998LtO. 
l=-l!l~l~nr. G[Jc,UDOOL. 1 ~4 Lt9 ~ 782 • 
lOflll'Jnr. 75l-.J2UOL.;. lUa5'f99732 
lrrr.~"1"'. 7 Ii co 00 lC: • Ie ~ ~ 149 9776 
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I': I - ~ ii" 0, I X I09~ NO UPTAKE X I : g~ I I ~ I I ~ I I I~ 
.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 ~O.OO ~5.00 50.00 55.00 60.00 
TIME (MIN) 
BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION RUN 11 
DRTE 11110/69 
TEMP 27.000 
TYPE OF ReT'; 




MENDON SILT LOOM 
STRPH-RUAEUS 
FOR-209 




TI ME" Of 





4 '} • ., 
f,O.O 
TABLE. 2 BACTERIAL ADSORPTfON ExPERIMENTS - COLLECTION AND REDUCTION OF DATA 
DA TE 10/181 b 9 SORBATE ..sOL. VOL. 1820.0 ML 
I-jf) u:,> 1 :' ll'l 4P r 
5 TAPH-AUREuS 
FDA- 209 SORa~NT WT. 1001 10.0 G., 
RI) ~I 1 ~ SORBfNT SOlL 
TYPE OF RlJN 0.0 GM/L NACL MFNDON SILT LOAM 
I~ITIAL CONe (SPEer READ) 10DOOOOOO. PuGS/ML 
TEMP 27.0 O~G. C. 
SAM P L £ V OL • 1 • 0 M L 
OF DI L. PI Pf T V'" L. FIUER NO. or AVG FILTER or L. FAC.T. 
99 ,., L EA • Of L. T 0 ?L ATE PLATE" CQUNT VALID OBS. PLATE COUNT 
(MI ) ( BUG 5 I P l "., TEl ( BuGS /p LATE) 
. 1 .1 30 • 1 • 90. 100 OD 00 • 
-'. 
o. 
3. 1.0 sr; • 1 • 55. 1000000. 
o. 
3. J .0 70. I • 70. 100 COOO • 
O. 
3. 1 .0 so ,- 1 • so. 100000Clo' 
O. 
3. 1.0 4G. 1 • 40. too 0 1) CO. 
o. 








50 DO OD 00. 5B734998lfO. 
q()GGQOLlJ. 718'3499904. 
50LLiLOOO. 3<359499872. 















































TYPE OF RUN 
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X':, 5.10X :09 
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C 5.,,0 X107 





















































COMPETITIVE, 0.0 GM/L NACL 
Figure C-33. Graphical output run 13-sodium chloride competitive level test, 0.0 gmtl sodium chloride. 
00 
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E lAP') [0 NO. 





.3 O. !J 
4 S. n 
b O. n 
TABLE 2 AArTERIAL ADSORPTION EXPERIMENTS - COLLECTION AND REDUCT lOW OF DATA 
DATE 10/29/&9 SOP BATE SOL. VOL. 1920.0 Ml 
HO UR 1 500 HR S 
STAPH-AUREUS 
fOA-ZO'3 SOR8ENT \oIr. (00) 10.0 GM 
RU~ ~ SOR8fNT SOIL 
TYPE or RUN 30.0GM/LNACL MENDON SrLT LOAM 
INITI~L CONe (SPEer READ) 125000000. BUGS/ML 
TEMP 27.0 DEG. C • 
.sA~PLE oJOL. 1.0 toiL 
OF 01 L. PI PE T VOL. FILT[P NO. eF Ave F IL Tf'::, D I L. fACT. SOLVTTON XBAK 
<lQ M l (A • 1)[ L. T 0 Pl r.. T F DLJ\Tf r:QUNT v A LI (l O£:" S. P LATE COUNT co rJ C • 
(t1... ) (lWGS/PLATEI ! BUr, s IP l A T [ I (~lJGS/~LI ( 8liG SI GM » 
3 • 1 .0 1 40. 1 • 14 n • 1 ~! ~J~' S :' r • 12S4 1 ~.S~6. o. 
o. 
3. 1 .0 95 • 1 • 95. l~orJrnr. 0:- L<, [..'j uO. 5'0 '35 49 99 04 • 
D. 
3. 1.ll 90. 1 • 9D. 1 !J j'O i'U I' :.' .• 9[i OC ~~G(j. G7 94499840. 
[1. 
3. 1 • a qC) • 1 • 95 • 100(')\)0';. 3') C C u:J CID • 5835999808. 
D. 
3. 1.0 ~s • 1 • 9S. lorOf;nll. ~SQG::.r;oo. 5a 3S9996 72. 
., . 
3. 1 • [} 70. 1 • 7 {l • 1 nrlf'q,' r; • 7000 or' un. 1 C6 Z 3 tt 9 99 Ott • 
n. 
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60.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 ~O.OO ~5.00 50.00 55.00 
TIME (MIN) .00 
BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION RUN 8 
DATE 10129/69 
TEMP 27.000 
TYPE OF RUN 




MENDON SILT LOAM 
STAPH-AUREUS 
FDA-2D9 
COMPETITIVE 30.oGM/L :'-JACL 
1 
TAB lE 2 RACTE'"'I4L AD~ORPTION EXPERIMENTS - COLLECT 10 N ANP REDUCT ION OF DATA 
OA TE n 1/3 0/70 SOR~ATE S TAPH-AUREUS SO l. VOL. 200.0 Hl 
HO UR 15 ao HR S FD A- 2 09 SORBENT WT. (001 1.0 GH 
r?U N 24 SORBfNT SOIL 
TV PE n F RU '" 100.0 GM/L NACL MEN 00 N S I l T LOA M 
INITIAL CONe ( SP E C T REA 0 I 15000000. BUGSI Ml 
TEMP 27.0 DEG. C. 
SAMPLE VOl. 1 .0 ML 
ELAPSfO Nn. nF nr L. PI PE T VOL. FIlTFR NO. OF A VG F Il TER OIL. FACT. SOLUTION XBAR 
TI ~E or oq M L r.a • OF: L. TooL 4 T E PL AT f ~OIJN T VALID OB~. PLATE COUNT CONC. 
(M IN J ( ML ) (BUGC)/PLATE) (BUGS IPLA TE) ( BUGS/MU CQUGS/GM) 
• 0 3 • 1.0 131. 1 • 8n. 10000,00. b 800 0000. o. 
00 a. 
CD 
5." 3. 1.1) 1 c; • 1 • IS. Innoooo. 1 SOD 0000. 1 05 3500 00 64 • 
n. 
15. n 3. 1.0 3r"J • 1. 30. 100 oopn • 30000000. 7565000000. 
o. 
30.n 3. 1.0 1':; • 1 • 1"". 1 ncno 0(1. 15000000. 1 uS 20 OU 00 00 • 
o. 
45.1 3. 1.n 20. 1 • ?'l. 1,,0 or. on. 20000000. 95 4U 00 00 00 • 
o. 
f) o. n 3. 1.:1 1 t: .• 1 • 1 S • l[l (1 DO no. 1 S 00 00 CO. 1 U51~0000~. 
(1. 





















































x':, 1 ::E. 
______ .00' 10,0 )( ~g,,-X _ ci~ ~ffi 

































o 0 0 ci 
I I I I I I I I I I I =: 
5.00 10.00 15.00 20. 00 25"-00 30.00 35.00 ~O.OO ~5.00 50.00 55.00 60.00 
TIME (MIN) 
BRCTERIAL ADSDRPTION RUN 2~ SaRBENT MENDON SILT LCIRH 
ORTE 01/30170 5mBRTE STAPH-RUREUS 
TEMP 27.000 STRAIN FOR-209 
TYPE OF R t·:, 0M ETITIVE, IOO.OG\1/L ~ACI 
Figure C-37. Graphical output run 24-sodium chloride competitive level test, 100.0 gm/I sodium chloride. 
APPENDIX D 
BACTERIAL ADSORPTION ISOTHERMS 
(WITHOUT CHEMICAL COMPETITION) 
Bacto-Peptone a gm/I 
Sodium Chloride a gm/I 
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate a gm/I 
Bacterial adsorption isotherms (Langmu ir and 
linear) in the absence of chemical competition are shown 
in this appendix for activated charcoal, kaolinite clay, 
91 
Mendon silt loam and silica sand, all with S aureus as the 
sorbate. These isotherms were obtained at 10C, 20C, 27C, 
and 37C. The output in the tables shows the isotherm 
parameters such as ex (the equilibrium constant), x~ (the 
maximum adsorption capacity of adsorbent), and R (the 
regression coefficient). These results are summarized in 
the text, in Table 2. 
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1 I? 11 ~ I~' l .410[10+')f. .lS[)10 .. r,Q 
;> li/lS/F':1 .2Z5CJr.+07 • 11 4D n + 1 n 
7 17/':'r/r-.'J • 1 7 380 .. 08 • ~[l Oil!"} .. 1 a 
4 1?I;"'Q/F9 .q10~C+07 • ";JOr)O+l!l 
') 1il?5/rr: .r)85Q(1+07 .25000" 1 a 
r 12125/f'1 .11500+n~ .~oonO"lO " 
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SClRBENT CHARCOAL - r ::-c. A ~l'-- ( -: " 
SORBATE STAPH-AUREUS 
Figure 0-3. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 1-7-S. aureus and activated charcoal, 10C. 
(0 
0'1 
~~TERMrNATION or ALPHA AND XM~X AY REGRf5~ION ANALYSTS OF LINfARIZED LANGMUIR ISOTHERM 
YIN Tl=""prrpT 
OAT£ OF RUN 1 = r:?/rs/(,<) 




F ILTR ASOR8-4[lO 
TEMP 20.0 OfG. (rNT. 
PEGRF~SrON A~ALY~IS or LTNEARIlfn rSOTHERM - RESULTS 
p - • gQ 7 -
R~Q - • ":1 t; -
- l/(ALPH~"XMAX) - .q7~cl1-r""': 
-
_. 
~lOPf CF of <::, T FIT - .~:;?qg1-r:~ 
-
i'lL PH A - .IRFJI8-(1~, 
-
)( MA X - • f) I S4 'J? + 1 n -
HI\')rn UPON f.QUflI~RIIJM 011 T A F ROt<1 INDIVIDUAL RUNS 
RUNS DATf EXP f3£GUN C* X BA R * C*/XPAR* 
I n?/1S/Fg • t:.20DO+07 .40000+10 .15500-02 
? O?/J S/h9 • 1.5 no 0 + 07 .22 on 0+ 1 0 .20455-02 
<; (1"/0 s/r-.S • 12 80(}+QS .50000+10 .25600-02 
u f12/:J 5/f)9 .10500+08 .38000+10 .27632-U2 
S 02/'lS/C'",Q • 15 3f1fJ +[18 .45 un n+ 10 .36222-u2 
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SORBENT CHARCOAL-, -'. AS 
SOABATf ~TqpH-AU~EUj 
Figure D-6. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 1-11-S. aureus and activated charcoal, 20C. 
rrTiR~!~~TION OF AlPrlA AND XMAX BY REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZED LANGHUIR ISOTHERM 
I)l'IT[ OF PUN 1 - 1217.9/6'1 SOR8ATE STAPH-AUR[US 
-qu .. !<) 1 TO 1 1 fD A-20 9 
SORR~NT CHARCOAL 
fll TRA NSORB-400 
TEMP 27.0 DEG. CENT. 
~ :_- ,; r. r c: S 1: ('l NAN A L Y SIC:; 0 r L I 0J EAR I ZED ISO THE R ~ - R [ S U l T S 
p 
PSO 
V l \'J T C"' f"" r ::- ~ 1 = 1 1 ( ~ L f> LI f. * X ~ a x ) 
~ ~lOP~ OF ~f5T FIT 
AL PH A 
X ~1 A X 
-
• ql 3 -
-
• R3 4 -
-




• Fl 4 7 C)~ - r 5 -
-
.4') P5 53 + 1 G 
-
'J,/!~Ff"' IjPON r-0UIL IE~RIUM ()~.TA FROM INDIVIDUAL RUNS 
r In:<: f'~TE.. EXP [i(GUN C* XBA R* 
1 1?1?9/F;q .20000+08 .40000+ 10 
? 1?1;?9/FS .11300+nR .40000+10 
:3 1?/~f)/69 .12000+08 .57000+ 1 0 
4 1?/30/f·9 .88000+07 .55000+10 
~) rql?S/f:q .30000+07 • ~2 00 0+ 10 
F r'1/25/CQ .25000+07 .?0000+1~ 
-r 
"1/?7/{;9 .50000+06 • 70 00 0+rl9 I 
R f11/c7/C9 • '30000+07 .55000+10 
9 "1/73/69 .GI000+07 .45000+10 
Iil fl1/':! 81£9 .10000+08 .62' 000+10 
11 rl/?9/t;9 • I'? 900+ 08 .50000+10 
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SOABENT CHARCOAl.. - J ; AS( .' f I 
SOABATE STAfH-AUAUE5 
Figure 0-11. Langmuir isotherm, runs 1-11-S, aureus and activated charcoal, 37C. 
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orTERMINATION OF ALPHA AND XMAX BY REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZED LANGMUIK ISOTHERM 
DATE OF RUN 1 = 07/16/69 SORBATE STAHP-AUREUS 
RUNS 1 TO 11 FO A-209 
SORBENT CLAY 
KAOLINITE 
TEMP 10 OEG. CENT. 
REGQrSSION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZEO ISOTHERM - RESULTS 
R = 
RSQ = 
YINTERCfPT = l/IALPHA.XMAXf = 
SLOPE OF BfST FIT = 
AL PH A = 
X MA X = 
.548 
• 3n 0 
.138578-01 
.240980-11 
• 17 3 R 95 - f11 
.414972+12 
BAsro UPON fQUILIBRIUM DATA FROM INDIVIDUAL RUNS 
RUNS DATE EXP BEGUN c. XBAR* 
1 07/16/69 
.80000+08 .7.6000+12 
2 07/16/69 .18000+09 .34000+ 12 
3 07/17/69 .21000+08 .22000+12 
4 07/17/69 .17000+09 .28000+ 12 
5 07/18/69 .38000+08 .24500+12 
6 07/18/f'9 .72000+08 .36200+12 
7 07/18/69 .50000+08 .420')0+12 
8 £'7/19/69 .26000+08 .10000+12 
9 07/1 9169 
.10000+09 .26000+12 
10 07/18/69 .14500+08 .46000+ 11 
11 07/18/69 .45000+08 .90000+11 
12 07/18/69 .50000+08 .100(10+12 
13 07/19/69 .10000+09 .250nO+12 
14 07/19/69 .30000+08 .10000+12 
15 07/16/69 .21000+09 .53000+1? 
16 07/16/69 .12400+09 .22000+12 
17 07/16/69 .19000+09 .56000+12 
Figure D-13. Analysis of equilibrium data, runs 1-17, S. aureus and kaolinite, 10C. 
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BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION EXPERIMENTS LRNGMUIR ISOTHERM 
RUNS 
TO 17 
TEtotP Ill. l) 
SORBENT CLAY hAOLI'-:I IE 
SORBATE STAHP-AUREUS 
Figure 0-14. Langmuir isotherm, runs 1-17, S. aureus and kaolinite, 10C. 
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D~T[RMINATION OF ALPHA AND XMAX BY REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZED LANGMUIR ISOTHERM 
YINTERCEPT 
DATE OF RUN 1 = 01123/69 SORBATE STAOH-AUREUS 
RUNS 1 TO 11 FDA-209 
SORBENT CLAY 
KAOLINITE 
TEMP 20 DEG. CENT. 
REGRfSSION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZED ISOTHERM - RESULTS 
R - .84 4 
-
RSQ - .11 2 
-
= 1/(ALPHA*XMAX) - .111433-03 
-
SLOPE OF BEST FIT - .236684- 11 
-
ALPH A = .201548-01 
X MA X - • 4? 7504 + 12 
-
BAsrD UPON EQUILIBRIUM DATA FROM INDIVIDUAL RUNS 
RUNS D AT [ [X P BE GU N C. XBA R* 
1 01123/69 .32000+08 • 13000 + 12 
2 01/23/69 .40000+ OR .400rO+12 
3 07/23/69 .12600+09 .2200n+l? 
4 07/23/69 • 19000 + 09 .32000+12 
5 07/24/69 .18000+08 .1000 a + t 2 
£; 01/24/69 .24000" 08 • 18 00 0+12 
1 07/24/69 .61000"08 .15000+12 
8 01124/69 • 13500 .. 09 .35 00 0+ 12 
9 08/15/69 .21500"09 .30000+12 
10 08/1 5169 .24500+09 .48000+17 
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BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION EXPERIMENTS - LINERRIZED LRNGMUIR ISOTHE 
RUNS 
Tel 11 
TEMP 2(1, (' 
SORBENT CLRY :.-h ': .". : : 
stJRBATE STROtHlJREUS 
Figure D-18. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 1-11, S. aureus and kaolinite, 20C. 
-
-o 
nrT[RMINATION or ALPHA AND XMAX BY REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZED LANGMUIR ISOTHERM 
YINTEPCEPT 
DATE OF RUN 1 = 01131/69 SORBATE STAPH-AUREUS 
RUNS 1 TO 16 FO A-20 9 
SORBENT CLAY 
KAOLINITE 
TEMP 27 DEG. CENT. 
REGR~55ION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZED ISOTHERM - RESULTS 
R - .185 
-
RSQ = .616 
= l/CALPHA*XMAX) = .105152-03 
SLOPE OF 9[5T FIT = • ?1 04 4" -1 1 
Al PH A = .200133-01 
X MA X = ."75186+12 
BASED UPON EQUILIBRIUM DATA FROM INDIVIDUAL RUNS 
RUNS DATE EXP BEGUN C* XBAR* 
1 07/31/69 .1"000+08 .90000+11 
1 01131/69 .90000+08 .2" 00 O+l? 
3 07/31/69 .95000+08 ..... 00 0+12 
4 01131/69 .85000+0R ."0000+12 
5 08/01/69 .16000+08 .80000+11 
6 08/01/69 .12000+09 .32500+12 
7 08/01/69 .80000+08 .36000+1? 
8 08/01/69 .1"000+09 ."2000+12 
9 08/02/69 .13000+08 .56000+11 
10 08/02/69 .15000+08 .11000+12 
11 08/02/69 .12000+09 .30000+12 
12 08/02/69 .12000+09 .30000+12 
13 08/13/69 .13000+09 ."3000+12 
14 08/13/69 • 93000+08 .28 00 0+12 
15 08/13/69 .93000+08 .28000+12 
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TEMP 2- 7 
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r-T~~~I~aTT~~ n~ ALPHt ~N~ XMtX PV ~EGPf~SIO~ ANALYSI~ OF LINrARIZFD LANGMUIR ISOTHERM 
[". !. T E r. r !:<u ''-i 1 = :l b 11 :.t I b <; C:;OPQATE 
:-' !PJ <; 1 T 0 1 q 
C;OR=lENT 






:- r- ::. C' r- r: S T f) r~ fJ:" A L Y <; : c 0 F L r :~ EAR I ZED I SOT H r '?:.., - R E ~ U L T S 
P - • 7~ 7 
?C~:- .F<:~ 
vPJTr~r'-'"lT - 1/(~LDiJfl"X"'1A)() .~4g5r4-r4 
':) L '1 D ~= 'f c:- ':: Fer cIT = . 31 ::' 1 R S - 1 1 
r·lPHf - .1"iC::!:44-C7 
'(MAX = .~<:rq23+1? 
r 'I '~:- n UC'0"J r~~JIL tt:o~llJl'1 n ~ 1 t F r C~~ H~[1IVIDUtL RUNS 
!""' tJ ~j ~ IATr fXD :~ EGlJ:~ C* x t1A R. 
IlF/l'3/C,q • l~OO\J+n~ .700rJr)+11 
:"' rrl?r"J/r·g .3JO(1:l+n7 .P.OO(10+}Q 
~ r::/?C/r,q • :?bGOr:+C7 • 1 ~ 0" CJ + 1 1 
!t nrf7(l/F9 .37 c)(10+07 .1(, O~ 0 + 11 
S :-;r: 17. ] Ir':j • 4;\ (Jr:1G+[lq • .? 4 5 r; 'J + 1 7 
rrl?4/ f . Q .4;.J.[jrn+nR • ?b Sil n + 12 
-, ,t" I .... SIr'=' 
.3:-:-!OI'."'O+rH .300:!O+12 
~ rr I? G./r.l .QSO:JO+'l[ .450 r'f'!+12 
'J n:: 12 r- I i-- ~j • 12 SDU+C'~ .370'n+12 
II (:r I" 7 If:) • ?:JOOO+O~ .120!"0+12 
11 rt-/-:"7/f9 • L.:.Ocn+c:~ ."so""n+l? 
17 rr/"7/69 .17Sr(,+OQ .330'1 n + 12 
13 rF', I:) 8/f. Co; .2SGur+08 ."OOr;O+12 
14 r'" I? 8/6::< • 3JOOr.+O~ .4DO:ln+12 
Ie; :-rl?P,/f C 
.5JOflO+08 .!SOjO+i2 
E C&I-:'7/r:9 .14nDn+G~ .3Qor-:n+l2 
17 rS/i71C:C, .1~50C+LJ9 • ?fHrO+12 
1P ';'S/77/rQ .14 SJO+(1'=) .?4UJO+li 
L~ r'>=/J7/r~ 
.14 ZOfJ+Oo .?70""n+12 
Figure 0-22. Analysis of equilibrium data, runs 1-19, S. aureus and kaolinite, 37C. 
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Figure 0-24. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 1-19, S. aureus and kaolinite, 37C. 
rrTf~~[N3Tr~N OF ~LD4r ~Nr XMAX py ~fG~~~~ION ANALY~IS OF LINEA~I7ED LANGMUIR I~OTHERH 
,., = • r.~ : 
nsf'):- • :n } 
vI'JTc()(,r(")T::: 1/(~L0~t..X'1I\X) = .17t..lPI-r'l? 
:) l J 0 [ n F =: t <; T FIT = • q" 74 4G - 1 n 
,~LPHa - .5157h.1-n 7 
Xt'-1l1 X = .11 r.::, R7+11 
~TAPH-AURfU<; 
FDA-Z09 
SOR3ENT HENoeN SILT LOAM 
M ENOO N 
TI="MP 10.0 DEG. CENT. 
OUr-IS !"JAr!=" VXP ~ EGUN C* J( t\A R* C*/XP.AR* 
5 1'1/1 Slf.~ .47000+0F. .1100 [1 + 11 .42121-02 
" 1"/151fd • B{l81J+08 .10000+11 .33000 -l,;2 
>? 1'"'/1 71f,'1 .7~ooo+ni3 .12 on 0 + 11 • £; 25 no -02 
9 El/l 7/S'3 • BOO (i+ oa .450£1('1+10 .13333-02 
Hi 1;'1/1 7fF.g .4DGOS+!")? • R7 0:1!J +1 n .4'l971-U2 
11 In/l 7/~g • 3J 00 0+ n~ .7DllnG+10 .42851-U2 
1" lrll 7 If, 0 • If' SOO+Op. .")"00J+10 .7708~-U2 
l~ Ell? 3/f,CJ .6110DO+08 • qO 000+1 0 .£;£;1)67-02 
~ 16 10/23/69 .73000+08 .40000 + 10 · 18250 -01 17 10/23/69 .70000 + 08 .45000 + 10 · 15556 -01 
A 2 10/15/69 .70000 + 08 .23000 + 11 .30435 -02 
A 3 10/15/69 .66000 + 08 · 17000 + 11 .38824 -02 
A 4 10/15/69 .55000 + 08 · 15800 + 11 .34810 -02 
A 14 10/23/69 .13300+09 .45000+ 10 .29556 -01 
A 15 10/23/69 • 12000 + 09 .65000+10 · 18462 -01 
@ Deleted from regression analysis but plotted on Figures 
A Off the scale. therefore not shown in Figures 
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CSTRR (BUGS/MLJ (X 105 ) 640.00 720.00 800.00 







SORBENT MENDON SILT LOAM 
SORBATE STAPH- JREUS 
Figure D-26. Langmuir isotherm, runs 5-18, S. au reus and Mendon silt loam, 10C. 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE~GM/L 
SODIUM CHLORlDE.....Q... GM/L 
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Figure D-27. linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 5-18, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam, 10C. 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE-'LGMIL 
SODIUM CHLORIDE-'l, GMIL 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE.-'l, GMIL 
O'T[RHINATION OF ALrHA ANn XMAX BY REGR[SSION ANALYSIS OF LINfARIlED LANGMUIR ISOTH[RM 
fJATf OF J:WN 1 - n 1 n;:n 1.170 SORBATE S TAP H - A U REUS 
-
RUW:; 3 TO 15 FDA-l09 
SORRENT SOIL 
MENDON SIL T LOAM 
TEMP 70.0 DEG. C[NT. 
D[GrF~~rON ANALYSI~ OF LINEARIlED ISOTHERM - RESULTS 
R = • 9A n 
RSQ = .% 1 
YINTfpr;:-°T = 11 (ALPH~.)(MAX) - .788731- n 3 -
S LO PE OF P f c;r FIT = .66bf>Ac}-ln 
4LPHA = .A4S?68-07 
XMAX = .1 q 99 ~5 + II 
lASEO IJ PON EqUILIBRIUM DATA FROM INDIVIDUAL RUNS 
RUNS DAT[ f X P A E GUN c· XBAR. C./X BAR. 
3 0102207n .50000+08 .16000+11 .31250-02 
4 01022(110 .35000+08 .90000 +1 0 .38889-02 
S {l}O22010 .20000+0~ .80000+10 .25000-02 
1 0102S010 .11000+09 .14000+11 .7857]-02 
<.3 01025010 .50000+08 .14000+11 .3571"-02 
11 nIO?80?O .15500+09 .1" on 0 +11 .11071-01 
13 01 no? 8~10 .11000·09 • PlaOO +11 .78571-02 
14 01028(110 .10000+09 .12800+11 .. 78125-02 
15 01 028010 .85000+0A .12000+11 .70833-02 
~ 12 01002070 .14500+09 .11000+11 .13182-01 
A 1 01002070 .70000 + 08 .20000+11 .35000 -02 
A 2 01002070 .58000 + 08 .17000+11 .34118-02 
A 8 01002070 . 78000 + 08 .16000+11 .48750 -02 
@ Deleted from regression analysis but plotted on Figures 
A Off the scale, therefore not shown in Figures 
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@OELETED FROM REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
x 
40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 
CSTRR (BUGS/MLJ (X 1 06 ) 160.00 180.00 200.00 220.0C 240.00 
BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION EXPERIMENTS - LINERRIZED LRNGMUIR ISOTHt 
RUNS 3 SORBENT MENOClN SILT LClAM COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
TCl 15 SClRBRTE STRPH-RUREUS BACTO PEPTONE-'LGMIL 
TEMP 20.000 SODIUM CHLORIDE-'L GMiL 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE -C... GMIL 
Figure D-30. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 3-15, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam, 20C. 
DETERMINATION OF ALPHA AND XMAX BY REGRESSION ANALYSIS Of LINEARIZED LANGMUIR ISOTHERM 
YINTERCEPT 
DATE OF RUN 1 = 10/01/69 SORB ATE STAPH-AUREUS 
RUNS 2 TO 18 FD A-209 
SORBENT SOIL 
MENDON SILT LOAM 
TEMP 27.0 DEG. CENT. 












X HA X 
= 
.. ?!l OJ 16 + 11 
BASED UPON EQUILIBRIUM DATA FROM INO I VIO UAL 
RUNS DATE EXP BEGUN C. 
2 10/01/69 .14300+09 
3 10/01/69 .24000+09 
4 10/01/69 .28000+09 
5 10/03/69 .38000+07 
6 10/03/69 .60000+07 
7 10/03/69 .13500+08 
8 10/03/69 .10000+09 
10 10/07/69 .32000+09 
11 10/01169 .21000+09 
12 10/07/69 .22000+09 
13 10/07/69 .12000+09 
15 10/09/69 .20000+ 07 
If; 10/09/69 .65000+07 
17 10/09/69 .18000+08 
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SORBENT, MENDON SILT LORM 
SORBRTE STRPH-RUREU5 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE-'L GMIL 
SODIUM CHLORIDE-'L GMIL 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE.-'L GM/L 
Figure 0-33. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 2-18, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam, 27C. 
r~Tf~~T~A1ION OF ALcHA AN~ XMAX BY REGR[~~ION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZED LANGMUIR ISOTHERM 
v I~J E r(' -" T 
GATf OF qUN 1 :: 01/15/70 




MENDON SILT LOAM 
TfMP 37.0 OEG. CENT. 
~rGPr~SIO~ INAlV~I~ OF LTNFARIIED ISOTHfR~ - RESULTS 
P :: • q'?l; 
O~Q - • gIL? 
-
:: t 1 ( ALP H A • X ~, II X ) :: .714552-03 
<:; L(H""[ .~) F Df S T FIT :: • 3S ~r, (=17 - 1 n 
t\L PH A :: .1t.r?Sl-f'1f. 
X MA X = .?8U353+11 
., ~srr> U Pf')N F'IUIlIi:{RIUt-1 OA T A FROM INO I VI DUAl RUNe:; 
QUNS 'lATE EXr 3fGUN C* XBAR * C * /X B A R* 
1 Gl/lt;170 .80fJOO+08 .75000+11 .37.000-02 
, f'1I1617n .5~OOO+D8 .25000+11 .22000-02 
~ GI/Pin!l .330[1[1+08 .:?50!)['I+ll .13200-02 
(11/1617') .2"OrC+[JA .24000+11 .83333-U3 
B C1l/?OnfJ .150nO+OQ .28000+11 .53571-02 
<J nl/znnn .18000+09 .25000+11 .40000- 02 
~ 6 01/20/70 .24000 + 09 .24000 + 11 .10000- 01 
~ 7 01/20/70 .20000 + 09 .23000 + 11 .86957-01 
~ 10 01/20/70 .28000 + 08 .32000 + 11 .87500- 03 
~ Off the scale, therefore not shown in Figures 
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Figure D-35. Langmuir isotherm, runs 1-9, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam, 37C. 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE-'LGM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE..JL GM/L 
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r',rT[;p"'IM~TT.JtJ O~ ALDH~ r~Nr) XMAX qv REG::<rS';ION ANALYSIS OF LINfARI7E('l LANGMlIIR ISOTHERM 
!'1 ~ T F (' r p u ~! 1 = n 4 / :> 1 11 '1 
p 1-' r ,J S 2 T 0 1 r 
SORRI\TE ST~PH-AUPFlIl) 
FO A- 78 q 
SOR~F.NT ~AND 
~ I l If A 
Tf~P '20.0 DFG. CENT. 
F: I;pr-')<::T0N r.Nf!LY~I~ OF LrNFARIZEO ISOTH~~M - RE~ULTS 
n = .fH)fl 
t) <:; 0 - • f1rJ n 
YINTfDrroT :: 1/(AlPf-/tJ*X"1"X) = .nilCnnO 
(',lODe: llF ~F<:;T FIT = .01 (lllrCJ 
AL PH A - • on or no 
XMAX .n~(lOnll 
) i.:;r II IJ~~1\j FQUILI(~RTIJM r)A T A FROH INDIVIDUAL RIJN~ 
CllJNS nATf EXP BEGUN C* )( SA 0. * C*/X:lAR* 
;> Q4/?1/7n .29fJOO+nA .00 on 0 .onfJOO 
'~ ~4/21/70 .34000+03 • 0000 n .rJ'lOOC 
4 114/21/ 7 q .4150n+(lR • on on (} .ononn 
s °4/21/7[1 .4B.iJOo+np .GOLlOn .1nooo 
7 nIt / 2 :~ / "71 .4~f')Oo+r7 .0001)0 .ononc 
~ [14/';> ~ /""'n • 5'looo+n7 .00 un D .OODCO 
q n IJ 1 2 ,3 I 7 [1 
.a5nnO+07 .0000 n .00(100 
II rl4/? ~/7J • '10000+07 .OOOr1Jl .00000 
1:.' rq/?:3/7iJ 
.35000+07 .000(10 .ooono 
1~ 04/28/7J • snOOO-t;07 .£lOO(11] .On'JOD 
14 ('l4/28/"7[J .F,5000+n7 • DO 00 (1 • Q ro no 
p; r4/Z8/7rl • '30 UO n + (11 .00 on !l .CJnono 
iF n4/?a/7:l .08000 .10000+(14 .[10000 




rr-:Tt:r~MI"!~TION or "LP~a Ar.m Xr--AX qy f1r{j2rS~ION _t.iAly,;rS Of LI~:raRI7[:j L6NGt'!"I~ rSOT"'~p.", 
f I A T F () F P U rJ 1 = (1 5 I '17 I 7 r; 
PU\I'; 
': TO 1 4 
<::;OP:1~TE 
SORP p.) T 
STAPH-JUQ~US 
v~.! - 22 q 
S.~O 
~IlICA 
TEMP J7.n DfG. CENT. 
r~GPF~~IO~ nNAlv~l~ OF LINEARIZfD ISOT~ER~ - RESULTS 
~ = • 0'1 r} 
P~Q:: .rmn 
v I' J T ':.- !l r c:- r> T ::- ) I ( 1\ L P H A .. '( ~1 A)() :: • 0:1 (10 0 U 
~LnDr OF ~[5T FIT = .nl0n~O 
ALoHA:: .10nDGD 
XMAX = .]!1nnn[j 
~I\')rn IjP')N ~OUTL rSRIUf1 DATA FROM IN(,)IVIDlJ~L HUNS 
9 II P-.I C; !lATf fXP ~FGUN C* X SA P * 
? nt;/J7/70 • QSnO{1+n7 .nu DOn 
~ rS/(17/70 • trJ 500+0P. .nou[Jo 
!.J or, 1:1 7 170 • plS[)O+r~ .00 un 0 
r. rr;/n7/70 
.14500+0E • no on 0 
7 {lSI} 1)/70 .1:1Snn+[!Q .00000 
R nS/13/70 .1450Q+(1R .00 on 0 
0 n~/11/7'l .1 7 000+n8 .000(10 
In QC,/13/70 • 1~Doo*n8 • no no 0 
il f1S/l S/70 .20500+08 .00 UO 0 
1') nS/} 511(1 
.25000+08 .UDOOf) 
1 ~ f"l5/1S/70 .?b500+0A • nn on n 
lLl rS/15113 • ~m 00 n .1OOOO+Oq 
Figure 0-39. Analysis of equilibrium data, runs 2-14, S. aureus and silica sand, 27C. 
C*/XQAR* 













BACTERIAL ADSORPTION ISOTHERMS 
(WITH SLS COMPETITION) 
Bacto-Peptone 0 gm/I 
Sodium Chloride 0 gm/I 
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate .05 gm/I 
This appendix includes the bacterial adsorption 
isotherms obtained in the presence of sodium lauryl 
sulfate (SLS) (.05 gram per liter). These isotherms were 
obtained at 10C, 20C, 27C, and 37C. A summary of 
results of these isotherms is presented in Table 2. 
131 
DETERMINATION OF ALPHA AND XMAX BY ~EGR(SSION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZED LANG"UIR ISOTHERM 
YINTERC~PT 
!)ATf OF RUN 1 = 11/(1o/f,Q 
RUNS 1 TO 72 
SORBAT[ STAPH-.UREUS 
FD A- 209 
SORA EN T MENDON SILT LOAN 
• p-5LSG/L -
TEMP 10.0 DEG. CENT. 
PEGPfSSION ANALYSTS OF LINEARIZED ISOTHERM - RESULTS 
R = .0(1 n 
RSQ = • o:J 0 
= I II AL PH h XM AX ) = .000000 
SLOPE OF f:\EST FIT = .00 on 00 
AL PH A = • OLl no 00 
x MA X = .0:1 (1000 
~A<;H' UPON EQUILIBRIUM [lATA FROM INDIVIDUAL RUNS 
RUNS OATE E XP BEGUN c. X BAR. C·/XBAR. 
I 11106/69 .90000+ 08 .00000 .00000 
2 11/07/69 .10000.09 .00000 .00000 
3 11/07/69 .80000+08 .00000 .00000 
If 11/'J 7/69 .60000"08 .00000 .000 00 
I) 11/07/69 .1f2000·08 .00 00 0 .00000 
0 lI/Q 7/69 .2" on 0" 08 .00000 .00000 
7 11/15/69 • 90000.08 .00 000 .000 00 
8 11/1S/~3 • AOOOO.08 .00 00 0 .00000 
9 11/15/69 .45000408 .00000 .00000 
11 11/15/69 .200nO.08 .00000 .00000 
17 11/16/69 .18 SO 0+09 .00000 .00000 
13 11/16/69 • iE; 00 0+ 09 .00000 .00000 
IIf 11/16/69 .11f500+09 .00 DO 0 .00000 
15 11/16/63 • nOOO+(19 .00000 .00000 
It; 11/16/69 .11800+09 .00 00 0 .00000 
11 11/22/69 .29000+09 .00000 .00000 
If' 11/22/69 .24000+ 09 .00000 .00000 
19 1112 2/69 • 2300 0.09 .00000 .00000 
20 11/22/69 • 18000+ 09 .00000 .00000 
21 11/22/69 .16000+09 .00000 .00000 
22 11/22/69 .00000 .10000+(13 .00000 
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SORBENT HENDDN SILT LORH 
SORBATE STAPH-RUREUS 
Figure E-2. Langmuir isotherm, runs 1-22, S. au reus and Mendon silt loam and .05 gmtl SLS, 10C. 
COMPETITIVE-. EXPERIMENTS 
SACTO PEPTONE--.O... GM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE...o... GM/L 
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SORI3ENT MENDON SILT LORM 
SORBATE STAPH-AUREUS 
COMPETITIVt:. ExPE.RIMENTS 
BAC TO PEPTONE -.JL GM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE --.a.... GMiL 
SODIUM LAURi:... SULFATE .05 GM/L 
Figure E-3. Linearized langmuir isotherm, runs 1-22, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam and .05 gm/l SlS, 1OC. 
o ~ T [ 0 F r, \J N 1 :: 1:; I ('l, I F, ~ 
I",UNS TO I', 
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r<, S cy 
yrNTE.RCJ:f-T :: I/(ALP)-lA.~MA\,) 
SLOPE. (\~ Bt:: S 1 Fl T -



















• ~3 0 
• i: J ~R 7S - b.3 
• 10~.2 70-08 
• 17('Z"18-0S 
• 91 ~ 1 (~r.. + () 9 
OA TE [X? BfrUN 
1:' 1"1 ~ I ~9 













S G P ~ r. T I ') T r --. H - Il UP F W) 
F;)A-7f"1 
'~ (j R ~ ,- N T M [ N n r. N S I L T I. U A r~ 
.01 LSG/L 
TO'lP tf.l.11 DfG. Co-[,T. 
C* X '1:' j) * r*/x;HR* 
• J S l:L. f1 .. '1F .q!)!JnG":~9 .16['57-01 
• t:",': :'~' r: ... 117 .G7ur:~) .. n9 .74b27-~2 
• 1·' ~ i I ~ + f'l ~ .75 Oil ~:I" ~': S .?lIG£7-u1 
• 12 onfj .. :)p • (35 eFI 1 ... , g .?C88?-Ul 
• !r..:.r.r. .. c~ e(lSCl'f'-+pg . :ns 2Cl-u1 
• ~.j C~ J I)" ~:17 .Q.SUnf"\+ilg • 1 11 n -01 
.1::.:lr.U+('= • 'lD cn 0 +('Q .144114-Ul 
• 1 ;', Sf' rJ .. r;r. .1 rJ Of) I) + 1 Q .1C;~rG-ui 
• ?i~ Cu n .. flR • 1 ~} [j[1 r] .. 1 J .?'1000- u 1 
• :'7:i~n .. c:p .1[1 on f) + I 01 .27QOO-ul 
.14000+08 • 14000 + 10 .10000-01 
• 13000+08 .18000 + 10 .72222-02 
• 15000+08 .65000 + 09 .23077-01 
.25000+08 .70000 + 09 .35714-01 
® Deleted from regression analysis but ~lotted in Figures 
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SORBENT ME NOON SILT LORM 
SORBRTE STRPH-RUREUS 
Figure E-5. Langmuir isotherm, runs 1-14, S. au reus and Mendon silt loam and .01 gmtl SLS, 10C. 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE-.JL GM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE --'L GM/L 
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5C1RBENT HENDClN SILT LDRH 
SCJR8RTE STRPH-RUREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE -.JL GM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE -.Jl.. GMiL 
SODIUM LAUR,(L SULFATE ..&L GMIL 
Figure E-6. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 1-14, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam and .01 gm/I SLS, 10C. 
rrTE~MIN~T!UN OF Alr~A AN~ 'MAX RY R[GRfSSIO~ A~ALYSIS OF LINEaRIZED LANGMUIR ISOTKERH 
OAT'" OF PIJ ~J 1 = '1?/4Q/7n SORBATE S TAP H - A U REUS 
PUI\J') ? TO 14 FDA-209 
SORRENT HE NO ON SILT LOAM 
O.OSLSG/L 
TEMP 20.0 DEG. CENT. 
o~c~r~SIn~ ANALV~I5 OF LINEARIZEO ISOTHERM - RESULTS 
R 
~Sr) 
v I r-.J T" f.'I r ;- r. T = 1 1 ( 1\ l P I-! A • X :>1 ~ X I 
5 L') Pf: r. ~ ~ r- ~ T FIT 
AlPH A 












• H: 53 52 +] 1 
- 1\ S ff1 UP0N E"UILIRPJLJM OA T A FROM INDIVIDUAL 
p'JNS nATE rxp BEGUN c· 
2 (l2/4nl7:) .LIJOOQ+Oq 
3 r2/,)717~ • 9flOCO+O~ 
'* 
f'7./Q4110 .70000+08 
c; n?/ n 4l1D .50000 .. 0~ 
7 G7.1 Q 517 [) .17000+09 
p q;:'/rJSI7:J .13snO+09 
() O?/05170 • q'J 000 +O~ 
1:1 r:?l1S17D .snooo+oa 
I? r2l::Jr.I7D .14000+0'3 
l~ l~2/J~l7b .140no+0~ 
I ~ 0.7106110 .17500+09 
14 r.2/1F.I7J .12000+0«::1 
RUNS 
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9IH3ENT MENOnN SILT UIAI1 
5MBFITE STAPH-RlflEUS 
Figure E-S. Langmuir isotherm, runs 2-14, S. au reus and Mendon silt loam and .05 gmtl SLS, 20C. 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE~ GM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE --.0.. GM/L 
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HENDON SILT LOAM 
STAPH-RUREUS 
'VPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTa PEPTONE -'L GMiL 
SODIUM CHLORIDE -'L GMIL 
C,:)OIUM LAUR'r'L SULFATE ~ GM/L 
Figure E-9. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 2-14, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam and .05 gm/I SLS, 20C. 
~ATf ~r nU~ 1 :: IG/3J/59 
f' IJ'~ <; :z T U 1 7 
STAPH-AUPflJS 
r:, l- -.. '~1 
<;Op.'1 [i, T MENDON SILT LOAM-
.05 LSG/L . 
T~M~ '7.~ DfG. CENT. 
-' r c- r; <:; II N .~ "J A I.. V':)! C; G f."" L r ~. l: A R 1 7 F) ( SOT H I:" Q ;'l - RES U L T S 
~ -
DS() = 
V T j\J H ~ (:- D T = 1 / ( t L PH 0 • X~ 6. X I :: 
SL"D~ ~F C[CT FIT -
!\L DH 1\ -
X ;-1/1 X :: 
0") 0 
• t:Q 7 
• ?" en: ql')_ r"Z 
• 1 r Q4 52 - r g 
.4Ilf2%-Pf, 
.'113S4[)+ln 
~):-n IF',)".! r r. ',II L I ~ j""l I U'" ("I\T A FROf" IN['IVI'Jtj°L 
C'UNS "f,TF rxp ~ F blJ N C. 
:"' lD/30/F? • ,r"j;::Jr'+rn 
1O/~O/6::- .:'l~"S'1+n=.? 
(J l:Jl3fJ/;:O .1S'](lp+n o 
q 11/J4/Gl • 1!J r~n n + G'J 
1-' 11 11 4 /F ') .IJDn[1+nq 
I": 1:'/1 1If:C; .14 C1"1:"'+r.<) 
14 1? 11 lIbS .1Gun[]+:-,Cl 
1<:' l?/l 1/(;3 • 3nn!,n+"~ 
IF. lZI11/f.:) • S~,~JfJc+rs 
17 I? 11 1/5q .JtcJr,f'+r p 
@ 6 10/30/69 • 10000 + 09 
<i9 11 11/04/69 .73000+08 
kJNS 
X !16 R * C*/X P 4R* 
· ! a UI] f' + 1 1 .?C;[)OO-l.d 
.11C[)~"11 .lgS4S-Jl 
• (' n O:F!" 1 r:1 .?cr)(JO-ul 
• 1 1 2:J n + 11 .1?50C-ul 
.S60li C")+lO .17857- .. 11 
• 12 sn ,'+ 11 .1 12 00 -~ 1 
.950flrJ+IG .JGS2S-ul 
• Q5 GO ~ + 1 J .04118-[;2 
.g-)(jnr,+lfl .E1789t;-u2 
.apCfJ+UJ .LI~21D-d2 
.13600 + 11 .73529 - 02 
.10000 + 11 . 73000 - 02 
G9 Deleted from regression analysis but plotted in Figures 
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® DELETED FROM REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
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SCRBENT MENDON SILT LOAM 
5OR8RTE STAPH-RUREU5 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE --'L GMIL 
SODIUM CHLORIDE -.0... GMIL 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE ~ GMIL 
Figure E-12. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 2-17, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam and .05 gm/l SLS, 27C. 
DETERMINATION (lJ:" ALPHA AND XMAX BY REGRESSION ANALYSIS. OF LINEARIZEfl LANGMUIR ISOTHER~ 
DATF. OF RUN 1 = 01115/70 SOR9ATE STAPH-AUREUS 
RUP>JS 7 TO 15 FD A-209 
SOR9ENT MENDON SILT LOAM 
D. 05L SG/L 
T EM P 37.0 D fG • CE NT. 




RSa ::- • R9 ? 
Y J'J TE peE D T - 11 (ALP~A.XMAX I = • 14 2863 - (13 -
SLOPE OF ~fST FIT 
= 
• (;5 08 q~ -I [) 
AL PH A 
= 
.45560f)-0F. 
X MA X 
= • 15 3F. 36 + II 
[:lASEr' UPON EflUILIPRIUM DATA FROM INDIVIDUAL RUNS 
RUNS r)AT[ EXP !3 [GUN C* X 8A R* C*/XBAR* 
7 mil 5170 • Sf) OOO+OR .16000+11 .31250-02 
8 01/15170 .50000+08 .12500 + 11 .LfODOo-02 
«=) 01/15170 • 600nO+08 .18000+11 .33333-02 
l~ fll/1517J .58000+[18 • 16000 + I 1 .36250-02 
11 0l1l'i17:J .70000+08 • 14000 + 11 .50000-02 
13 f)3/1 2/70 .10000+08 .11500+ 11 .86957-03 
14 r.31l 2/70 .300oo+[1A • 13 5Q 0 + 11 .27222-02 
15 r:~1l2/7o • ')0000+08 .1400 n + 11 .35714-02 
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MENOCIN SILT LOAM 
STAPH-AUREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE...Q GM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE ~ GMIL 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE ~ GMIL 
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MENOClN SILT LClRM 
SHlPli-RUREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE.JL GM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE....o... GM/L 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE ~ GM/L 
Figure E-15. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 7-15, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam and .05 gm/I SLS, 37C. 
APPENDIX F 
BACTERIAL ADSORPTION ISOTHERMS 
(WITH PEPTOI\IE COMPETITION) 
Bacto-Peptone 3.8 gm/I 
Sodium Chloride a gm/I 
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate a gm/I 
Bacterial uptake isotherms using peptone (3.8 grams 
per liter) as a competitive_ sorbate are shown in this 
appendix. Results of these isotherms are summarized in 
Table 2. 
147 
DETl~~I~ATICN nr ALPH4 A~n X~AX ny ~EGRfS~lON ANtLV~!\ GF LINEA~IZED LANGMUIR ISOT~ERM 
nqF r.F f"U"J 1 = 1 ?I1D/E,9 
PIJ\J'; 2 Tt, ?l 
n -
RSQ = 
'f J tv ~ f k r r p T I I ( A L PH A • )( YI .\ X I 
S L (j r f f't r f ~ r FIT -
ALPM~ -
x M~ X _. 
.0" Cf1 fl~l 
• 1. C:1 r.i': 
• OJ r ~. Wi 
~o~eATf ~TAPH-AUqFU5 
FO A- :'('9 
<;Ol-~" r:>d ~~E N[)(HISILT LI..lAM 
~ • q r, p E. P Tor .. f I L 
T [ M PIn. r, D F c,. (f NT. 
£ASf C UPNt fQIHL IF-RJIJt1 eA T A FPC'1 I~JOIVIltJf\L ~u N~, 
~u w; 'lA TF ~XP '3 F QUN c· X ~.l'I R • C*/X~AR* 
:? PIl fl/r=) .110:11':+("10 • on Or] '1 .rJnooU 
'Ii P/1 n/r:; 
· 
14 rJ1 1-;+ 1"'0;) • nn IY' '1 .['r)~JOO 
4 17 Ii O/(:g • If, Ci~l r+ ("1(l .:'8 J:-';.1 .2r[;OL 
') 1?1l r;tr.~ • 26 r,l G+ no • C;l (j~: t; • fJ nfl OlJ 
1" 1" /l r:; Ie:- ~ .')':;0')(1+[,7 .nlur'~ • '1 flO {l(I 
l~ 1711 GIro .l?~~r+T~ • r:1) W'" .~pnou 
h 1/ 11 h/ra 1 t; 7':' r + ("1Q • ~'l qn 1 .1 "'![) 00 
17 PI1,q/f,C, .7sr.,",n+("17 .1";1 'In I) • J no 00 
1 C' 1? 11 ~ If: q • en (;C1 (J+ n~ • r'l J'-"~ • "1'1000 
10. P/l q/P • 11 ~)~n+("l" • r;-- tJ~ '1 .Or.OOl; 
1D 1? 11 q/F~ 1; ~r1 r+ (""J • ')',1 ij'l C .:: r.C [lLJ 
'21 1 ~ I 1 :1/:" • 1111 fin ,., • ] :_~ :J;j n + r 4 • r, cn ou 
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S~ABENT . ~NOON SILT LOAH 
S~ABATE STAPH-AUREU5 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
SACTO PEPTONE ~ GMIL 
SODIUM CHLORtDE~ GMIL 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE ~ GMIL 
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SDR8ENT HENDDN SILT LORM 
SORBRTE STRPH-RUREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE ~ GM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE ~ GM!L 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE ~ GMIL 
Figure F-3. Linearized langmuir isotherm, runs 2-21, S. au reus and Mendon silt loam and 3.8 gmtl peptone, 10C. 
OtT£~/'AH}4TION O~ ALPHA A:~O XI-\/I); tiY REUFSSIOf'J t.NALY')tS OF LTiHIlRIZED LANGMUIR ISOTHERM 
D;· H 0 F liU N 1 ::: 0 l/O 8/ 7 0 ')(;l(p,ATE <;TAvH-AURElJ<) 
r::'llW-, "1 TO }4 FDA-2n'3 
SOqqfNT MENDON SILT LOAM 
3.QGPEPTONl/L 
TEMP 70.0 DFG. e[NT. 
REGP~~~r~N AN~LYSIS u~ LI~EARI?EC ISOTHrp~ - RE~ULTS 
' . ..." -
f', 
PS~ -
y \NiE~C.!:PT : 11 (AL~H!l.X"'AX) -
$ LO Pf O~ SF <"", T FIT -
AL~Ht ::: 
X '14 X -
• ~7 :' 
• ")~, '11 '1 q - n : 
.:'~ t,:: t)') - fl'j 
• ")tj S4 2r)- Uf. 
.11U.3)?+1D 
BASf:f. UPON r-~ U 1 L I 13 I~ 1U t-.t 04 T A F f<O~i INnIVICUAL 
!:{ ! I ~~ <;: DATF [XP Sf GUN C* 
Z r';'/J.-;I7':l .5200Q+(j7 
-' 
r'?/!J8/7fj .3nOOO+07 
('71 U iU70 • 15500 +[17 
.~ ['7/10170 .17U[1o+n8 
-, r?/lfl/D .1r,OnO+OFl 
rl r:? lIn 17:1 • usno+oP 
g !;(,/IOI71 .1nOOO+07 
11 "211 ? I7n .ln300+0g 
11 "-:0 1 1 :? I7fJ .1l:,O(JO+O~ 
13 "?/l?17P • .?20fl[;+[]B 
14 r·z 11 ? 170 • 250no+0~ 
RUNS 
XBA R * e./XI=IAR* 
.1)5000+09 .94!i4S-U2 






.1nOO(J+IO • lI''1300-01 
.B5OflQ+C9 .17~41-01 
.90000 +09 .24lf44-Ul 
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51 RI-'l R~ ·.,\EUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE ~ GMIL 
SODIUM CHLORIDE ~ GMIL 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE ~ GMiL 
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S~RBENT MENO~N SILT LOAM 
SORBATE STAPH-AUREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE..3.JL GMIL 
SODIUM CHLORIDE~ GMIL 
SODIUM LAURVL SULFATE ~ GMIL 
Figure F-6. linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 2-14, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam and 3.8 gmtl peptone, 20C. 
DfTERHINATION OF ALPHA AND XHAX BY RfGRES5ION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZED LANGHUIR ISOTHERH 
Y PHEPCEPT 
DATE OF RUN 1 = 12/02/69 
RUNS 2 TO 15 
SORB ATE STAPH-AUREUS 
FDA-209 
SORB EN T MENDON SILT ~.AM 
3.8GPEPTONBS/L 
TfMP 21.0 DEG. CENT. 
P[GP[S5ION ANALYSI~ O~ LINEARIZED ISOTHERM - RESULTS 
R = .87 q 
RSQ = .772 
= l/fALPHhXMAX) = .41 0511-02 
SLOPE Of BEST FIT = • 4~ 8661- 0 9 
ALPH A = .11 9020-06 
X HA X = .2::14641+10 
~~Sfr UPON EQUILIBRIUM OATA FROH INOIVIOUAL RUNS 
PUNS DATE f.XP BEGUN C. X BAR. C./XRAR. 
2 12/1] 2/f.9 .80000+07 .83000·09 .96386-02 
3 171:J2/69 .53000+01 .75000·09 .10661-02 
II P/[l5/f.9 .40000+01 .61000+09 .59101-0l 
5 12/!J2/f.9 .30000+07 .40000+09 .15000-02 
7 12/04/69 .13 50 0+08 .13 00 0+1 0 .10385-01 
8 12/04/69 .11000+08 .15500+10 .10968-01 
9 12/04/69 .22000+08 .1£.000+10 .13150-01 
10 12/04/6Q .26000+08 .18000+ 10 .14" ~"-O 1 
12 12/,)6/f.9 .12000+08 .16000·10 .75000-02 
13 17136/69 .14000+08 .1" 00 0.10 • I 0000-01 
111 12/06/69 .11500+08 .12500·10 .14000-01 
15 12/06/63 .22000+08 .12000+ 1 0 .18333-01 
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SeiRBENT ~NDClN S I L T LaAH 
SeiRBATE 3TRPH-AUREU5 
Figure F-B. Langmuir isotherm, runs 2-15, S. au reus and Mendon silt loam and 3.B gm/I peptone, 27C. 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
SACTO PEPTONE ~ GM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE~GMIL 
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S~RBENT MEND~N SILT L~RM 
S~RBATE STAPH-AUREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE..l&. GMIL 
SODIUM CHLORIDE --.JL GMIL 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE --.JL GMIL 
Figure F-9. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 2-15, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam and 3.8 gm/I peptone, 27C. 
OfT(R~INATION Of ALPHA A~Hi XMAX RV RfGRf~C:;ION ANhL.Y,TC, JF LPlfARl?i'"' ;"l\t'GI~UH 1r;'1T~l[ 1')1'1 
YINT[PCFDT 
CATE OF R0N 1 = n}/n717r 
I?IJNS 4 TO 11 
soppur.:- <:;TAoH-AURf\j(" 
F::H-;;>r.j 
SO R:~ ':: ~n ~1 PJIJ (IN <; I L T ': (} ~ I~ 
"';.~GP[PT~NF/L 
T r- ~ p ~ 7. '1 'J Fr. r r NT. 
REG P F <; <; ION A N A L V SIC:; 0 F L T N fAR I Z F I) I S J THE h: '" - ~ E ...-, lJ LT S 
R 
= 
• qq ;; 
R<;Q 
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~'A '5 [C tI P()N rf3UrLIRRIU~ VA T 1\ F PO ~1 HJUr VIC ur·L .~ UNS 
RUN') I14Tf [XP 8 fGUN c* Xl1a n • r * IX r f., ~< * 
!4 ("1107170 .:?t=.OO:l+r Q .l?'liJO+lr • :?r~H1U-Ll 
5 (11/0717 .2'.:[100+(;R .120f]G+}[1 • ;"nE 3~-ul 
'3 f"11/0917r:J .lnnno+cp .135'10+10 .7u[J71l-L.2 
9 f"111'JQI7!J • IZ WJTl +(18 .1?5~fl+l!J • q t:;'l "D-u2 
10 rlr)<)170 .1251(;+(18 .125'lP+lf1 .1f"l:1nC- ... d 
I? (11/14/70 .120rC+n Q .1?O"f1+1~ • 1 '"H) [1 (1 - '; 1 
P rll/l!4/7 n .13srC+[1!J .125f10 4 10 .ln8::1[,-..)1 
14 rI/1417C .lbOOr .. nr .l30n '+1 n .1"~r~-ul 
15 01114170 .?':"lOf1r+G~ .12 Or. fJ +1 ~ • 1 r;:. t- 7 - J 1 
If, f'2/2£l7fl .15:Jrc~+r7 .570[10+r~ • ??38 A -:j? 
17 ('2/26/7' • 3~ ~[l C +{'7 .~3nno+no .~q4C:,-.J? 
lA r-?/2GI7'1 .5 I1 Or"lrj+07 • P 2 Jr:l +n~ .rflY7f:.,-u2 
19 r7/2 r./7 • 7nr:Jr~,.r."1 • 1 lltlr' il+111 • 7;o!J n C~ _ ~_1 _ 
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MENCDN SIt. T 3DAr. 
STAPH-QUREU5 
COMPETiTIVE DPERIMENTS 
SAC'; PEPTONE .2.fLGM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE.......!.L GM/L 
SODIUM LAJRY~ SULFATE _~_GMIL 
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MENOCIN SILT 3C1RM 
STRPH-RUREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BAcro PEPTONE ...;i.lL GM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE ~ GMIL 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE ~ GMIL 
Figure F-12. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 4-19, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam and 3.8 gmtl peptone, 37C. 

APPENDIX G 
BACTERIAL ADSORPTIOI\l ISOTHERMS 
(WITH NaCI COMPETITION) 
Bacto-Peptone 0 gm/I 
Sodium Chloride 30 gm/I 
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate 0 gm/I 
This appendix includes the isotherms obtained at 
10C, 20C, 27C, and 37C, using NaCI (30 grams per liter) 
as a competitive sorbate. The summary of results of these 
isotherms is shown in Table 2. 
OqERt-1I~ATIO'" OF ALPI-f~ AfoHl XMAX BY REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZED LANGMUIR ISOTHERM 
DHF or RUN 1 - 11/fJ5/69 SORBATE STAPH-AUREUS -
RUNS 2 TO 1 ? FDA-209 
SORBENT HENDON SILT LOAM 
3PCTNACL 
TEMP 10.0 DEG. CENT. 
QfSpr~~J"~ ~NALYSJ5 or LINE~RIZEO ISOTHERM - RESULTS 
R = .737 
P <)Q = .514 3 
YPHfrrr-oT = 11 (OLf.>Ht.*XMAX) - .R(1S94r)-n2 
5l~Pf Of ~rC:;T FIT = .41958~-lr 
4LDHA = .5zrF Fl-n8 
X~AX = .?3P334+1l 
CA')ff' IlPf)N C" (:) U I L I ~ R I U ~, f'A T A FROM INDI vIDUAL RUNS 
RUNS [)Hf EXP ~EGUN C* XBAR * C*/XRAR* 
? 11135/f;9 .18000+(113 .12000+11 .15000-01 
3 11/05/f,<3 .100[10+09 .13300+11 .17030-01 
4 III n Slh 9 .14000+(19 .11000+11 .12727-01 
5 1] I [) S/6C'1 .11 oon+09 .90000+10 .17222-Ul 
11/05/(; q .10800+09 .68 Don +10 .IS882-01 
R 111 ~ 7/f,9 .60000+08 .5'tOOO+10 .11111-01 
9 III Cl1169 .40000+09 .46000+10 .86957-02 
l\l 11107/69 .18000+08 .34000+10 .R2353-02 
11 11/011b9 .18000+08 .15000+10 .12000-01 
p 11/07/69 .55000+07 .66000 +09 .83333-02 
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MENDClN SILT LelRH 
5TRPH-RUREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE ~ GMiL 
SODIUM CHLORIDE d.Q GMiL 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE --0.. GMiL 
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MENOllN SILT Lc/AM 
STAPH-AUREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE.....o.... GM/L 
SODIUM CHI0RIDf .J.Q GM/L 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE .....0.. GM/L 
Figure G-3. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 2-12, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam and 3.0 gm/I NaCI, 10C. , 
OfTERMINATlON OF ~LPHA ANI) XtH.X RY kFGR[Sc;rON A(I;ALY';"!"<:", OF LplfIlRI7F.[i UI"GI",UIR f"0 T 4fP'-1 
V IN TE PC (P T 
f' ATE () F RU N 1 = r. '2/10 I 7 n 
RUNS 1 TO 14 
SORR~TS:- ST APH-bUPfU<; 
F:)/!-7r'1 
sopnrt,T i1Et~nr.f\· SILT lJI~' 
:J=:,TNACl' 
Tt:.:~~p 2[).il DfG. (,;tP. 
'HGPFS<;HH. IIt-.,ALY<;I<; OF LIIIJEARIZtr.\ IS()TH[R,j - l-:~;ULTS 
q 
= • go ;' 
RSO - • % 3 
-
:- 11 ULPHA.X'1AXI = .18rn4R-[:" 





.f;lnRP- n 7 
XMAX 
= 
.'3(1°2 Q 4+1[. 
qASfD UDON [I)UILIBRIU"1 r.A T A FRO~ I~[lI VlrllJAL RUNS 
PUNc; 'lATr [XP f' f [,UN r. Xr31l o. r:*/xrt,fh 
1 f!2/1 &; nc .7:Jccn+[1c.: • Q 0 '.lP \:1 + 1 " • Ai51~t:-i...1 
") r2/1 h17n • ') I) r' f1 r + n 'i • h !HJfl n .. 1 '1 .~P·333-ii 
3 rj21l S/7~ .3'lCCC+Oq • S U fjf1 '\ .. 1 n .r,r~r.li-u 
4 f1211 r,/"7[1 .13h:'G .. cr .4 (] G!':l" 1 i1 • 3 I~ ~J C L - j-j ? 
.., 
'1?/18171 .?111f10+0c; • ~ 0 G 'J n .. 1 n • ?C:"~Jl.;-L!l 
8 [l21l RI7'1 • 18l}f)f)+f:9 .Qf)O~lf1"l,) .?f11G[l-Ul 
'3 f1?11~/TJ .130011+[1'3 .QO~J0C1 +Pl • 14444 - t, 1 
11 n7/70171 .15JO'!+f1" • q ') on n + 1 ., .) R7')r.-Jl 
1:' (;2/;'1170 • 1 ?!1!"'i1+[1g .p;1[l{'f1+1fl .1~flGL-..,1 
11 r212nl7~ .11SrrJ+O~ • 7 11 ~) : 1 1 + 1 8 • 1 t::, 4 '2 r: - ~, 1 
14 f12120I7n .g1n~n+r.Q • Cl OO:!r]+1!" .PRP8C)-1.;..' 
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SCiRBENT MENDON SILT LCIlM 
SCiRBATE STAPH-AUREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE -.Q.. GM/L 
SODIUM CHLORIDE 2.Q GM/L 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE --.0.. GM/L 
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MENDON SIl T LCltt-'r U)MPE1~1IVE ExPERIMENTS 
lij 
20.000 
5 TRP" H~J9::"S 8Ar~TC "EPTC)"lE...Q.. GM/L 
SOD>l.JM CHL')R'DE 2...Q GM/L 
3001U~ LA!.JRYl. SULF~TE ...Q GM/L 
Figure G-6. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 1-14, S. au reus and Mendon silt loam and 3.0 gmtl NaCI, 20C. 
,-";"Tr.H'I'!Hi()"-J nF ALPHA Ai~r) X~AX fsY Rf.GRf<:;SIOi~ ANALYSr~, OF LI"JEARIZED LANGMUIR ISOTH[RM 
" ~ T r G F R ~J 'J I ~ 1 r, I ? SIr, g 
~IJ~C:; TO 11 
Y P d :- ! r r "r :: 1 1 ( t. L PH .\ • X'-1 .~ X) -
\lJPr ~F pr~T ~lT :: 
III "H ,", :: 
X MA X :: 
• ); rs flS-C, 7 
.11"LJ41-nQ 
• '7 ~,f. '\3 -,., 7 
o 7'~ r~2 ~S +1 n 
sor;~r"JT 
ST~PH-AUREUS 
FD A-?n q 
'~Et\J[lON SILT LOAM 
3 PCT NACL 
TfMP 270~ DE5. CENT • 
, 1\ c:; r f' !l 1) '1 ~ r ') I J ~ l T K R I U M f' A T A F R Ot-l I N P I V IJ "A L RUN S 
"lit;':; '1.Hr [XP ;:: EGUN e* X tlA P * i*/X~AR* 
? IO/? Sir;'! • 120"Il+r9 05700 U + 1" .? 1 n 53 -0 1 
Hi/?5/ C,::> o 3:J onf'+ Q!' oo80f'lO+lfl .1 32 3~-O 1 
<., 1[1/25/.,.::, • 50 C0 Q+ 08 • ~ 3 orliJ + 1 n .7 Q 365-U2 
p ]n/?'l/kC) • '=l2fl"Q+f'P. .~OOO[]+ln .15333-01 
'3 If'I?91h:3 .OPG'l(}+CH .5'-101)0+10 .12593-(H 
h ltl/?9/r,=j • 211 elfl (1+ f'lR .4'4000 +1 0 045'-155-02 
11 ][~/?qlc)~ .1(;'[1:1(1+[13 .13 on r:J + 10 .1?30P-Ol 
A 1 10/25/69 .26700+09 .42000+10 .63571 -01 
A 2 10/25/69 .14800+09 .80000+10 . 18500 -01 
A 7 10/29/69 .21500+09 .92000+10 .23370 -01 
A Off the scale. the refore not shown in Figure s 
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SCRBENT HENDON SILT LDRH 
SCRBRTE STRPH-RUREUS 
Figure G-S. Langmuir isotherm, runs 3-11, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam and 3.0 gm/I NaCI, 27C. 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE ~ GM/L 
SODIUM CHL 0RIDE ~ GMI L 
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SORBENT HENOrn- SILT LOAH 
SCIRBATE STRPH-AUREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE -.0.... GM/L 
SODIUM CHl'JRIDE ~ GM/L 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE -'L GM/L 
Figure G-9. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 3-11, S. au reus and Mendon silt loam and 3.0 gm/I NaCI, 27C. 
D[TERMINATION OF ALPHA AND XHAX BY REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZEO LANGHUIR ISOTHERM 
YIN TE PC FP T 
DATE OF RUN 1 :: 03102/70 
RUNS 2 TO 14 
SORBATE STAPH-AUREUS 
FO A-209 
SORBENT HENDON SILT LOAH 
3PCTNCAL 
TEHP 31.0 OEG. CENT. 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF LINEARIZED ISOTHERM - RESULTS 
R :: .97 q 
RSQ :: .959 
:: 11 IALPHA.XHUt :: .13 4613-02 
SLOPE OF BEST FIT = .106088- oq 
ALPH A :: .18 flO 98-07 
XHA X :: • 9q 26 1'1 + 1 0 
BASED UPON EQUILIBRIUH DATA FROM INDIVIDUAL RUNS 
RUNS DATE EX P BEGUN C* XBAR. C*/XBAR* 
'2 03/02/10 .60000+08 .90000 +1 0 .66667-02 
3 03/02170 .40000+08 .10000+10 .57143-02 
4 03/02/70 .20000+08 .50000+10 .40000-02 
5 n3/02170 .10000+08 .40000+HJ .25000-02 
7 03/05/70 .20000+09 .90000+10 .22222-01 
8 03/05/7J .1f;000+09 .10000+11 .16000-01 
9 03/05110 .12500+n9 .80000+10 .15625-01 
10 03/05110 .14500+09 .80000+1~ .18125-01 
12 03/10/70 .11000+09 .90000 +1 0 .12222-01 
13 03/10/10 .10000+09 .70000+10 .14286-01 
14 03110/10 .70000+C8 .90000+10 .71718-02 
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BRCTERIRL RDSORPTION EXPERIMENTS - LRNGMUIR ISOTHERM 
RUNS 2 SelRBENT MENDelN SILT LelAH COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
Tel 1 ij SelRBATE STAPH-AUREUS BACTO PEPTONE -.0... GM/L 
TEMP 37.000 SODIUM CHLORIDE ~ GM/L 
SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE --.0.. GM/L 
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MENDON SILT LORM 
STRP!i-RUREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTC PEPTONE -..0.- GMiL 
SODIUM >!l )RIDE .1..Q GM/L 
SODIUM LAURYL SJLFATE ---.0... GM/L 
Figure G-12. Linearized Langmuir isotherm, runs 2-14, S. aureus and Mendon silt loam and 3.0 gm/I NaCI, 37C. 
APPENDIX H 
SOl L ANALYSIS-NlEI\lDON SILT LOAM 1 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY· LOGAN, UTAH 84321 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
SOILS LABORATORY 
D. R. Khaimar 
Utah Water Research Laboratory 
Caq:»us 
Soil Sa!!fle 
February 11. 1970 
(Exchangeable-me/lOOg) 
.-""', 
Lab. No. CEC(me/10Og) ECe (mmhos) 'Na K Ca Mg' 
U70-31 26.7 1.0 .24 .61 40.0 9.0 
Sand Silt Clay 
2-.05 .05-.002 .005 
OM(%) pH 
4.4 7.4 
Me chanical Analysis (hy dromete r) .... __ %~ ___ ~%::-____ ...;;;% ____ ..;;..Te.;;..x..;;..t:..;u;;.;;r;..;;;e __ 
21 
1 Sample obtained after air drying and sieving a sample of 
Mendon silt loam; the samples used in experiments, and reported 








BPROF PROGRAM LISTING AND OUTPUT 
175 
C ~ArTfPTAL AOSORPTI0~ COLUMN PROFtLES -USING TRANSPORT KINETIC~ 
011-1 f N <:; ION Z ( 5 nJ ) , C ( 50 0) • X gAR ( sn n ) , X';; T R ( 5"" (1 ) ,0)( DT ( 500 ) , S a ATE (3 ) , 
2SR::NT(~) 
R[AL L&M80A 




AIM~X = l~~X/ZOEL 
IM~X :: AIM~X 
f:: ?nR 
v SU ~ = J. 
TT"'r :: J. 
Krqr-.n -:: n 
77 :: -7i.lF.:L/::'. 
K :: 1 
V :: QI( A.D) 
Or{Hr - p.V.LAr·~:OA/(RHO.(l-Dn 
,)01(1 J - 1,Ip'·lX 
~? -:: 7" + 11. 5 
X<:;TP( f) :: n. 
lr! 7fT) :: Z? 
JPITf(6,?~n) Q,p,~n~NT,CO,LAM~OA,~RATf.A,RHO,ALPHA.lMAx,XMaX,70EL. 
?T[:fL 
,:'~f' Fr.P~"T (}Hl/'1?X'COLIJMN PPOfILfS'/4QX'CONVECTION KH~ETICS'/I/ 
?l~x'(nlU~~ OPfRATJNG CQN~!TIaNS',l?X'POROUS ~EnIA PROP[RTIES',?1X 
<',rH?PTTON pqonfRTT~~tII13X'FLOW RATF, G ::'.F5.1.1xtML/fI.1U.j·.26X'P(l~ 
40STTv. P ::',FC,.?tl4X'C:::OPf:FNT'.'1iAf,/12X'FEED CONe. ('0 ::'.[Q.4.1X''::'UG 
:;-;/""r.'.7X·COLL. ~P(i~. ("O:'F •• LAM;;OA ::'.F5.2dXtl/r:!"1t.8X·sop.~ATr't1A 
':.(" 11 l~ X • ~ R E " • l\ ='. F C; • ?, 32 X ' 0 E N ~ T TV, ~ H 0 ::'. F 5 .? .t x t G M / C C' tfn • ALP i-lA 
7 =·.r~."dx·Ml/CElL'/lE.X·LENGTH, L ::',F5.]tE;7X'X;'1AX ::'.r::C:.4,lX'CfL 
qL<::/r~'I/lnX'TTrRATlnN TNCPEMENTS'/ 
<) 1 "X • r: f L T ~ 1 ::'. F!J • c ,IX t C'1 • / 19 X t OF L TaT ::'. Fr;. ? • 1 X ' f-1 IN' / / / ) 
W PIT F ( !;. 3r r. ) 
1r'1" FnR~AT (14X'TTf'Af·.5X·VOL!JME',F.XtOT~TANCE',4x·CONCrI\JT'?ATIO~!',1'1 
? X 'X PAP • , 1'" x ' x S T A ~ , • lOX 'n x 0 T ' I 1 4 X ' « ~ IN) , , 5 x • ( L ) • • 1 r, X ' ( C ,..» t , 8 X • ( ~ LJG S 
'1 I ML ) t • q l( , ( ":\ U r; S I ~; fI.1 ) , • ~ x ' ( ? U G S / (. M ) , , h X t ( RUG S I G M / f'A IN) t / / ) 
C \"IF PT'':, THF CAlCliLliTI0N Fep CA<::t"S OF 2TR(; ACS0RPTION 
! r, C ""-1 T TN U!" 
I r( H' !l X • G T. ~'.) 1 r. Tn c;=: 
:::;0 ~5 T = 1,IfI1hX 
C (I) :- C r 
nxnT(l) - n • 
GOT 0 4'; 
~ t'\~. T T ~" I C. 
... : . 
Qr:' ?r I :: V,.I"A!\X 
en) :: C!)/(f**(L .. ~,.,r'il.(7(I>-7'K»») 
- PPHr*C (J) o XCI T e ~ ) 
X ;. A C ( T ) = X::JAP(I) + '")XilT(II*Tr'FL 
XSTDeT) :: A l ;:> H " • C ( r ) • y. '1 0\ X 1 ( 1 • + A L D H ~ * C ( I ) 
r ~ ( ('( <:: T F' \ I I - X l~ a;( ( T ) • LT. ;-. .) I< :: T 
~~ Tlf'A[ :: TI~f + TG~L 
VSUM = V5UM + G*T'~L 
K PD!'.IT :: K PD NT + 
rF(l(pD~'1 .LT. rpR~r-T);r. TO 55 
\{ PR ~lT :: ~l 
V (lL :: V ~ U ~ I 1 0 -; r. • 
WRITF{r..lIrJr.)lI~L ,V"L 
4 '-" r F "D 'A f: T ( 1 H • 1 ~ x • F b. 1 • ~ 1 J • 7 ) 
W ~ IT'"" ( ::-. C): " ) ( "7 ( I ) • r ( I ) • X '1 AD ( I ) , X', T t< ( I ) , ~: x r· T ( I) , I :: 1 , T ~i t. X , I r< r: 1< t 
F "\0 r-' A T ( 1 l-1 ,7 4 X .!" c· • .." C" X • F 1;: .4 , =-, X , F 1 ? • 4 • 7 X , ::- 1 ? .4 • I.i X , [" 1 2 .4 ) 
I r ( T T ~4 C'" • LT. T ":" x ) r:. '") T I') ~ ~, 
F ~ I~' 
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F L '1 W ",~ T r, ~ - 1 ~. tl ., L / 'A L', 
f '" ~- '" L r~' C. r (1 - • 7'" :llJ .. {i' ; II r <::; / ., L 
~[)r ... , - '4.lr) 
l C' 'I r T.; • - 1 ,} • .., 
I r>: t" ~ T 1 (\ ~, :. N ( f) r" =- ',! T ':; 
""~L T~7 - .c;l: :1' 
r ::: 1 T ~ T : 1. ~l i1 ~ I '~ 
1- T 1-', ,- '/ rl II": " 1 ) T ,'~Jr'" 
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PDorJ\lS ~Ef\U. PP~Pf.RTHS 
PO R 05 IT Y. ~:: • j ') 
eeL L. P ;) C {l. r 0 f F •• l A r-I ~ P 1I:: • ~ S 1 I r M 
DENSITY. p~o :: 2.67 EM/CC 
r. 0 N r:' C N T ~ ~ T r (I~; XqAP xr, T A ~ 
( 0 IJr <:", / '1L ) (~ur)5/(1oI;) ( :lure IS "') 
• 7 r'l r + r~ ~ • .:~:r- • r r- '1 ,.., 
.7r1[1+') • '1:1 r~ r"lC!~ : 
.7 t"l (""'\+ f~" ,[1:' ~r • jlll' r 
, 7 '; 1 r + ,,-, • :,.., 1-; 
• 7 III ;'+ '\" • .1-, 'CI !""" .... ; ,.... 
.70::J~+,1"" r • ..., , ........ 
• ,fl \ .. • r"":1 r 
.7(l'l!,+n-. • r- rrJ .:- r1 r"' 
• 7 r~ !1 + '1 ') • rJ~:-'f • r1[,1 r 
.7[,'1r+,"7 
• ~t '"J ~r. ."" CJ r 
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Figure 1-2. BPROF output for simulation of bacterial breakthrough using a silica sand column. 
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